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Home away from home
Milwaukee fans cheer for Ryan
during 300th career win

suicide squeeze?

Steinbrenner made his punishmnent
worse than Vincent had planned
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Volunteers sought
Jerry Lewis Labor Day Telethon
needs workers to help with MDA event
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STATE
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The
committee that is looking for a
new president for the University
of Kentucky has cut the list of
candidates down to four. The
committee met for six hours in
closed session Tuesday to pare
down the field. It was the sixth
meeting of the conunigee•

PADUCAH, Ky. — A nine-mile stretch of eastbound Interstate 24
remained closed this morning while officials tried to decide how to
approach a wrecked tanker truck loaded with highly volatile liquid
oxygen.
The truck — driven for Airco Co. by Clifford M. Jarman, 37, of
Hartford, Ill. — collided with a car Tuesday night, injuring a passenger
in the car and forcing officials to close the highway ikboth directions
for a time.
Residents of four houses within a quarter-mile of the site were asked
to evacuate their homes, said Rick Watkins, duty officer with state
Disaster and Emergency Services in Frankfort.
The injured passenger, William Allen, 47, of Preston, Idaho, was
treated at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah for neck injuries and released.
The driver, Mary Lee Allen, 42, of Preston, and two other passengers
escaped injury when the car was pinned beneath the truck. Jarman was
also uninjured.
Both vehicles were eastbound on 1-24 when the car, which was
attempting to pass, veered to the right and wound up under the rear
wheels of the trailer, McCracken County Sheriff's Deputy David Simmons said.

University Square
expansion slated
for completion in
90 days, Jobs says
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger I Times Stall Writer

NEW YORK — George
Steinbrenner's baseball problems could affect his position as
a vice president of the U.S.
Olympic Committee. USOC
president Robert Helmick said
the organization's executive
committee will review Steinbrenner's status at its next regular meeting on Aug. 22 in Colorado Springs/ Colo.
Most CART winners
The first year of Indy car racmg, 1909,
produced the rnos*drfferent winners

a Natal
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FORECAST
Tonight increasing cloudiness. Mild with the low around
65. Light northeast wind.
Thursday mostly cloudy. High
in the mid-80s.
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.
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Collision with liquid-oxygen tanker
shuts down section of 1-24 at Paducah
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

MOSCOW — Two cosmonauts rocketed into space today
to replace a two-man crew
working aboard on the orbiting
Mir space station, the lass news
agency announced. The launch
of the Soyuz spacecraft was not
shown on Soviet television.
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Mary Allen told Sheriff's Deputy Scott Aycock that she was drinking coffee and spilled some, causing her to jerk the steering wheel to
the right.
Jarman told Simmons he slowed the truck carefully because he was
afraid it would overturn. He managed to get the tractor-trailer off the
right side of the roadway, but the car remained under the wheels.
The accident happened at 9:15 p.m. CDT about four miles east of
Paducah.
Airco, based in East Alton, Ill., was sending a hazardous-materials
response team to the site early this morning, Watkins said.
He said the potential for an explosion was officials' main concern.
The car was left running for several hours after the wreck, Watkins
said.
Three people were taken to Lourdes Hospital in Paducah where they
were treated and released, said nursing supervisor Pat Breeden. An
accident involving an emergency vehicle en route to the scene also
may have involved some injuries, and it was not known early Wednesday which of the injured had been taken to Lourdes.
Liquid oxygen is highly volatile and especially dangerous when mixed with petroleum products, Watkins said.
He said one alternative would be to off-load the truck, if there was
no damage, to the piping.

Marlene Childress
Missing since 1987

Marlena Childress
Nevada tip turns
up look-alike,
officials report
A little girl sighted in Nevada
oelieved to be Marlena Childress, a
Union City youth missing for three
years, has been identified as the.
wrong girl, according to police.
Detective Richard Perkins of the
Henderson, Nev., police department confirmed Tuesday that a
little girl described by an anonymous caller to Marlena's grandfather.
LaWade Strickland of Mayfield.
was not the missing 7-year-old.
The caller had told Strickland
last week that a girl living in the
Las Vegas suburb resembled a picture he had seen of Marlena on a
flyer in a post office.
The Graves County Sheriff's
Department notified the Henderson
Police Department shortly after the
call.
Marlena was 4 when she disappeared from her Union City home
on April 16, 1987. Volunteers from
Tennessee and Kentucky searched
the area for days and more than
300,000 posters were distributed
nationwide. A S30.000 reward has
been offered for her return.
The Marlena Childress story will
be featured on NBC's "Unsolved
Mysteries" sometime this fall,
according to network
spokespersons.
The Marlena Childress story will
be featured on NBC's "Unsolved
Mysteries" sometime this fall, a
network spokesperson said.

To the rest of the world, "Cappuccino" may be just a long,
unpronouncable Italian surname.
To others, its a breakthrough of
sorts for Murray.
"Cappuccino's" is the name of a
new gourmet restaurant that has
committed to anchoring the additional construction at University
Square on N. 12th Street, according
to developers, but more than that it
will provide Murray with a muchneeded "unique dining experience."
The construction, set for completion in 90 days, will add a restaurant, three retailers, an office and
119 additional parking spaces to
the mall, according to University
Square Associates Inc. President
Jeff Allen pulls 3500 pounds with his 1946 66 Olive tractor during the Antique Tractor Pull Tuesday night
Loretta Jobs.
the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair. First, second and third place trophees were awarded to parat
Workers are completing plumbticipants in 14 classes. Allen pulled the weight 119 feet, 4 inches.
ing work on the 5-store addition
Start plias by Kris Feat
this week, Jobs said.
The construction will add
approximately 9,000 square feet to
the mall which was built and is coowned by Jobs and Jesse Rose,
who serves as secretary of the University Square Associates Inc.
of The West Kentuckian, a weekly and National.
work.
By TODD
ROSS
"Cappuccino's" will occupy a Murray Lodger 0.
newspaper based in Murray.
4.) Aurora Dam.
8.) A healthful and sate
& Times Staff Writer
3,700 square foot cap" at the south
The first issue of The West Ken- 5.) Development of our natural community.
end of the building.
The city of Murray has a long, tuckian rolled off the presses on resources.
9.) A bigger and better Educational
Oct. 21, 1934. Its publishers were 6.) Security for all.
Each of the other four stores will rich history in the state of KentuckW. E. Wyatt and W. W. Rogers 7.) A job for everyone willing to (Cont'd on page 2)
occupy approximately 1,350 square y, and most of it has been documented in at least one of five daily
feet.
and was located at 502 Maple St.
"Restaurants and a lack of qual- or weekly newspapers that were
On the front page, the publishers
printed an introduction to the indeity dining was one of Murray's low published here at one time or
pendent paper. The first issue can
another.
(Cont'd on page 2)
As the banner of the Murray
be seen at Jane's Attic off the court
Ledger & Times boasts, it has been
square in Murray.
serving the public since 1879. The
The introduction reads:
Murray Ledger, as the weekly INTRODUCING:
newspaper was then called, was
THE WEST KENTUCKIAN —
purchased in 1896 by Oscar JackWest Kentucky's newest publicason Jennings.
tion printed in Murray, Ky.
- Jennings operated' it for two
Vol. 1, Number 1, today makes
years before selling it and moving its bow before the reading public,
to Mississippi, according to an INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPaccounts in "The Story of Callo- ER, standing for all that is best,
LOUISVILLE, Ky,(AP) — Gov. way County, 1822-1976" by Kerby not being sponsored by any clique
or faction. This paper does not
Wallace Wilkinson's aides say his Jennings and his wife, Dorothy.
He returned a year later, bought expect to take part in politics or
delay in appointing a council to
oversee a $200 million technology the Ledger:back, and ran it until'he political alignments. It is to represent all the people and serve this
program for state schools stems retired in 1928.
Complete information is not community. The WEST KENfrom the difficulty in finding the
available about two other publica- TUCKIAN is brought to you
right people.
The law that Wilkinson signed tions in Murray — The Calloway through individual effort extending
Times and The Times-Herald — over a period of years.
April II required him to name nine
but
they arc both mentioned later
We will always be found doing
members to a Council for Educaas consolidating with the Ledger on our best for:
tion Technology by July 13.
The council must frame a five- Oct. 20, 1928 to form the Murray 1.) Religious betterment of this
community and nation. ,
year plan for school technology by Ledger & Times.
Kerby Jennings, Oscar's son, 2.) A new deal and a Square deal
Jan. 1.
The law calls for installing a assisted in the publication of the for the farmer.
Ledger, and later in the publication 3.) Cleaner politics; Local, State
The first edition of weekly newspaper 'The West Kentuckian.'
(Cont'd on page 2)

Failure to name
council stymies
new $200 million
technology program

.
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Finding people with the necessary breadth of knowledge - as
opposed to specialists in computers, telecommunications or video
equipment - presents another
challenge. Foster said.
Tom Dorman, the governor's
legislative liaison, said Friday that
he had compiled a list of 46 names
and had discussed the appointments
several times with the governor.
"We feel it's important that we
get good, quality people so this
effort gets off on the right foot,"

New program...

(Cont'd from page 1)
statewide electronic system for districts to instantaneously report
financial, pupil and management
data to Frankfort by August 1991.
Education Department officials
have used the three months since
the reform law's passage to
research electronic accounting
packages Ind hear presentations
from several vendors.
But the department can't buy
anything because the law gives that
authority to the technology council,
which doesn't exist. And the
financial-accounting package will
!Oleg ea
have to run on an eventual statew•:,
•
1031.4„4
ot
ide telecommunications network,
•
"AVM
which the council also will craft.
"We're
in
a
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) can't-wait-to-get-started mode, and Allen County had Kentucky's high(yet) we can't get started. It's kind est unemployment rate in June at
of frustrating," said Gary Smith, 20.5 percent, and Oldham County's
the department's director of com- 2.4 percent was lowest in figures
puter services.
released by the Cabinet for Human
"We're continuing to wait for Resources.
the governor to make his appointFifteen counties had rates of
ments. That's the biggest thing
The new addition being constructed at Unkersity Square on N. 12th Street will include five new 'stores 'on
10.0 or higher, down from 17
now."
the north end of the building instead of the six shown in the artist's drawing above.
Getting a statewide computer counties in May and 26 counties in
network in place and a financial- June 1989, the cabinet said in its
this new restaurant will help solve occupantants of the mall, Jobs said. accounting system running by monthly report.
that problem.
The statistics are based on estiOther businesses in the mall August 1991 will be "a huge
The
restaurant
will
mates
feature
and reflect employment
a
varCentury
21,
Job's
include
The
undertaking in a short time frame,"
(Cont'd from page 1)
iety of gourmet coffees and food
trends,
not
an actual count of peoEvent,
and
Kelley
Mane
Jane
D.
K.
told
Smith
members
legislative
of a
marks on the evaluation done by
and will stay open until midnight, Rogers' State Farm Insurance. The oversight committee last month.
ple out of work, the report said.
Rand McNally when they gave us
Jobs said.
Magoffin County had the
It would be impossible to do if
the number one retirement rating
Murray Family YMCA also occuCommitments have already been
second-hig
hest rate, 18.0, followed
(in 1987)," Jobs said. "Hopefully, received
pies a rent-free office in the mall. the council devotes its first few by Elliott
from four of the five new
County, 17.8; Wolfe
months
drafting
to
a
techfive-year
A house located in front of the
County,
15.9;
McLean County,
new construction adjacent to the nology plan by Jan. 1, and only 14.5; McCreary County,
12.1;
Kentucky Fried Chicken property then starts studying telecommuni- Estill County, 11.6;
Carter and
will be sold and removed before cations and accounting systems, Jackson counties,
11.4; and Morconstruction is completed, Jobs Smith said.
gan County, 11.1.
said.
The legislative committee, set up
Fayette County's 3.1 was the
to expedite the delivery of technology to schools, heard from Smith second-lowest rate. Then came Jesand other state officials at its first samine County, 3.2; Taylor County, 3,3; Trimble and Boone counmeeting June 26.
ties, 3.4; Woodford and Shelby
The committee urged Wilkinson
to appoint council members so counties, 3.5; and Kenton and Carroll counties, 3.7.
work can proceed. House Speaker
901 Sycamore(
Tr
j
lir
fr
The cabinet earlier announced
Pro
Tern
Pete
Worthington,
who
Tim Herndon
.... .-•
753-8355
that Kentucky's overall unemployheads the oversight committee, said
ment rate inched upward from 5.8
Friday that he expected the
percent in May to 5.9 percent in
appointments
to
be
made
soon
and
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S.
June.
factory productivity lagged behind that he wasn't troubled by the
delay.
Allen County is part of the
all but one of the world's major
"It's just a matter of getting the
10-county Barren River Area Deveindustrial countries last year, and
lopment District, where 56 percent
analysts blame the poor showing governor's attention to it," said
of people collecting unemployment
largely on the nation's weak sav- Education and Humanities Secretinsurance benefits in June had
At the Jaycee Fairgrounds
ings and investment rate that in ary Jack Foster, adding that it's
worked in manufacturing, the
turn holds down plant investment. hard to find the right mix of
12.00 Per Carload Admission (Except Wednesday)!appointees.
report
said.
A Labor Department survey on
11
industrial
richest
the
countries
is
Unemployment jumped from 4.8
Program of Events
a worrisome sign that Americans'
percent in May to 5.5 percent in
THURSDAY, AUGUST 2
standard of living won't increase
June in the Louisville metropolitan
700 p.m. Bane cd Bands
dramatically any time soon, private
area. It is composed of Jefferson,
economists said Tuesday.
Fireworks
ark
Bullitt, Oldham and Shelby counV V
After Bands
In addition, they said, it shows
ties in Kentucky and Clark, Floyd
The Murray Fire Department and Harrison counties
that the nation's economic clout
in Indiana.
Arm Band tight 16.00 Ride All You Want
responded to a vehicle fire Tuesday
may be slipping, compared with
The rate was unchanged - 3.7
at the intersection of 12th and percent
such nations as Japan and West
- in the Lexington metro
FRIDAY, AUGUST 3
streets around 7:17 a.m., area, made
Chestnut
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1
Germany.
700 p.m Maorcycie Super Cross Race
up of Fayette, Bourbon,
according to a department
Murray Calloway County
"It isn't the worst thing in the
11:03 p.m. 1 am lAdnght Madness
Jessamine,
Clark,
Scott and WoodAppreciation Day
spokesperson.
All Rides to One Pnce ..
.
TAN
world if someone else is richer than
ford
counties.
(Re All You Want)
6:30 p.m. Horse and Mule PO
The driver of the car extinyou, but since power tends to go
Here were trends in the Purchase
6:00 ti Posing
guished the blaze with a chemical
with
wealth,
standing
this
hurts
our
Development Districts: 6.6
Area
SATURDAY,
AUGUST
4
Admsscr 84.00 Pe, Person
extinguisher, according to reports.
on the power curve," said Robert
1:03 • 403 p rn KIDDIES DAY
percent
Under 2 Years ci Age FREE
in June, up from 6.4 perFiremen disconnected the battery
Dederick, chief economist at the
in
May.
cent
Rates ranged from 5.1
AU. RIDES & SHOW RING
5.00 Atm Bands
cables from the battery to prevent
Northern Trust Co. of Chicago.
100 p.
ATTRACTIONS FREE!
Derrylaon Derby
percent
in
McCracken
County to
further trouble.
10.0 in Ballard County.

Allen County tops
state in jobless;
Oldham has lowest

41

Expansion...

I Can Help
protect you against
Financial Loss!
The Insurance Center
........ Of Murray

e'll
0."
c
..-7,.. 4

VVP,

Factory production
in U.S. lagging
behind other nations
according to survey

le Fair Days
THRU AUGUST 4

ova
All

Firemen respond
to vehicle fire

Dorman said.
The law says council members
should be leaders in research, technology, economic development,
education and business. They will
make recommendations to the state
school board and legislative
leaders.
Foster said he expects the council to first tackle the "fairly
straightforward" task of developing a data-reporting system, then
move on to instructional technology. That will be the more complex
job and will probably push the
.,.ouncil up against its Jan. 1 deadline, Foster said.
Worthington, D-Ewing, said that
in addition to installing the datareporting system in all school districts by August 1991, the state
should give instructional technology of the sort envisioned for the
whole state a trial run in a few
school districts during the 1991-92
school year.
He also said computerized literacy labs, now present in about onefourth of the state's elementary
schools, should be installed in all
elementary schools by fall 1991.
To be certain of getting equipment in time to 'install it before
school starts, orders should be
placed by next March, Worthington
said.

History...
(Cont'd from page 1)
program.
10.) A higher code of ethics.
With this brief introduction may
we go forward with you to a greater Murray, Calloway County and
West Kentucky.
The West Kentuckian only went
forward in the community for eight
years, consolidating with the Murray Ledger irk Times on Jan. 17,
1942 while under the ownership of
Van Winkle. Percy Williams was
the current owner of the Ledger.
The Murray Democrat was
organized in the spring of 1941,
with the former editor of The West
Kentuckian, Kerby Jennings, as
editor, according to Jennings'
book.
The Ledger and the Democrat
were competitors in Murray and
Calloway County until the Democrat printed its last issue on Aug.
20, 1975. Its final editorial column
had these words to say:
"We entrust the future to the
younger generation in the fraternity
of jognalism in Calloway County.
It has been a pleasure to match wits
with our competitors and found
comfort in presenting the liberal
philosophical ideal through the columns of The Murray Democrat. At
the same time we have a profound
respect for the more conservative
journals to which they are just as
much entitled as we are to the liberal cause. To Walt Apperson,
publisher of the Murray Ledger &
Times, we. trust he will find the
lasting pleasure we have found in
publishing a newspaper in Murray.
We extend to him our best wishes,
wealth and happiness."

Telethon

RIVERFRONT
Presents...

THE TEMPTATIONS
Appearing in the Showroom Lounge Labor Day Weekend
THREE Big Shows - Friday, Aug. 31 - 8:30 p.m.; Saturday,
.0"--7:* Sept. 1 - 8:30 & 10:30 p.m.
Weekend Packages (from $149) Available
*****************
* Lpcoming Entertainers:*
For Reservations Call
* Aug.

11 - Steve Wariner
*Aug. 18 - Travis Tritt
t Aug. 25 - The Association
iP Sept. 8 - Exile

The MDA Jerry Lewis Labor Day Telethon needs volunteers in the
Murray area to solicit contributions door-to-door. Anyone interested
should call the main pledge site in Cape Girardeau at (314) 335-4400.
The 25th annual telethon will be aired on KFVS-TV, Channel 12,
from 8 p.m. Sept. 2 until 6 p.m. Sept. 3. Pictured are KFVS-TV
meterologist Don McNeely, left, and news anchor Mary-Ann Maloney,
who will host the telethon.

502443-8
000
1-800-866-3636
or toll-free

ONE EXECUTIVE BLVD. • Paducah, Ky. 42001Y
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CIRRUS,
Bank of Murray
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House approves tough criminal
penalties for S&L wrongdoers
By STEVEN KOIAAROW
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — The House
voted overwhelmingly Tuesday to
toughen criminal penalties for ripoffs by savings and loan officials
and to create a special prosecutor
and a national commission on the
scandal.
The legislation was brought hastily to the full House so lawmakers
could vote tough on S&L crime
before they recess for the summer
at week's end. It passed 424-4.
The American taxpayers have
been "terrorized by thugs whose
weapons were pens, not guns,"
said Rep. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y.
"If this measure is enacted, there
will be no more excuses for government inaction," he said.
The agency overseeing the bailout of the thrift industry has said it
will need up to $100 billion in fiscal 1991 alone to deal with the
tidal wave of insolvencies.
The bill would increase the maximum prison terms — up to life in
prison for the worst offenders —
and boost fines that could be levied
against individuals and institutions
convicted of savings and loan
crimes.
It also would create new felony
categories to close loopholes for
those who conceal assets from the
government or who try to obstruct
government inquiries into financial
institutions, and give the government new authority to go after the
assets of failed S&Ls.
The bill would authorize adding
$153 million to the federal government's law enforcement efforts,
and create a "special counsel"
within the Justice Department to
oversee a new Financial Institutions Fraud Unit.

Army Reserves
to deactivate
company in
Princeton
PRINCETON, Ky. (AP) — The
100th Division of the U.S. Army
Reserves will deactivate its Princeton company by Va. 1, and "it's
going to be a big change," said
Capt. Kenneth Scott, unit
commander.
Scott said he does not expect
more than 20 percent of his troops
to have trouble finding positions in
other battalions. But he said those
who transfer would have to drive
possibly 100 miles round trip to
Fort Campbell and Hopkinsville.
Elimination of the award winning unit stems from the imminent reorganization of the division,
which has four brigades, with four
battalions containing five companies in each.
Three companies will be deactivated in each brigade. Princeton, a
member of the 2nd Brigade, was
selected for deactivation because of
economics, said 1st Sgt. John
Evans.
The battalion's mission is shifting from M60A1 tank training to
MI training. The problem with this
shift is that 'Ml training requires
only four outlining companies like
Princeton, while the M60A1 training required five companies, said
Evans.
He said the Princeton unit "is
more of an expense than the others
in our battalion. Our building is
rented from civilians, while the
ones in Hopkinsville and Fort
Campbell aren't."

It also would create a national
commission, opposed by President
Bush, to examine the causes of the
thrift crisis and propose steps to
prevent its repetition.
Banking committee Chairman
Henry Gonzalez, D-Texas, one of
the few to vote against the measure, said proponents hoped the
measure would "fool the American
people" that the crisis was being
solved.
"What we have here is a bastard
child with all the defects," he
argued. Gonzalez' panel, expert on
the issue, was bypassed by the
House leadership in its push for
swift election-year action.
"I'd say 'Baloney,' but I don't
even know if that word is sufficient
to describe what is happening

today," said Rep. Paul Kanjorski,
D-Pa., who joined Gonzalez in his
lonely criticism of the bill.
Rep. Jim Leach, R-Iowa, acknowledged that the bill might be
"a bit overzealous," but Congress
had to adi The S&L operators had
proven, he said, that "You don't
have to break into Fort Knox to
steal the government's gold."
Only Reps. Craig Washington,
D-Texas, and Philip Crane, R-111.,
joined Gonzalez and Kanjorski in
voting against the bill.
The Senate passed its version of
a savings and loan crackdown as
part of an overall crime bill. The
two chambers must reconcile their
differences before a bill can be sent
to the president.

Wilkinson supports
idea of boot camps
MOBILE, Ala. (AP) — Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson has embraced
the idea of "boot camps" for firsttime drug offenders.
"It's a very viable solution to an
ever-growing problem," Wilkinson
said Monday during the National
Governors Association meeting in
Mobile. "I was one of the early
believers, and I'm still a believer."
The boot camps stress education
and treatment. They were discussed
at the governors meeting as a way
to deal with the nationwide problem of prison overcrowding.

Kentucky has 8,800 prisoners,
including 1,500 waiting in local
jails because there is no room for
them in state institutions. Kentucky
recently opened the 550-bed Eastern Kentucky Correctional Complex in West Liberty and plans to
build a 550-bed prison in Muhlenberg County.
Wilkinson said Kentucky's anticipated needs through 1994 should
be taken care of. He said the 1992
General Assembly should take a
look at establishing boot camps.

Vote tallies from Kentucky's Washington
delegation on government loan released
WASHINGTON (AP) — Here is
way Kentucky representatives voted in the 221-205 roll call Tuesday
by which the House voted to
increase the government's authority
to borrow money next year by $322
billion.
A "yes" vote is a vote to extend
the debt limit.
Voting yes were 175 Democrats
and 46 Republicans.
Voting no were 76 Democrats

and 129 Republicans.
X denotes those not voting.
Present denotes those who voted
they were "present" at the time of
the vote but did not vote "yes" or
"no" on the issue.
There are two vacancies in the
435-member House.
KENTUCKY: Democrats —
Hubbard, n; Mazzoli, y; Natchcr, y;
Perkins, y.; Republicans — Bunning, n; Hopkins, n; Rogers, n.

Three representatives of the Murray and Calloway County school systems were among those
who attended
a recent eight-day institute at Murray State University designed to assist teachers in making full
use of the
potential of interactive two-way television. They are from left, Sheila Henry, Murray;
Ann Assad and
Linda DeVoss, Calloway County. Pictured with them are John Hart, right and Dr. Bob Lochte, consultants for the institute, which was open to teachers from schools of the West Kentucky Educationa
l Technology Cooperative (WKETC). Titled "Interactive Television," the course was sponsored
by the WKETC
in partnership with the Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach and the
College of Education at Murray State.

Student loan agency gets loan
By DAVE SKIDMORE
Associated NOSS Writ•r

WASHINGTON — The
government-sponsored Student
Loan Marketing Association said
Tuesday it was pumping another
$200 million into a troubled student loan guarantee agency.
The loan to the Higher Education
Assistance Fund, HEAF, buys time
for government officials who are
trying to arrange a takeover to
avoid a default by the fund. The
association, known as Sallie Mae,
had loaned the fund $200 miliion
previously.
HEAF, based in Overland Park,
Kan., is the largest of 47 state or
private non-profit agencies guaranteeing student loans. A week ago, it
disclosed that it was in danger of
defaulting on its claims.
Officials from the Education
Department and the Office of Man-

agement and Budget have been trying to avoid that by arranging for
another guarantee agency or Sallie
Mae to take over HEAF.
They had said they hoped to
resolve HEAF's problems this
week, but Etta Fielek, a spokeswoman for the Education Department,
said the new loan will carry HEAF
into the 1991 fiscal year starting
Oct. 1
"We're pleased with this
arrangement because it provides a
stable period during which the
negotiations can continue," she
said.
Sallie Mae said in a statement it
was making the loan "as a result of
discussions with the Department of
Education" and that it had received
"assurances from the department
as to its continued payment of
HEAF's ... claims, which provide
the collateral."
The Education Department fully

reimburses most ot the guarantee
agencies for student loan defaults,
but provides only partial reimbursement to HEAF and others
with a record of guaranteeing too
many bad loans.
Fielek said the loan from Sallie
Mae will allow HEAF to withhold
about $300 million in claims until
the next fiscal year. Thus, the guarantee agency will get 100 percent
reimbursement from the Education
Department for those claims
instead of 80 percent.
Sallie Mae, which is federally 1
chartered but shareholder owned,
finances about four of every 10 student loans by purchasing the loans
from banks and other lenders,
"We believe the action we are
taking today will be both helpful to
assuring stability in the education
credit market we serve and in the
best interest of our shareholders,"
said Lawrence A. Hough, Sallie
Mae president.

Julie's Family
Restaurant MI)
(Formerly Jerry's Restaurant) '
4111111111111W

After 4 p.m. Special
Shrimp or Clams $395
Includes Choice of Potato,
Slaw or Salad & Rolls
S. 12th St.

753-5101
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Now your bank of Murray
Big M Money Machine Card
can go everywhere you go!
The Big M Money Machine
is now a part of the CIRRUS
WORLDWIDE NETWORK,
giving you instant access
to your money at over
35-thousand banking
locations, in six thousand
cities, 24 hours a day, at
home and away. As a
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r:PERSPECTIVE
nan was among the majority that
said race was an illegitimate factor
in assigning children to public
schools. By the day he departed,
race was about the only factor; and,
Brennan was casting the decisive
vote for a system of naked racial
entitlements in granting radio and
TV licenses.
That Brennan wielded immense
li o
4 hour period, he con
power, that he used that power to
viction of Hie North was over
help shape our society, is undeniturned, Justice William Brennan able. But, under
the Constitution,
resigned, and three presidents paid
elected legislators, not unelected
tribute, at his splendid library, to judges appointed
for life, are to
the 37th president of the United write the laws that shape society.
It
States, Richard M. Nixon.
says something sad about this
All in all, a lousy day to be a lib- Republic
that liberals and consereral; but, the best news was the vatives alike accept that
so much
retirement of Justice Brennan. Now
hangs, now, on what Judge David
begins the immense task of clearSouter, President Bush's nominee
ing up the wreckage of Bill Bren- to
the Brennan seat, secretly
nan's ruinous career.
believes. This is not as it was
The grinning little leprechaun of
meant to be,
a justice — "Call me Bill" — self-governin nor as it should be. A
g people should not
leaves a nation at war over abortion
have to wait for the first Monday
and race, a culture polluted by porin October, to discover what we
nographic sewage, schools hallowed out of the Christian faith may or may not be permitted to do
in re-ordering our society.
that once defined their character,
With Brennan gone, the liberacities sunk in vice and crime.
tion of the court from ideological
The justice's idolators say he
bondage becomes possible, and, the
was in the great tradition of Chief
anxiety of the Left is apparent. A
Justice Earl Warren, ever concerned with "ordinary people — nervous New York Times asks,
"Must
the disadvantaged, the downtrod- fight we brace for a confrontation
that wold dwarf the Senate's
den, the poor, the freindless."
1987 brawl over Robert Bork?"
when the great friend of the friendRegrettably, George Bush did
- tess meets his Maker, I hope he has
not give them, and us, that brawl.
a good explanation for the 25 milInstead, he nominated an intellilion unborn, done to death in gent,
competent, conservative
human butcher shops in the 17
judge, whose key qualification was
years since Roe v. Wade, because
- Bilt -Brennan helped strip these that he had left no "paper trial" to
follow, no body or writing or list or
voiceless children of their right to
opinions liberals could use to indict
life.
him as pro-life. Judge Souter merJustice Brennan believed in free- its
quick confirmation, but conserdom above all, we are told.
vative ought not to miss the mesYet, he leaves a country where
sage Mr. Bush has sent them:
the states are no longer free to
model their legislatures on Con- When it comes to the Supreme
gress, children are not free to pray Court; there will be no more Borks,
more Scalias, no more
in public schools, men are not free no
Rehnquists. No Right-to-Lifers
le pay homage to their God in
, need apply. Why, then, are we
piiblic place% women are tInt free chdering?
to walk the streets.
As with the quota bill moving
Nominally Catholic, Brennan through
Congress, and the tax hike
was militant humanist who led the .in
the budget deal, George Bush
.Warren Court's relentless cam- has finally
begun to define himself.
paign to de-Christianize America.
He does not want his presidency
His epitaph should read: Here lies a bloodied
in the great struggles of
True Believer; he did not let the American society. He wants to
:Constitution get in his way.
transcend the battles, to keep his
"We mourn his departure," wail- friends on both sides. He does not
ed the San Francisco Chronicle; so, want to "run" the country,. or build
:tDp, should all pornographers, nude a "Bush Court." He wants to presgo-go dancers, flag burners and ide over a decision-making procriminals looking for a hook to cess, to be remembered not
as a
escape justice.
conservative president like Reagan
By selling arms to Iran, Ronald or a liberal like FDR, but as a good
Reagan, we are told, exceeded his president, like Ike. He may not
authority under the Constitution. have a vision, but, he does have an
Many of the Left are yet bitter he idea of how he wishes to conduct
was not impeached. This is what his office. He wants to avoid
should have been done to Bill bloodbaths and brawls, to seek
Brennan. Faithless to the Constitu- compromise and consensus, to keep
tion he was sworn to uphold, he a majority happy, and the polls
was faithful instead to his "vision" high.
of the good society, exploiting his
David Souter is thus a quinteseialted office as interpreter of the sential Bush appointment.
Constitution to impose that vision
Until he reaches the bench, we
On a nation that had rejected it, in will not know if he will be an
election after election. It is testa- Anthony Kennedy, and vote with
ment to the timidity of our elected Antonin Scalia, or become a Harry
leaders that they put up with this Blain= and vote with Thurgood
tyrannical bantamweight for 34 Marshall. As with Mr. Bush, until
years.
Judge Souter finally decides, we
When first elevated, Bill Bren- will always be in doubt.

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
With two production lines still in
operation and the expected final
closing around Sepi 1, about 265
workers remain at Murray Division
of* Tappan Co. plant.
Miss Darlene Marie Walker and
Gregory Dan Cooper were married
recently at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
Guy Furr, graduate of Murray
Hkh School and son of Mr. and
MrS. Lonnie Furr, has signed a
scholarship to play basketball at
Bethel College.
Twenty years ago
Hewlett Cooper of Murray has
been appointed to serve a threeyear term on Action Board of
American Public Health
Aisciation.
Miss Barbara Lynne Brown and
Dennis Ray Goodwin were married
June 20 at First Baptist Church,
Murray.
Thrills reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby J. Bazzeil,
July 21.
Mary Jane Harris of Paducah
witkan 83 was winner and Saundra
Edrds of Oaks Country Club
with an 84 was second in Ladies
InVfmtfonal Golf Tournament at
Oaks Club on July 22.
•

Thirty years ago
Retiring Postmaster H.I. Sledd,
Retiring Clerk Connie Ford and
Retiring Rural Carrier Rudy Smith
were recognized at a dinner of
Murray Post Office Employees.
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield
spoke at the event.
Lon H. Edmondson of Bessemer,
Ala., has been named to teach journalism at Murray State College,
according to Dr. Ralph H. Woods,
president.
Mr. and Mrs. James Meadows
are vacationing in Kalamazoo,
Mich., and other points for two
weeks.
Forty years ago
About 2,500 drivers in Calloway
County failed to renew their dnvers' licenses by the deadline of
July 31, according to Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk Dewey
Ragsdale. Licenses wre issued to
1,200 persons on July 31.
Births reported include a boy to
Dr. and Mrs. Richard H. Hood Jr.
on July 29.
Miss Loretta Eldridge and Hugh
Grey Fuqua were married July 27
by R.E. Goodgion at his home.
The Murray City Council began
taking bids on a quadruple fire
truck at its meeting this week.

Crowd is putting N.Y.jogger on trial
It's something seen in movies
but seldom in real life — a crowd
of angry citizens outside a courthouse, jeering and shouting at
someone they've already decided is
guilty.
At one time, my job was covering trials, but I never once saw an
angry mob in or outside of a courtroom. Even in well-publicized
cases, the spectators — most of
them trial buggs — were quietly
curious but seldom raucous.
But it's happening just about
every day in New York, outside the
courthouse where three teen-agers
are on trial in the rape and nearfatal beating of a woman jogger in
Central Park.
An emotional and talkative
crowd gathers each day in the courtroom, where they smirk, sneer,
talk and express their disbelief and
displeasure at what they're hearing.
The judge has had to tell them to
shut up or he'll have them thrown
out.
And when the day's testimony
ends, they go outside to hoot, holler and spew insults.
I suppose all this anger shouldn't
be surpriOpg. It was a shocking
crime — l'young investment banker being beaten to a pulp and
raped, allegedly by a gang of
youths engaged in something called
"wilding," which means mauling
anyone who happens to be handy.
On the other hand, it is a bit sur-

the woman who said that is a physician, a psychologist or knows how
to spell amnesia.
She wasn't really raped or
beaten. In fact, there was no rape,
beating or any other crime. It's all
some sort of diabolical hoax aimed
at framing the young men who
were arrested. And the woman who
has appeared in court — walking
unsteadily, her face scarred — is
nothing more than an actress hired
prising for the target of most of the
anger and abuse to be the victim of for the part.
She was raped and beaten. But
the crime.
the "wilding" teen-agers didn't do
That's right. The female jogger, it. The crime was committed by the
who managed not to die and came woman's boyfriend. But for some
out of her lengthy coma, has sinister purpose, the police and the
already been found guilty of many legal system have decided to let the
improper acts by those who believe boyfriend go while railroading
the three teen-agers to be innocent. innocent young lads.
There's more. The lawyers for
Among her alleged offenses:
She was in the park, but not to the teen-agers are part of the plot,
get exercise. She was there to buy too, because they arent' presenting
drugs. That's what some members a tough enough defense. They
of the crowd have shouted, didn't grill the jogger and prove
although there hasn't been one that she's - you may take your pick
shred of evidence that she was — a liar, an actress, a dope buyer
doing anything but jogging until or a victim of an angry boyfriend.
Those who say the defense lawyers
the attack.
are taking a fall haven't said if they
She's a liar. That's because she have ever been to law school, read
testified that she can't remember a law book or gained their legal
what happened after being bashed knowledge from anything besides
on the head and beaten so severely old Perry Mason movies.
that her own boyfriend couldn't
It also bothers the fans of the
recognize her. One spectator was teen-agers that the jogger's name is
quoted as saying: "She's got convenient amnesia." It isn't known if being kept from the public. It's a

news media policy not to use the
names of rape victims. But for
some reason, or maybe no reason,
the crowd doesn't think that's fair.
So when the cameras roll out side
of the courthouse, her name is
shouted near the microphones.
Apparently they believe their
shouts will be broadcast, which
will make them happy. Well, you
never know what makes people
happy. Different strokes for different mopes.
They don't like the judge, either.
When he tells them to clam up or
permits the recorded confession of
one of the youths to be played,
they mutter and scowl. And they
refer to him as a "hanging judge."
That's not accurate. If he were a
real hanging judge, some of them
would be dangling right now.
Although the jogger says she
doesn't remember what happened
after her head was crushed, she
probably won't forget what is happening at the trial of those accused
of crushing her head.
It would be hard to forget being
mocked and jeered when you make
your way to a car and as you're
being driven away. Or when you
hear someone shriek: "Where's the
boyfriend? The boyfriend did it!"
Such - sensitivity. Such feeling.
Such civility. I don't know about
New York, but we haven't had it in
Chicago since they closed' the
stockyards.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Tuesday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
2-2-4.
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Today In History
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 1, the 213th day of 1990. There are 152
days left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
Two hundred years ago, Aug. 1, 1790, the first United States census
was completed, showing a population of nearly four million people in 13
states (including the regions of four future states).
On this date:
In 1774, British scientist Joseph Priestley succeeded in isolating oxygen
(rom air.
In 1834, an emancipation bill outlawed slavery throughout the British
empire.
In 1873, Andrew S. Hallidie successfully tested a cal* car he had
designed for the city of San Francisco.
In 1876, Colorado was admitted to the union as the 38th state.
In 1907, the forerunner of the U.S. Air Force was established by the
army as an aeronautical division.
In 1914, Germany declared war on Russia at the onset of World War I.
In 1936, the Olympic games opened in Berlin with a ceremony presided
over by Adolf Hitler.
In 1944, an uprising broke out in Warsaw, Poland, against Nazi occupation, a revolt that lasted two months before collapsing.
In 1957, the United States and Canada reached an agreement to create
the North American Air Defense Command (NORAD).
In 1966, 25-year-old Charles Joseph Whitman shot and killed 15 people
at the University of Texas before he was gunned down by police.
Ten years ago: President Carter's spokesman disclosed that the president had sent at least one confidential cable to his brother regarding Billy
Carter's 1978 trip to Libya.
Five years ago: The U.S. House of Representatives overwhelming
approved economic sanctions against South Africa, by a vote of 380-48,
but Senate conservatives were able to force postponement of final action.
One year ago: The Revolutionary Justice Organization, a pro-Iranian
group in Lebanon which threatened to kill American hostage Joseph
Cicippio, extended its deadline a day after another group released a videotape showing a body said to be that of hostage William R. Higgins.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Arthur Hill is 68. Actor-director Geoffrey
Holder is 60. Composer-lyricist Lionel Bart is 60. Actor-comedian Dom
Deluise is 57. Fashion designer Yves St. Laurent is 54. Sen. Alfonse
d'Amato (R-N.Y.) is 53. Rock musician Jerry Garcia is 48. Actor Giancarlo Giannini is 48. Actress Tempestt Bledsoe is 17.
Thought for Today: "Middle age snuffs out more talent than even- %WS
or sudden deaths do." — Richard Hughes, Welsh author and dramatist
(1900-1976).
— By Tlat Assedated Press
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A quintessential
Bush appointment

Mtierray Ledger & Times

One of America's loudest
cities is getting noisier
NEW YORK (AP) - New Yorkers may not have heard the
news over the screech of subway trains, the boom of oversize car
stereos and the wail of firetruck sirens, but the nation's noisiest
city is getting even LOUDER.
"We're losing our hearing and we don't even know it!" says
anti-noise activist Arline Bronzaft, a Lehman College psychology
professor who's conducted research on the effects of noise.
On a recent morning she stood at an Upper East Side intersection, decibel meter in hand, trying to be heard over the rumble of
trucks and buses.
"We're getting 90 decibels, and this isn't even Broadway," she
shouted.
She crossed the street to where a jackhammer was pounding a
sidewalk. The meter hit 100.
"Noise is where cigarette smoking was 30 years ago," Bronzaft
says. "Everybody bows it's bad for you, but a lot of people
don't do anything about it."
Prolonged exposure to 85 decibels or more can damage your
inner ear and cause permanent hearing loss, increase your blood
pressure and cholesterol, give you ulcers and indigestion.
Even on a side street with no traffic Bronzaft's noise meter
ranged between 70 and 75, like a room with an loud air conditioner or a quiet vacuum cleaner.
Although there is no scientific evidence that New Yorkers are
particularly hard of hearing, studies have indicated that people living in rural settings tend to lose less hearing over a lifetime than
those who live in cities.
Samuel Stempler, director of the city's Bureau of Air Resources,
says New York is considered the nation's noisiest because of its
population density - fourteen times that of any other city. And
it's getting noisier because of increased traffic and construction.
Such increases and new sources of noise boost the average noise
level in the city by as much as a decibel a year, according to
some experts.
"If you want to put up a building you need an environmental
impact statement that says it will increase the noise level by no
more than two decibels," explains Bronzaft. "But no one checks
after the building is built, and no one figures out the overall
affect of a lot of new buildings."
Noise seems to beget noise. Dr. Thomas Fay of Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center says that as the city gets louder, so must
fire engine sirens to be heard over the din. Firefighters lose more
of their hearing, and demand even louder sirens.
And there's always a new earache, such as "boom cars" vehicles equipped with huge speakers, sometimes filling the rear
floor space of hatchback cars.
Bronzaft was visiting her mother the other day when one drove
pasi "Suddenly the whole house shook," she recalls. "I thought
someone had turned on the radio full blast in the next room.'
However, boom cars still rank behind the three airports, rush
hour traffic, air conditioners, discos, car alarms and horns, construction and elevated subway tracks.
The city's noise code, which prohibits casual honking and construction noise between 6 p.m. and 7 a.m., is one of the nation's
strictest; the problem is enforcing it.
New Yorkers file more than 16,000 noise complaints a year.
Bronzaft notes that last year the city Department of Environmental
Protection issued citations in response to only about 20 percent of
complaints.
Stempler says his office has only 42 agents to cover noise and
air pollution complaints seven days a week, and police have other
things to do.
Besides, he says, noise is "a relative thing. What I perceive as
noise might be music to 'your ears."

"You make the game if you refuse to cover at trick one," observed
dummy.
"I can also be a great quarterback on Monday," was the curt reply. "What if West had led a cagey
queen from A-Q-J? I've done that
myself at times with good results."
Dummy's spade king covered the
queen and went to East's ace. Back
came a spade to West's nine, and
West found the crucial diamond
shift. Dummy's nine went to East's
jack, and East exited safely in
clubs. After drawing trumps and
cashing his clubs, South finessed to
dummy's diamond queen, and the
game fell one short.
How does South make the game
by refusing to cover at trick one? If
spades are continued, East wins and
exits in clubs. South wins, draws
trumps and cashes his high clubs,
setting the table for an endplay.
Then he leads a low diamond and
covers whatever West plays. East
wins but has no safe lead, and South
scores 10 tricks.
What about a diamond shift at
trick two if the spade queen holds?
Dummy's ace wins, trumps are
drawn and three rounds of clubs allow dummy to discard the spade
king. This limits the defense to one
spade and two diamonds, and South
still has his 10 tricks.

1990 COLTS,
PLYMOUTH
ACCLAIMS,
SUNDANCES
DYNASTYS

EAST
4 A 10 6 4 2
2
•K J 5
48 6 3 2
SOUTH
48 3
VAQJ8 4
•8 7 4
4AKJ
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer. South
The bidding:
West
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
1•
4+
4•

North
AU pa:

South holds

North

4 A 10 6 4 2
V2
•K J 5
+8632
South
14

1990 DODGE
COLT
77t-000'

ANSWER: Pass. Might play better
in a possible 4-4 club fit, but why
leave a comfortable one-level contract in search of unknown
dangers?
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
1.2363. Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1990 United Feature Syndicate

1.5 Liter MPI
4 Speed Trans.
Air Conditioning
Tinted Glass
Power Brakes
Stainless Steel
Exhaust
Rack & Pinion
Steering

Check Our Excellent
- Coverage and Rates
"Call Us For A Quote Today"

Western Kentucky
Insurance, Inc.

Back-To-School Specials
Every Saturday & Monday in August
z
2 Pc. Suits
Dresses
Skirts
Slacks & Sportcoats

2.75 - 3 pc. 3.25
2.00 - 2 pc. 2.50
1.25
1.40

2.2 Liter EFI
Automatic
Air Conditioning
Rear Defroster
Tinted Glass
Reclining Buckets

'Silks, Cottons, Pleats 1 Starch Extra

SOUTHERN
TYLE

Heart disease
doesn't have to be.

V.

Laundry & Dry
Cleaners

Mon.-Frl. 7-6, Sat. 7-7, Sun. Closed
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5242
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Ground Coffee

BUY ANY SIZE OF ANY MAXWELL HOUSE'
GROUND COFFEE AND GET A FREE 5 LB. BAG OF SUGAR

AT CHECKOUT AM)SAVE UP TO $1.75.
sr avoueaciuters COUPON

FM 5 LB. BAG OF SUGAR
Ground Coffee
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All Maxwell House' ground coffees have a
rich taste and aroma you'll enjoy. That's
because Maxwell House' ground coffees
are blended with Coksmbian beans. And
better beans make a better coffee.
Maxwell House' coffee is always...
good to the last drop.'
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Instant coffee OR Maxwell mouse' Rich French
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2.5 Liter EFI
Automatic
Air Conditioning
50/50 Split
Bench Seat
Tilt Steering
Cruise control
Rear Defroster
Tinted Glass
Front & Rear
Floor Mats
AM/FM Stereo
w/4 Speakers

3.3 Liter V-6
4 Speed
Automatic
Air Conditioning
Tilt Steering
Cruise Control
Power Windows
Power Locks
Power Mirrors
50/50 Split
Bench Seat

Drivers
Air Bag
Standard
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SAVE $100
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642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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2400 EAST WOOD ST,PARIS, TN
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Panel cuts Bush request for Star Wars, missile funds
$600 million advanced strategic lion for financing the MX rail
tial reductions to meet the target,
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
missile pot for developing the next garrison program.
and on Tuesday the research panel
While making substantial cuts in
House Armed Services panel. .oft focused on a handful of strategic
generation of missiles.
Bush to strategic programs, the panel
Tuesday chopped nearly $2 billioh
on
called
also
The
panel
programs.
from President Bush's 1991 budget
report to the committee in 90 days rejected an effort by Defense SecBush had called for spending
Defense
request for the Strategic
on
which new missile the admi- retary Dick Cheney to kill the Mar
$548 million on the multiple
Initiative and eliminated research
wants — MX or Midget- me Corps' V-22 Osprey, the tiltnistration
movon
and
missiles
warhead MX
money for two nuclear missiles, ing the missiles from silos to rail
man — and end the debate that has rotor aircraft that takes off like a
lawmakers said.
helicopter but can fly like a plane.
festered for years.
cars. The fiscal 1991 budget also
tee's
Meeting in private, the subcomsubcommit
The subcommittee approved
The
research
the
for
million
included $202
hours
24
million for the Osprey. On
than
$238
less
mittee on research and developcame
actions
single-warhead Midgetman.
subcomthe procurement subcomServices'
ment approved spending $2.9 bilMonday,
the
after
Armed
eliThe research subcommittee
military
and
t
lion on the SDI, commonly known
somewhat less, $165
added
procuremen
mittee
on
mittee
the
for
funds
research
minated all
bil1.3
for
the
V-22.
eliminated
as Star Wars, in the defense budget
million,
nuclear
systems
two missiles and, instead, created a
for the fiscal year beginning Oct. 1.
Bush, who in January proposed
spending $307 billion on defense in
fiscal 1991, had called for $4.7 billion for SDI, a $900 million
increase over the amount Congress
appropriated in fiscal 1990.
Congressional support for the
anti-missile shield, however, has
weakened significantly as the
Soviet threat fades overseas and
economic problems rise at home.
Earlier this month, the Senate
Armed Services Committee
approved a fiscal 1991 defense bill
that cut almost Si billion from
Bush's SDI request.
The full House Armed Services
Committee was meeting late TuesHOMEBEST
day to finish its version of the
defense bill and was expected to
approve the steps taken by the
research subcommittee, including
the deep cut in SDI.
Following the decision Monday
of the procurement panel to elimiKRAFT
nate all money for the B-2 stealth
tee
subcommit
research
the
bomber,
BBQ SAUCE
approved enough funds to complete
4 ROLL
the 15 stealth aircraft now being
PKG.
built.
18 OZ.
The panels' actions were
expected after the Armed Services
chairman, Rep. Les Aspin. D-Wis.,
WITH ONE FILLED
announced his support last week
RS CASH CARD
SHOPPE
for legislation to kill the program
$865
nearly
at
to build the B-2,
million the costliest plane ever.
To meet the House-approved
budget target of $283 billion for
overall military spending, the committee has been forced to slash $24
billion from Bush's request of early
this year.
Since Thursday, the six subcomDIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE
mittees have been making substan-

BATH
TISSUE

49'

STEVE'S DISCOUNT BEER
This Week's Specials
iCans Only

Budweiser

case$13'

813"

Miller

mi
Caw
(901) 247-3934 • 4/10

Avirt
FROM

PLAY

LIN

. S. of red light on right in Puryear, TN.

BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KY.

ES GOOD
THRU TUES

A

(SORRY ....NO DECAll
MAXWELL HOUSE MASTER BLEND

UNSWEETENED

COFFEE

KOOL-AID

$169

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

BI-RITE

Ikrntirmaa

SUGAR

Stock Market
Report

ALL JERSEY

s

11-1--ARD

1Z- --3
NS
_ -LYO
\1:est investment
\0.(
.--

is you.
York, American and Modwost %c.d.
Ex.:Naos*. and S.LP C

WITH ONE
SHOPPERS C

FRESH WE
COUNT]

61

FRYER BONUS P.
SHOWBOAT

RONCO

SPAGHETTI

MACARONI & CHEESE

12 OZ. PKG.

14 OZ.

7 1/4 OZ.

F1

Q

$1O0

Vir FOR

WINGS
OHSE ALL VAR.

SAUSAGE

OHSE COOKED(

di.

REG. OR THIN

TURKEY...
I

HOMEBEST
IDEAL
SANDWICH

OHSE ALL

DOWNY

FABRIC
SOFTENER

ME.

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

ARGO
DEL MONTE

BI-RITE

CAT CAFE

TOMATO JUICE

CHARCOAL

CAT FOOD

'
46 02.99

10 LB.
BAG

29
2
7 LB. $
BAG
PRE-PRICED

ARGO

SLICED PEACHES

FRESH BAKEI

CIMMAMON
290Z.99

CREME FILLE

ECLAIR
HOMEBEST

FOAM PLATES

PRINGLES

BI-RITE

POTATO CHIPS

CRANBERRY JUICE

LEMON CRUI1

PIE

$1 49
50

FT.

DAIRY

Additional Information Available
Upon Request.
s
C.: -.KZ,
Cs3
C7
414 Main St.
--Murray, Ky
753-3366

15(

FRI

PORK & BEANS

Prices as of 10:00 AM

-‘
)
-10.65
Industrial Average
2905.20 )
Previous Close
4
/
55'/. +1
Air Products
4
1
( A.T.C.-Class A .......33B 33/
36% -%
AT&T
130B 7
( Bank of Murray
54% +%
Bell South
31% .%
Briggs & Stratton
147/. -I/.
' Chrysler
34% unc
( CSX Corp
4
/
37% -1
Dean Foods
Dollar Gm. Store.../,B 9%A
4
/
52% +1
Exxon
41% -%
Ford
46% -%
General Motors
42% -Y.
'Goodrich
26% -%
Goodyear
I.B.M.111 -%
51% -1/.
Ingersoll Rand.-33% roc
K Mart
IV/. -%
Ky. Utilities
15% •V.
Kroger
31% +%
Lou. G & E
31% -1/.
, McDonalds...........
4)
/
57'/. -1
( JCPenney .............46'/I -Y.
Quaker Oats
33% )%
Sears
4
/
34% -1
Snap-On Tools.-63% +1/.
Texaco
Time-Warner.............92% +1'/.
4 +1/.
1
33/
UST
.30'/. -%
I Wal-Mart
30% PI.
Woolworth
7-56
( C.E.F. Yield

CHI]

5.49

11.5 OZ.

RONCO

309

12 PK a
12 OZ.9
CANS

Gre

s•S"

Natural Light

pmt

itso.,N. c.0 Aim

PEPSI COLA

441kik
Custom Tru

,S85()
Milwaukee's Best c,,,

— LIMIT TWO PLEASE —

DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE
7 UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER
BARQ'S OR CRUSH FLAVORS

GRAPHI

1209 Centi

7 UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER
BARQ'S OR CRUSH FLAVORS
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MARGARINE
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U.S. places curbs on exports to Iraq

TOPS?? Simulated

Convertibles • Vinyl
• Half TcLps • Headliners

GRAPHICS?? signs • Magnetic

I

Signs •

Auto Lettering •
Auto Stripes •
Custom Trim • Auto Decals

Logos •

Greg's Tops & Graphics
Owners: Greg & Rids Williams

753-9841

1209 Center Drive (Behind Martha's)

Read the want ads daily

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States is placing new restrictions on exports of items to Iraq
which could be used for that country's development of missiles or
weapons,
chemical and
Assistant Secretary of State John
H. Kelly told Congress on
Tuesday.
And he said the Bush administration also has under "active consideration" the step of returning Iraq
to the U.S. list of nations which

sponsor or support terrorism, which
would carry additional economic
sanctions.
Iraq's threats against against
neighboring Kuwait and its massing of troops along the two countries' disputed border are just the
latest moves by President Saddam
Hussein that cause "grave concern" in the United States, Kelly
told the House Foreign Affairs
Middle East subcommittee.
"Iraq is a major power in the

region. This power carries responsibility with it," he said in a
statement.
Kelly's comments, the most
detailed public explanation yet of
administration moves against Iraq,
came a day before the full Foreign
Affairs Commiuee was to vote on
much tougher legislation proposed
by Rep. Howard Berman, D-Calif.,
imposing a range of sanctions on
Iraq.
The State Department has asked

YOUR LOCALLY
OWNED AND
OPERATED
SUPERMARKET
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WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVT
FOOD STAMPS

LIMIT RIGHTS
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PRI ES GOOD WED., AUG. 1ST
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WHOLE
FRYERS

traaigril

ARMOUR

CHILI WITH
BEANS

9

HOMEBEST

BI-RITE

PAPER TOWELS

PAPER PLATES

94

15 OZ.9 4

WITH ONE FELLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD
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FRESH SPLIT

OR

FRYER
BREAST

FRESH WHOLE CUT UP
COUNTRY STYLE

FRYERS

)9

69

FRESH FRYER

OHSE FAMILY PACK
SLICED SLAB

DRUMSTICKS

BACON

994

129LB

LB.

MESE

WINGS

LB.
BONUS PACK

BONUS PACK

OHSE ALL VAR. SMOKED
.79
LB.$I
SAUSAGE
OHSE COOKED OR SMOKED
12 Oz. 199
TURKEY

ZS

FRYER BONUS PACK
ON-COR COUNTRY FRIED
$399
LB $179 THIGHS
STEAKS
3 PACK
PIZZA
CHICKEN FRIED
ON-COR BEEF
HAPPY HOME
79
LB.$1
LB $ 79 STEAKS
CORN DOGS LB $ 59 FINGERS
BONUS PACK
ON-COR CHUCK WAGON
MRS. WEAVER'S PIMENTO
LB.$199 GROUND BEEF...LB. 139
CHEESE 7 1/2 OZ.$119 PATTIES
DON MARTINO'S

Ls99'

79'
.

OHSE ALL VARIETIES

FRESH-LEAN-MEATY

LUNCH
MEATS

SPARE
RIBS

BAKERY

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

CALIFORNIA
SEEDLESS RED

GRAPES

79

FRESH BAKED

CIMMAMON BREAD..16 oz.$159
CREME FILLED

2/$100

ECLAIRS
JICE

WIENERS

159

12 OZ.
99

iES

LB.

$‘119

LEMON CRUNCH

PIE

FRESH FREESTONE

26 OZ. grif

PEACHES

TREE-RIPENED FROM ALABAMA
GET A POUND OF BRYAN
BOLOGNA OR PICKLE WAY
WITH PURCHASE
OF A POUND OF
BRYAN ROAST BEEF

549

LB$

FRESH PINK

GRAPEFRUIT
NUTRITIOUS

KIWI FRUIT
FRESH CALIFORNIA

NECTARINES

leas
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,

•

the Commerce Department to place
restrictions on export of items with
potential weapons uses that are
much like the curbs already in
place for nuclear technology,
according to Kelly's testimony and
to congressional sources briefed on
the moves.
The change would mean a
license is required for any item that
could be destined for a program of
chemical or biological weapcms
development, or for use in developing missile delivery systems for
weapons, Kelly said.
New restrictions should be put in
place within the next month, he
said under questioning from the
subcommittee chairman, Rep. Lee
Hamilton, D-Ind.
Kelly added that the sanctions,
which stem from worries about the
proliferation of destabilizing weaponry in the region and Hussein's
threats to use them, would not have
a major impact on bilateral trade.
The United States sold some $1.3
billion worth of goods to Iraq last
year, most of it farm commodities.
The sanctions are being imposed
under a law that allows the government to restrict exports in order to
distance the United States from the
activities of other governments
which it finds objectionable.
Asked whether the administration contemplates additional steps
aimed at Iraq's alleged support for
terrorists, Kelly said: "We are
reviewing that matter and we have
that under active consideration."
But he said the administration
remains opposed to the Berman
'egislation because it would allow
the president little flexibility to lift
the sanctions unless he could certify that Iraq was meeting human
rights, weapons proliferation and
terrorism concerns.
"We believe what are needed
are devices to modulate actions
against countries, not meataxe
approaches," Kelly told the
subcommittee.
Of the overall situation in the
Middle East, Kelly said tensions
are higher than a year ago. But
asked by Hamilton -if he were fearful of war, Kelly responded: "If I
were I don't think I'd want to say
it before this body."

Service
Notes

J
FRYER BONUS PACK
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2/79C
4/$10°

FRESH BUNCH

GREEN ONIONS

3/$1°°

FRESH GREEN

C

LB. I.

BLUE RIBBON BUTTER MICROWAVE $
EA.
POPCORN

69

Marine Lance Cpl. Bob 0. Futrell, a resident of 405 S. Ninth St.,
Murray, recently participated in
two weeks of active duty training
for reservists.
During the training conducted
with the 4th Marine Division,
Evansville, Ind., Futrell received
information and practical application relating to current military
procedures and policies.
A 1984 graduate of Murray High
School, he joined the Marine Corps
Reserves in February 1988. He is
the so of Mr. and Mrs. Plomer 0.
Futrell of Murray.
• • •
Marine Cpl. Steven D. Drew, a
resident of 402 S. Ninth, Murray,
recently participated in two weeks
of active duty training for
reservists.
During the training conducted
with the 4th Marine Division,
Evansville, Ind., Drew received
information and practical application relating to current military
procedures and policies.
A 1986 graduate ofr Murray
High School, he joined the Marine
Corps Reserves in February 1987.
He is the son of the late Barry
Drew and the late Annette Thurman Drew Nelson. His wife Ruth is
the daughter of Larry H. and Joette
Black, also of Murray.
• • •
Cpl. Jason L HolLance
Marine
mes, a resident of 825 S. First,
Mayfield, recently participated in
two weeks of active duty training
for reservists.
During the training conducted
with the 4th Marine Division,
Evansville, Ind., Holmes received
information and practical application relating to current military
procedures and policies.
Holmes is a 1988 graduate of
Graves County High School.
• • •
Marine Cpl. Steven E. Wilson, a
resident of 818 Coldwater Road,
Murray, recently participated in
two weeks of active duty training
for reservists.
During the training conducted
with the 4th Marine Division,
Evansville, Ind., Wilson received
information and practical application relating to current military
procedures and policies.
A 1983 graduate of Caldwell
County High School, and a graduate of Murray State University with
a Bachelor of Arts degree, he
join& the Marine Corps Reserves
in February 1986.
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Blue, 10 ct
s:

E1MERS
SCHOOL
GLUE

'

1

42.1
.••

EmPlizfr
Alt

NM'S
POWER
801111®
OWES

EMPIRE MEDIUM
NO. 2 PENCILS
10 ct

Plus
applicable tax.
With
Phar-Mor
Everyday Low coupon.
each. Limn
Price 660
one coupon
customer
per
Coupon
expires
8/12/90.

•
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BRING
POE
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EVERYDAY LOW PRICES ON NAME BRANDS

WO'

•
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TEDDY
GRAHAMS
GRAHAM
SNACKS

CHICK SUM
TWM
CARTRIDGES

10 oz , Cinnamon.

•

Honey or Chocolate

59

L'EGGS SHEER
ELEGANCE
CONTROL TOP
PANTYHOSE

3.75 oz

A or B

SHOP PHARR IN:

38

Mk*•

KENTUCKY
VIRGINIA

EMERGE HYPOALLERGENIC
COSMETICS

OPENS AUGUST 1 IN
NEWPORT NEWS
Newport Crossing
439 Onana Rd
At the Intersection of
Denbigh & Warwick Blvds.
Store Ph: 886-0108
Pharmacy Ph. 886-0136
Store open Mon-Sat 9-10,
Sun 10-6
Pharmacy open
Mon-Sat 9-9, Sun 10-6

Also Shop Phar-Mor In:
Charlottesville
2 Chesapeake
locations:
Chesapeake Square
Chesapeake Crossing
Hampton
Norfolk
2 Richmond locations:
Midlothian Market
Shopping Center
West End
Roanoke
2 Virginia Beach
locations:
North Mall Drive
OUR 2ND VIRGINIA
BEACH LOCATION
1944 Laskin Rd. Regency
Hilltop Shopping Center
Across from Captain
George's
Store Ph 491-4323
Pharmacy Ph. 491-4485
Store open Mon-Sat 9-10.
Sun 10-6
Pharmacy open
Mon-Sat 9-9, Sun 10-6

WEST VIRGINIA
Barboursville
Parkersburg
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
;or the Pix14,40a location nearesl yoQ
loaf under 'Pharmacy in the Yellow
Poges c ail Directory Assistance

DOUBLE
COUPONS
EVERY DAY
S•• store tor &Solt
P-0' V.), reserves the 'IV, rc.
hmir quantities ond correc'
typographical errors No rain
checks Rebates void where
prohibited See store tor details

Creme Soft Lipliner
Crayon, Soft Eyeliner
Crayon or Lipstick

304

25

•
/L'OREAL LASH
' OUT MASCARA

353

257

Ashland
Paducah

6-oz Designing Spritz
or 4-oz. Shaping Gel

16 oz

51

OLD SPICE
STICK
DEODORANT

ColOin set

vele

BABY MAGIC
BABY LOTION

10 ct.

1111111111111111111Miiiiimmoimom

FINAL NET
STYUNG
PRODUCTS

• .• •

•• ••

AUSSIE INSTANT
HAIR
CONDITIONER

.. Aussie

instant

\111111111111bb-

12 oz

ALPS
WEATHER-PROOF
OUTDOOR FLOOD

GLAD PLEATED
SANDWICH
BAGS

Cayes

Bald
Bm

150 watt

50

22

it's time to change
your bulb.

5"ct

VIDEO RENTAL PRICES
NOW
AVAILABLE
T:
FOR
RENTMn
UTILE

FREE
VIDEO CLUB
MEMBERSHIP
with photo 1.D. and
maior credit card

1000s of tapes to
choose from
including current
hits, classic movies,
video games and
children's films.
Plus, a great selection
of video tapes and
i games for purchase.

L.,

EO CWB MEMBERS EARN BONUS GIFTS!
every 100 video tapes you rent, you'll receive a
.00 Phar-Mor store gift certificate! We'll keep count
and every time you reach 100 videos, you'll receive
your gift certificate by mail

I ri
-

HEALTH & BEA

Here are tips from your Phar-Mor pharmacist on...

VIADENT
ANTI-PLAQUE
ORAL RINSE

SUNNI VACATIONS
AND MEDICATIONS

ADVIL
TABLETS OR
CAPLETS

30 oz Cinnamon
or Cool Mint

165 ct

2
COME
PUN
TOOTIMMISII
41

Est
Drops

GOOD
HEUTh
EYE MOPS
o

124

• - Never put a full supply of medication in one piece of luggage. Carry most
of it with you, and separate the rest in different pieces of luggage.
• Store medications in an insulated bag, with a cold
pack if necessary, to avoid temperature changes.
•Obtain a new written prescription for
each medication in case you stay
longer than planned or lose your supply
• Exercise caution if traveling with
controlled substances in a foreign
country. A physician's documentation
might prevent embarrassing situations.

And remember. .

Phar-Mor Guarantees
the Lowest Prices on Prescrlitions"

We Only Buy When We Get A Special Deal, We Buy In Huge Quantities And We Pass The Savings On To You.

Banc
1
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The Items You Want At Prices
You Can Afford Everyday!!
Young 11 Tender

FRYER BREAST
Any Size

Grade 'A" Farm Fresh Medium

Golden Ripe Dole

EGGS

Package

BANANAS

19
Lb.
U.S.D.A. Choice

U.S.D.A. Choice

T-BONE STEAK

RIBEYE STEAK

Dole

99c
6 Pk. $1.19
Each $1.39

Broccoli

Packaged Fresh For You

Bunch

Tray

Tomatoes
Rich

Cauliflower

•

Cavendish

Fresh Water

Hash
Browns

Lb.

Catfish
Fillets

89C

Ole Southern
Lb.

$2.69

Beef
Patties io Lb. Box

Jim Adams

$8.90

Sausage_Lb. Pkg.

$1.99

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
/6/i
,

Hunt's

D41 111k!...0

AI It

Hunts

It

_limas Tomato
KETCHUP
32 oz.

1/2 Gal. Cth
.K
BUTTERMILK
IGTA

Sunflower
i

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI
3 Lb. Bag

9c 99 89c
Ban uet Assorted Varieties

DINNERS

VIENNA SAUSAGE
5 Oz. Can

11-12 oz. Pkg.

$119
PEANUT BUFFER

Betty Crocker

PORK 8 BEANS

OATMEAL BREAD

16 Oz. Can

20 Oz. Loaf

SPECIALTY POTATOES
Pkg.

IGA

VEGETABLES

TOMATO JUICE

Whole Kernel 1/ Cream Style
Corn, Cut Green Beans
303 Size Caa

46 Oz. Can

HOMETOWN
'

$299 32
"
Roman Meal Split Top

loth 6 Chestnut St.

-••••••••••••••,,,S•Mipi

U ox. Box

CampbellI

16A

Effective Dates:
Aug. 1-7, 1990

FRIED CHICKEN

2/99' 2199c 89' 99'

Big Chief
18 Oz. Jar

12 oz.-12 Pkg. Cans

Banquet Whole

Alp

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors
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_MURRAY TODAY
Celebrates second birthday

Manning-Clendenen wedding planned

Walker and
Orr vows
scheduled
Plans have been completed for
the wedding of Miss Denisha
Chantal Walker, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bruce Alan Walker of Rt.
1, Hazel, and Hal Patrick Orr, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Beal On of
Rt. 7, Murray.
The ceremony will be Saturday,
Aug. 4, at 5:30 p.m. at Grace Baptist Church, South Ninth Street
Extended, Murray.
Officiating will be the Rev.
Robert Johnson. Music will be presented by Toni Jones, Johnna Jones
and Valerie Jones.
Jill Humphreys will be maid of
honor. ,
Bridesmaids will be Lisa Nanney
and Patty Dedmon.
Flower girls will be Susan Orr
and Stacey Orr.
Jamie Vance will be best man.
Groomsmen will be Broc Walker, brother of bride-elect, and Joe
Beal Orr, brother of the groomelect.
Ushers will be Brian Griffin and
Ernie O'Bryan.
Mark Jenkins and Michael Jenkins will be ring bearers.
Presiding at the register will be
Joyce Cooper.
Jana Paschall and Vickie Garland will direct the wedding.
A reception will follow in the
Community Room of North Branch
of Peoples Bank.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Miiiray Ledger & Times

4.40
celebrated
Frederick
her
second
Catherine Joy
birthday on Wednesday, July 25, with relatives and friends at Murray-Calloway County
Park. She is the daughter of Herb and Paula Frederick of Murray;
the granddaughter of Cleveland and Faye Foy of Lynn Grove and
Robert and Georgine Frederick of George West, Texas; and the
great-granddaughter of Mrs. Nancy Foy of Wingo.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Manning of
Murray announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their
daughter, Vickie Lynn, to Pfc. Jeffrey Allan Clendenen, son of Bill
Clendenen and wife, LuAnn, and
Mrs. Wanda Garland and husband,
Carl, all of Murray.
Miss Manning is the granddaughter of Mrs. Robert Byrd of
Coldwater and the late Clyde Manning, and of Mrs. Cora Maybe11
Story and the late Ray Story of
Murray.
Mr. Clendenen is the grandson
of Mrs. Elsie Clendenen and the
late William L. Clendenen of Eastern Kentucky, and of Mrs. Wilma
Prescott and the late Major Junior
Prescott of Murray.
Both the bride-elect and groomelect attended Calloway County
High School.
The couple will be married Sunday, Aug. 12, at 2 p.m. at Calvary
empl, Pentecostal Church,
Murray.
A reception will follow at the
Ellis Community Center.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
After the wedding the bridal
couple will leave for Hawaii where
the groom-elect will be stationed
with the Armed Forces.
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Vickie Lynn Manning and
Jeffrey Allan Clendenen to marry

Community events listed

DATEBOOK

Wednesday, Aug. 1

BATON
TWIRLING
Beginning, Intermediate & Advanced
Level Classes +
Ages 5-12
6 Week Session
Beginning August 28th
at Murray Middle
Every Tuesday & Thursday
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
Instructor: Tammy Brewer
'National Champion Baton Twirler"

The Rev. James Bean of Boonville, Ind., is speaker at revival services
being held each evening at 7 p.m. through Friday, Aug. 3, at Salem Baptist Church, north of Lynn Grove. The public is invited to attend, according to the Rev. Royce Dukes, pastor.

Revival now at Mason's Chapel
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church is holding revival services
this week. The Rev. Jimmy Glass is the speaker at services at 7:30 p.m.
through Friday, Aug. 3. The public is invited, according to the Rev. Dan
Leslie, pastor.

New Concord Classes plan event
The classes of 1937 through 1940 of New Concord High School will
have a reunion on Saturday, OcL 13, from 6 to 10 p.m. at Paris Landing
Inn at Paris Landing State Park. All class members and sponsors are
urged to attend. An effort is being to contact each class member. Reservations should be made by Saturday, Sept. 1, by sending name and address
to Class Reunion, P.O. Box 14, New Concord, Ky. 42076.

Beauty pageant will be Sunday
Velvet Beauty Pageants will present Summer Beauties on Sunday, Aug.
5, at I p.m. at Jaycee Building, Paris, Tenn. This will be girls, in age
groups of 0 to 2, 3 to 5, 6 to 9, 10 to 13, and 14 and over; and boys, ages
0 to 3 and 4 and over. Kings and queens will receive two-foot trophies,
rhinestone crowns and banners. Two princes and princesses will receive
large trophies and rhinestone crowns. Three alternates will receive large
trophies and five runnres-up will receive trophies. For information write
Dorothy Cantrell, 307 Trezevant Highway, Bradford, Tenn. 38316 or call
1-901-742-3395, or register at the door.

Calloway County Laker Band
will continue its pre-camp at 8:30
a.m. at band room of Calloway
County High School.
Bethany Baptist Church at New
Concord will have Vacation Bible
School starting at 7 p.m.

Pensacola Christian College
Ensemble (all male) will present a
program at 7:30 p.m. at Eastwood
Baptist Church.

Westside Baptist Church will
have Vacation Bible School starting at 6 p.m.

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.

Memorial Baptist Church will
have Vacation Bible School starting at 6:30 p.m. with Youth Hour
at 9 p.m.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church will have Vacation Bible
School starting at 6:30 p.m.
Events at Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair will be Horse
and Mule Pull atJ 6:30 p.m. and all
rides open from 6 p.m. to closing.
Admission will be 54 per person
with children under 2 free and all
rides and show ring attractions
free.
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
will have beginners meeting at 5:30
p.m. and regular meeting at 6 p.m.
Communion Service will be at 7
p.m at St. Leo's Catholic Church.

(Cont'd on page 11A)

• * Custom Framing
* Limited Edition Prints

THEATRES

Wednesday, Aug. 1
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Finance Committee at 6:30 p.m. and Administrative Board at 7:30 p.m.

* Silk Greenery
759-1019

209 University Square, Murray

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Events at
Church will
Bible Study,
and Mission

Elm Grove Baptist
include Mid-Week
Acteens, RAs, GAs
Friends at 7 p.m.

Events at Grace Baptisi Church
will include Mid-Week service a.
Youth Bible Study at 7 p.m. and
Weekly Workers meeting at 8 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study. at 9:45
a.m.; Klaymata Fellowship at 6:30
p.m. and Prayer meeting at 6:45
p.m.
Thursday, Aug. 2
National Scouting Museum will
a.m. to 5 p.m. For
be open from
information 11 762-3383.
Phebian Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church will have a
social at 7 p.m. at home of Marilyn
McCuiston.
Senior citizens activities will be
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Young Guns II
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No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8;
Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5
c 1990. JCPonnoy Cowpony, Inc
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Bargain Matinees
End August 16th!
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10014 Chestnut • 73:3.3111
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August 2nd - 3rd - 4th
Entire Stock

Entire Stock

Bedspreads

Curtains

Pleated Draperies
63" L & 84" L

WH1

10% off
Days of
Thunder (PG13)
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duled
place 1

All Sizes
Solids & Prints

10% Off
All Sizes
Caroline Included

Printed

Comforter Sets

Lounge Pillows
$596
ea.
Only
Kids!
Great For The

Solid Colors
Large Selection

1

% Off
,0
Prices Start at '59.96
Includes Comforter, Shams
& Bed Ruffle

Ea.

Only
Rose Grey, Natural
Select Group

WH)

Kitchen Curtains
Off
30%
Select Group

Chair Pads
10% Off
New Shipment

Reeves Drapery Outlet
Open.
Mon -Sat
9 00-5.00
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Steffen joined ESA in August of
1966 in Cocoa Beach, Fla., and
won the first publicity prize ever
offered in the state of Florida for
the most publicity. She also won
first place for publicity for the

Helen Steffen
wins special award

Hospital releases report
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Three newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Tuesday, July 31, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Brewer baby boy, parents, Lori
and James, Rt. 1, Box 275, Camden, Tenn.;
Moody baby boy, parents, Barbara and Robert, 18A Fox Meadows, Murray;
Dripps baby boy, parents, Debra
and Chris, 17 Jail Dr., Princeton;
Wilson baby girl, mother, Janna,
RL 7, Box 192, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Frances Parham, 1000 Poplar, SAL, Murray; Thomas Vance,
727 Riley Ct., Murray; Leonard
Carlton, Rt. 1, Farmington;

Ulysses Hawes, Rt. I, Box
10AA, Puryear, Tenn.; Jesse Maupin, 1602 Ryan Ave., Murray; Mrs.
Larue Humphreys, West View
Nursing Home, Murray;
Joe Ray Jr., Hale Trailer Ct., No.
5, Murray; Miss Misty Lee Darnell,
Rt. 2, Box 276B, Murray; Mrs.
Maycel Nell Phipps, Rt. 1, Wingo;
Mrs. Denise,Brazzell, Rt. 2, Box
55, Mayfield; Mrs. Jane Leslie
Williams and baby girl, RL 1, Haymarket Dr., Mayfield;
Mrs. Sandra Todd and baby girl,
Box 106, Hazel; Miss Tracy Fawks
and baby boy, Rt. 2, Box 115,
Kuttawa.
Expiration
Mrs. Willie Lane, 423 South
Eighth St., Murray.

Community...
(Cont'd from page 10A)
Thursday, Aug. 2
from tu a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Calloway County Laker Band
will continue its pre-camp at 8:30
a.m. at band room of Calloway
County High School.
Bethany Baptist Church at New
Concord will have Vacation Bible
School starting at 7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church will
have Vacation Bible School starting at 6 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church will
have Vacation Bible School starting at 6:30 p.m. with Youth Hour
at 9 p.m.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church will have Vacation Bible
School starting at 6:30 p.m.
Events at Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair will be Battle
of Bands at 7 p.m. and all rides
open from 6 p.m. to closing. This
will be Arm Band Night for $6 for
all the rides you want to ride.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Bank of Fancy Farm from 9 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 10 2:30 p.m.
Murray Civitan Club is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant.
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Thursday, Aug. 2
H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of
VFW will meet at 7 p.m. at Murray
City Hall.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Communion
Service at 9 a.m.; Legion of Mary
at 9:45 a.m.; Knights of Columbus
at 7:30 p.m.

Events at Paris Landing State
Park will include Water Aerobics
at 9:30 a.m.; Swimming Contest at
11 a.m.; Spike and Set at 1 p.m.;
Toe Painting at 2 p.m.; and Movie
Night at 7 D.M.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Murray Women of the Moose
will have enrollment night at 8
p.m. with officers to meet at 7 p.m.
at lodge hall.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m., WNC Orientation at
1:30 p.m. and Hawks and Owls at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center;
Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850;
Seven Wonders of the Universe at
10 a.m., 12 noon, 2 and 3 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitors Center.
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California State Council in 1982.
Over the years, Steffen has
received special recognition at
State and IC conventions for chartering four chapters and she was
instrumental in helping her daughter to charter the local Alpha Mu
04760 Chapter of ESA. Her talents
do not just win for publicity, but
she has also won many chapter,
council and international awards
winning in most categories.
Steffen was the first person
internationally to win the coveted
Fifth degree of Pallas Athene, the
then highest award available.
She also won a first place award
at International Council level for
History and Rushing, and second
place for the California State Council Scrapbook at the IC level. She
has won numerous chapter, council, state and IC awards as well in

Gaines at fraternity meeting

The Pensacola Christian College Ensemble of Pensacola, Fla., will present a special program tonight (Wednesday) at 7:30 p.m. at Eastwood
Baptist Church, Highway 94 East. This is a group of all male voices. The
public is invited to attend, according to Dr. Lynn Mayall, church pastor.

Arrtvets Auxiliary plans meeting
Amvets Post 45 Auxiliary will have its monthly meeting on Sunday.
Aug. 5, at 2 p.m. at the Post home on Highway 79 at Paris Landing, Tenn.
Members are asked to bring a covered dish for the meal.

Krizan at Sewanee Center

Hilltop plans gospel singing

Catherine C. Krizan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bubby Krizan of Mur
ray, attended the 34th season of the Sewanee Summer Music Center oi
the campus of The University of the South at Sewanee, Tenn. A studeni
of the clarinet, Krizan joined more than 200 other young instrumentalists
from the United States and abroad for the five-week session of private
lessons, master classes, and performance of both chamber and symphonit.
music. SSMC students, who also studied composition, theory and conducting, had numerous performance opportunities and appeared weekly in
chamber group ensembles and in one of three full symphony orchestras.

Hilltop Baptist Church, located on Old Salem Road across from Old
Salem Cemetery, will have a gospel singing featuring The Singing Praises
on Sunday, Aug. 5, at 1:30 p.m. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and
worship at 11 a.m. with the pastor, the Rev. Richard West, as speaker. A
potluck meal will be served at 12 noon.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Hilton Hughes and Joyce Sliger of Murray and James Reynolds
of Hardin from Western Baptist; John Cavanaugh and Pat Watkins of
Murray from Lourdes.

Pearl Bailey leaves
hospital with new knee'

Kirksey United Methodist Church will have revival services starting
Monday, Aug. 5, and continuing through Wednesday, Aug. 8. The Rev.
Kendrick Lewis will be the speaker for the services at 7 p.m. nightly.
Clarice Norsworthy, musician, has arranged for special music each evening. This will include Janice and Stephanie Hays, Choir of South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church, Janetta McCallon and Group, and Alison
Leslie Eldridge. The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Calloway County Retired Teachers' Association will meet Monday,
Aug. 6, at 12 noon at Ellis Community Center. A potluck luncheon will
be served. At 1 p.m. Mrs. Nancy Rose, Hospice Director at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, will explain the Living Will as passed by the
recent Kentucky Legislature. Retired teachers who are not presently members are invited as guests and urged to become members of the local, area
and state RTA groups, according to Wayne Williams, publicity chairman
for CCRTA.

latter a sister of the groom-elect.
Stephen S. Shaw will be best
man.
Groomsmen will be Jonathan T.
Burkeen and Michael S. Fulton,
both brothers of the groom-elect,
Hugh Houston, Mark Wallace, and
Leon Kehrer II, the latter a brother
of the bride-elect.

1205B Chestnut

753-1851

ServiceMaster of The Lakes
Glenn Dossett-Owner

759-1707

SC777CeffASTER

-o

A Beautiful Home,
Reflects On You.

Ushers will be Terry McCallon,
Tony Wade, Jason Kehrer, brother
of the bride-elect, and Curtis Burkeen, brother of the groom-elect.
A reception will follow in the
American Vets Hall at Mt. Vernon,

Custom and standard mirrors and glass work
designed to accent your decor.

Thornton Tile
and Marble, Inc.

All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

753-5719

612 S. 9th

VALASSAI COUPON VALUES

NationalSandwich Month
FIND THE SANDWICH
INGREDIENTS IN THE
WORD SEARCH
BELOW AND YOU
COULD BE A WINNER,

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
BRYAN LUNCH MEATS

FIND THE SANDWICH MATES WORD SEARCH,

,
eressa,

TO ENTER THE SWEEPSTAXES please circle BRYAN TASTES BETTER or
the sandwich mates word search above and complete this official entry form DV
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You Could WIN!
Grand Prize
Third Prize

WHERE ARE WE?... The

POLICY.SIMPLY...WE WANT TO PLEASE YOU!!

leriimports

Call For A Free Estimate

Gemstone & Pebble Quarry.
Nelson 8c. Bev Gidcumb-Owners.

Closed Sun. & Mon.

•

With 40 years of experience, were the world's
largest full-service cleaning company.
* Insured and Bonded *

WHO ARE WE?... The

OUR HOURS ARE?... Tue.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Grim Bynum Hurst
recent bride of
Bobby Hurst
has made
her selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry.

Look to ServiceMaster
professional cleaning
your
for
and floor maintenance services.

Wedding on Saturday

Bryan

row

PHILADELPHIA (AP)- Pearl
Bailey left the hospital Monday
after undergoing surgery to replace
her arthritic left knee with a metal
and plastic joint.
The entertainer had the operation
July 11 at Pennsylvania Hospital.
Bailey, 72, will stay in Philadelphia for about a week to continue
physical therapy, the hospital said.
Back in her Arizona home, she will
continue exercising and in six
weeks should be able to resume
daily activities.
The bone and cartilage in the
knee had degenerated, doctors said.
With her new knee, she was able to
walk with a cane.

Kirksey Church plans revival

Plans have been completed for
the wedding of Miss Nanette Kehrer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Hoist of ML Vernon, Ill.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Kehrer of
Marion, Ill., and G. Joseph (Jody)
Burkeen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Fulton of Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Gary D. Burkeen of Reynoldsburg,
Ohio.
The ceremony will be Saturday,
Aug. 4, at 2 p.m. at First Baptist
Church, 1600 Salem Rd., Mt. Vernon, Ill. John W. Dale, minister
from Murray, will officiate.
Beth Shulte will be maid of
honor.
Bridesmaids will be Joelle Dill,
Pen Warren, Peg Warren, Stephanie Sheilds and Kellie Burkeen, the

various categories.
Steffen has been chapter presi
dent many times in her 24 years of
service and held all chapter offices
and chairmanships. She held many
chairmanships in the El Sudoestc
Regional Council in San Diego.
Calif., and most offices and serycii
as president the same year she was
recording secretary for California
State Council. She held most state
chairmanships and two state officer
positions when she found it necessary to get Member-at-large for 0(
years.
Steffen said "she is very happy
to be active in ESA once again iii
Alpha Mu #4760, Murray, trio
chapter her daughter chartered
Sept 9, 1978." She said she plans
to win the Kentucky State Council
Publicity Award next year, a new
award.

Eastwood program tonight

NOW OPEN IN THE DIXIELAND CENTER

Dixieland Center-Suite 174:Down the
breezeway in the corner (next to the Karate School)

I1A

Kenneth Mikulcik of Murray has been presented Alumni Association I
and UMR fee waiver at University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Mo., for the
year, 1990-91. He is the son of Dr. and Mrs. John D. Mikulcik of Murray

Gary Gaines of Murray, student at Murray State University, will be one
of over 750 participants at the 43rd General Assembly and Leadership
Seminar of Lambda Chi Alpha International Fraternity Aug. 16-19. This
will be at Peabody Hotel, Memphis, Tenn. This will include workshops,
seminars, banquets and legislative assemblies. Lambda Chi Alpha is one
of North America's largest college fraternities with over 195,00 members
and 222 chapters and colonies in the United States and Canada.

ANNOUNCEMENT

UNIQUE ITEMS...MANY ARE ONE OF A KIND

PAGE

Mikulcik gets scholarship

CELEBRATES

Lapidary Shop-Featuring: semi-precious
gemstones, rough stones, slices, pieces, faceted, en
cabachone, geodes, crystals, fossils (plant, fish, shell)
dinosaur bones,semi-precious beads; custom beadwork,
re-stringing, re-designing. MI at affordable prices.

1, 1990

(Cont'd from page 10A)

Retired Teachers plan meetig
Mother's Day Out will be at 9:30
a.m. at First Baptist Church.

TIMES

Ste en wins special publicity competition award
Kathie Fleming, recording secretary of Kentucky State Council of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International,
called her other from Hopkinsville
on Saturday, July 28, where she
was attending an executive board
meeting.
The good news had just been
presented to the board members
that her mother, Helen Steffen,
publicity chairman of Alpha Mu
#4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha, International, Murray, had just won the
first place award for Publicity
Competition
of
ESA
Internationally.

Commander Leonard E. Brown, left, and Quartermaster Steve Durbin, right, of H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign
Wars, present a check to Mary Curtis Taylor, director of Calloway
County Public Library. This money is for books as a memorial to the
late Delmar V. Collier, VFW member, and the late Clifton A. Mason,
VFW life member.

&
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White House
threatens veto
ofjunk mail
legislation

Effective Dates:- 4::::30
8/2/90
thru 8/8/90

Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

IFoodfil Pitatirlikst
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Deli Hot Line
753-7811
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We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Whole

U.S. Choice

Frying Chicken

Round Steak
1 69

Leg Quarters

I Lb.
Boneless 1.89

Ribeye
99

Extra Lean

Lb.

Ground

Sliced Free
0-12 Lb. Avg. Wt.

Round
$ 1 89

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House Tuesday threatened to
veto legislation making its way
through Congress aimed at curbing
"junk mail" on fax machines and
telephone-answering devices.
White House deputy press secretary Alixe Glen said the measure
was unnecessary.
"The number of complaints are
small and there are already systems
and infrastructures in place to
deal" with the problem, she said.
By voice vote, the House
approved legislation Monday to
authorize the Federal ComMunicaLions Commission to set up a
national clearinghouse for listing
telephone subscribers who object to
the endless faxes and unsolicited
messages. The Senate has not yet
acted on the bill.
'This legislation empowers consumers and businesses with the
ability to 'just say no' to unsolicited telephone advertisements,"
said Rep. Edward J. Markey, DMass., chairman of the House
Energy and Commercc subcommittee on telecommunications and
finance.

Lo

DR. GOTT

Owen's Best Family Pack

Field's 1 Lb. Vac Pack

Ground Beef

Bacon

Hunt's
Tomato

Ketchup
Saueeze 32 oz

98`

Pride of
Cut 16 07
Green

Van Camp

Beans

16 oz

Charmin

Doritos

Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

Gonorrhea
can often
inhibit
fertility

Pork &
Beans

19

3/$

All Flavors

lioz. $ 1 69

3/1'
9

C
99

Flav-O-Rich

2% Milk
$239 gal.
Paramount Hamburger

Dill Slices

32 oz

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, M. Maid 2 Liter
Hyde Park Cr. or Crunchy

Peanut Butter

18 oz

Wesson Veg. Oil or

Corn Oil

99'
99'
99'
$219

American Ace Super Roas

Coffee

11.5 oz.

1% Milk

gal.

$219

4/$100

Ronco
7 oz

Hyde Park

Tea Bags

mo ct

Armour 5 oz.

Tuna

Vienna Sausage

$1 99

39

Owen's Best

Fried Chicken
9 Pcs.
2 Thighs
2 Wings

Colby

Crackers
Mixed Vegetables
Hawaiian

Punch

Owen's Best
Baked or BBQ

Beans
$ 1 19

'
3/99
99'

lib.49

15 oz.

46 oz.
Cal Sun Sliced or Diced

Pimentos
Velveeta Shells &

Cheese

si 39

U.S. #1
5 Lb. Red

Home Grown

Potatoes

Cantaloupes

99c

89
3 Breast
2 Legs

Merit Saltine

Stokely's

Carnation Chunk Lite Oil or W. Pack

6720z

919

Prairie Farm

Spaghetti

$1 29

Owen's Best

Red or White
Seedless

3 Lb. Bag
Yellow

3 Lb Bag
Home Grown Yellow

BBQ Beef

Grapes

Onions

Apples
$ 39

$q59
IV Lb.

PETER
GOTT, M D

DEAR DR. Gm. T: I'm a 20-yearold female and plzn to be married
soon. I've been with my fiance for
three years and used some type of
contraception for the first two It
seems very peculiar to me that I
haven't become pregnant this last
year, since I haven't taken any precautions. I want children and need to
know before my marriage if I might
have any problems. Would the fact
that I've been treated for gonorrhea
four times play any role?
DEAR READER: Sexually transmitted diseases can affect fertility.
Gonorrhea, a bacterial infection of
the reproductive tract, is one of the
most common. As a consequence of a
.severe gonorrheal infection (or multiple, treated episodes), the Fallopian
tubes (which transport the ova from
the ovaries to the uterus) may become
blocked, effectively sealing the openings. This prevents sperm from
reaching the ova.
You should see a gynecologist who
can determine if yoi. r Fallopian tubes
are open by performtng certain tests
— such as a salpingogram, a type of
special X-ray examination. If one or
both tubes are blocked, they may have
to be opened surgically. The type and
extent of surgery -- and its potential
,success — are issues best left to the
specialist.
DEAR DR. GOTT. I have a problem
with my skin. Even though I shower
daily, I feel that I have a thousand insects crawling up my body. This
dreadful feeling never goes away.
DEAR READER. The medical
term for your symptom is "pruritis,"
an unpleasant itch that may or may
not be associated with a rash. Pruritis
can be caused by several diseases, including jaundice (yellowing of the
skin due to liver malfunction)and uremia (kidney failure). When these conditions are treated, the itch is
relieved.
In my experience, the most common cause of pruritis(without rash) is
neurodermatitis, a poorly understood
ailment caused by anxiety and
nervousness.
I suggest you see a dermatologist
who, after examination and testing,
should be able to diagnose your condi
tion and suggest treatment, in the
form of lotions, pills or counseling.
DEAR DR. GOTT Ever since I was
a small child, I craved dirt and the
lead in pencils. While I no longer
crave dirt. I still chew the lead out of
pencils regularly. Will the graphite
harm me in any way? I realize this is
a dirty habit, but since I go through a
number of pencils, its quite costly.
besides.
DEAR READER - You describe
"pica," the craving for unusual, inedible substances, including dirt, clay.
laundry starch and so forth. Although
pica may indicate iron deficiency, it is
a habit usually associated with emotional maladaptation. Graphite (a
form of mineralized carbon) will
probably not harm you However, eating pencils seems to me to be inappropriate behavior and, as you mentioned, is expenive.
I recommend you see a doctor to
make sure you don't have a nutritional deficiency. If your physical health
is good, you may wish to seek counseling to overcome your habit To give
you more information. I am sending
you a free copy of my Health Report
"Mental and Emotional Illness" Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1 25 with their name and
address to P.0 Box 91369, Cleveland,
011 44101-3369 Be sure to mention
the title
it
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Work has begun on 13-part television series
celebrating Kentucky's bicentennial in 1992

Anniversary speech
The
to
way
nng
and

ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) — Work
has begun on a 13-part television for-life, has written or edited, more
series detailing the state's history than 30 books, including his landto commemorate Kentucky's bicen- mark, "History of Kentucky."
Carter and Richard Friley, a
tennial in 1992.
member
of the David E. Carter
"It cried out to be done," said
Corporat
Communications Co.
e
David Carter, the executive producer of "Kentucky: The First West." staff, started shooting material on
Carter said nothing like the the Ohio River last week.
Friley, an Emmy-winning direcseries has ever been done for
whose "Hollywood, Kentucky"
tor
Kentucky.
"It's an extraordinary television work often appears on NBC's
series about an extraordinary "Tonight Show," will shoot and
edit material 'for the series.
state," he said.
Carter said commercial stations
Carter is one of four men collaseven Kentucky markets will
in
borating on the effort.
broadcast
the series during April,
Carter is working with his former roommate at the University of May and June of 1992, to coincide
Kentucky, Royce Williams, who with the state's admission to the
just completed a similar production Union. It is also a time when netfocusing in Idaho's centennial. works would usually be airing
Williams' 13-week show is now reruns.
The markets are in the tri-state,
running on Idaho Public
northern Kentucky, Bowling Green,
Television.
Lexington-Hazard, Louisville,
After the two put the idea
together, they convinced Dr. Tho- Paducah and Evansville, Ind.,
mas D. Clark, retired chairman of areas.
Carter's promotional arm is now
UK's history department and a
teacher there for more than 40 selling commercial time — 30- or
years, to sign on as series adviser. 60-second spots — on the shows.
Clark, Kentucky's first historian- A statewide half-sponsorship for

secsure
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ems
to
use
to
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to
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yet
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imitand

the entire series sells for $380,000,
which would be 130 spots in all
markets within the 13-week period.
He stressed that the production is
commercial and as such is expected
to make a profit.

Once it is broadcast, Carter said
he intends to edit the program for
classroom use and make it available with teacher guides at cost to
Kentucky cchool systems.
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As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-be, new parentand movers with a basket full of useful gifts. We'd like to call on you
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.
Please Call
Kathryn Outland, 753-3079

Ingeborg King, 492-8348
.r
•

You Are Invited
to Attend

PRESENTING A LOW-PRICED OVERLOCK
WITH ALL THE VERSATILITY YOU NEED

D.

The hobbylock 784E

PFAFF®

SC.

With a statue of Cuban hero Jose Marti as a backdrop, Cuban President Fidel Castro spoke to the people of Havana on the 37th anniversary of the start of his revolution.
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Now there's an affordable serger that
sews an extra-wide three or fourthread overlock stitch plus does
rolled hems without changing plates.
%/German motor and electronics.
%/Snap-on presser feet.
%/Backed by Ptall's 5-year
warranty.
%/Color-coded threading path
and more
out our
./ Check
introductory price
specl&
$779.00
Sug. Retail

price
Our

Read the want ads daily

$499"

Services at

Scotts Grove Baptist Church
Hwy. 641 North

August 640 7:00 p.m.
Speaker
Bro. Roy Gibson

a
SEWING MACHINE CO.

from New Harmony Baptist Church
and moderator of the Blood River Baptist Assoc.

1-800-525-7845
Hwy. 68 Reidland (Near 1-24)
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Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite
Mello-Yello
Sunshine Chip-A-Roos

Cookies
99
II 17'/2 oz.
Lipton

Instant Tea
3
Oz. Jar

$1 99

'41
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SP9RTS
Inside Scoop
by DAVID RAMEY
Fay Vincent has handed down his verdict in the
end of a bizarre episode which brought down
the most powerful owner in baseball.
But George Steinbrenner, who ran baseball's most honored franchise, the New
York Yankees, couldn't exit the baseball
stage in .any matter other than the twisted,
bizarre way he ran the Yankees since the
1981 World Series.
.
Vincent, showing his attorney's sense of pea
judgement, had decided to suspend Steinbrenner for two years and put him on
probation for the next three, as the two
gathered in Vincent's office Monday
morning. But when baseball's commissioner David Ramey is the
and baseball's baron of the Bronx emerged assistant sports editor
11 hours later, the baron had decided that for The Murray Ledger & Times
he preferred to abdicate.
partner
of the Yankees,
controlling
out
as
Steinbrenner
is
So
and he is trying to turn the controls over to his son Hank, who
he has been grooming for the last few years. Hank Steinbrenner
will now have to decide how he will run baseball's showcase
team.
It is easy to jump on the elder Steinbrenner for the way he
ran the Yankees, but in all fairness, he is due some credit as
well. Steinbrenner's reign as Yankee owner was filled with turmoil, but also filled with some success.
Steinbrenner and his partners rescued the Yankees from CBS
in January of 1973. CBS had bought the club in 1964, shortly
after the Yanks lost to the Cardinals in the World Series, and
the strange twist of Johnny Keane, who had managed the Redbirds to a late season surge past the slumping Phillies after
Cards owner Gussie Busch decided to fire him.
After Keane managed the Cardinals to the World Series
championship, Busch was ready to hand Keane a new contract,
but Keane was lured by the Yankees to New York to take over
for Yogi Berra.
Keane didn't last long as the Yankee manager, and CBS
began its reign over the fall of the empire. The late 1960s, and
the beginning of the 1-970s, saw the Yankees slip to the bottom
of the American League. When CBS sold to Steinbrenner in
1973, the media mogul took a three million dollar loss.
Steinbrenner hired Gabe Paul, a veteran baseball man, and
took advantage of the new free agent rules to quickly build the
Yankees into a contender. The Yankees made three straight
World Series, and won two in a row before Paul had had
enough of Steinbrenner's meddling.
Steinbrenner signed Dave Winfield to a 10-year, $23 million
deal in 1980, and the Yankees won the AL title in 1981. Steinbrenner then soured on his star slugger after Winfield struggled
in the=.1981 World Series against the Dodgers, after which
Steinbrenner "apologized" to the people of the New York for
the way the Yankees had played.
The 1981 World Series was the beginning of the end for
Steinbrenner, It remains as the last appearance of the Yankees
in the World Series, despite Steinbrenner's constant managerial
changes, a bevy of free agent signings and more pitching coaches than Zsa Zsa Gabor ex-husbands.
Despite the prime years of Winfield, who was one of baseball's most complete players, and the emergence of Don Mattingly, the Yankees never could get over the top for the balance
of the decade.
In 1988, for example, the Yankees couldn't surpass the Red
Sox, despite a Yankee lineup that featured Winfield, Mattingly,
Rickey Henderson and Jack Clark. The latest edition of the
Yankees are in last place, and there doesn't seem to be a lot
of hope for the future. Despite all the resources of New York,
and a mega-million dollar local television contract, the Yankee
farm and scouting systems don't come close to organizations
Ike Toronto or SL Louis. There are no saviors in Albany or in
Columbus.
Meanwhile, his constant stirring up the dust in the clubhouse
also had its casualties in the front office. The Yankees have
lacked continuity from baseball people running the team. Syd
Thrift, Dallas Green and Maury Cook all tried to live with
Steinbrenner's insufferable ego as they tried to build the
Yankees into a baseball organization, not a yearly collection
based on the whims of its owner.
But alas, no one could ever establish enough identity in the
front office to overcome Steinbrenner's lack of patience.
So now it is his son's turn. The apple never falls far from
the tree, the old saying goes. Hopefully, Hank Steinbrenner will
realize that baseball is not a game of win-now-or-else — it
demands patience and perservance. Rome, and the glory teams
of the New York Yankees, were not built in a day, despite all
the attempts by a Florida shipbuilder in the 1980s to try to
repeat the latter in less than baseball's equivalent of 24 hours
— one season.
• • •
While changes are taking place in New York, Joe Torre is
ready to watch over the changes that are to take place in St.
Louis.
Cardinal manager Dal Maxvill missed the chance to shake up
the Redbirds last night, when the trading deadline passed. Now,
any deal must clear waivers, which is unlikely. Now, SL Louis
won't be compensated at the major league level for any Cards
who do leave via free agency.
Maxvill will make major changes beginning today though as
his old roommate, Torre, takes over as Cardinal skipper.
Cardinal fans who have been spoiled by Whitey Herzog, who
was the best manager in baseball, will now have to deal with
Torre, who is far less of a manager than Herzog, but may be a
better communicator in the clubhouse.
Torre was the obvious choice to succeed Herzog. No one else
combined the ties to the Cardinals' organization and the record
of success like Torre did.
Torre says that six years in the broadcasting booth has
changed his managerial philosophy, and it will be interesting to
see how differently he approaches the game from Busch Stadium
than he did from Atlanta's Fulton County Stadium.
•

• •

Free throws:
Tomorrow is OVC Media Day, the annual gathering of OVC
coaches that usually crowns Eastern Kentucky as the pre-season
favorite. But this year, Boots Donnelly's Middle Tennessee Blue
Raiders will be the obvious No. 1, with Roy Kidd's Colonels
No. 2. Look for the Murray State Racers at No. 3 in the
coaches poll.
Reports out of New England say that Michael Proctor is having a good camp with the Patriots so far, but the NFL's dropping of the developmental squad may cost Proctor dearly.
TBS finally found a way to broadcast a baseball team worse
than the Atlanta Braves, when the Soviet Union national team
made its international debut during the Goodwill Games last
week.
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'Home'fans cheer as Ryan wins 300th
By BEN WALKER
Assoctated Press Baseball WNW

MILWAVKEE — Nolan Ryan wanted to win his 300th game at home.
Judging by the crowd noise, it sounded like he did.

"It was a scene all baseball fans have grown
accustomed to seeing: Ryan, slightly tilted to one
side, with his hand in the air, acknowledging his
accolades."

The fans at County Stadium spent Tuesday night rooting for Ryan, and
he rewarded them with his historic victory, leading the Texas Rangers
over the Milwaukee Brewers 11-3.
"We found out the Milwaukee fans can still cheer loud," said Paul
Molitor of the Brewers. "Of course, we haven't given them much to
cheer about.
"I said before the game that we had to score early to take him out of
the game, but we didn't and fans got behind him, deservedly so for what
he accomplished," Molitor said.
A sellout crowd of 51,533, the ninth-largest in the major leagues this
season, began cheering for Ryan when he walked to the bullpen in rightcenter field to warm up. He got the first of several standing ovations
when he went back to the dugout before the game began, flanked by his
teen-aged sons.
The Rangers were excited, the Brewers were excited, the fans were
excited. And so was Ryan, although he typically did not show it.
"He didn't act any differently. He acted just like he does on a day he
has another start, but that's Nolan Ryan," Texas catcher Geno Petralli
said.
In fact, Ryan spent time before the game in the clubhouse easily chatting with teammates and signing a few autographs for them. In an age
when far lesser lights in baseball breeze past their fans, Ryan signed a
few autographs for young and old.
"He deserves a lot of respect," Milwaukee's Dave Parker said.
On and off the field, certainly.
Gary Sheffield, born seven months after Ryan appeared in his first
major game in 1966, had faced him in only one other game. It was last
season, and Sheffield drew four walks; he earned them, getting knocked
down by four of Ryan's fastballs.
On this evening, Sheffield went 0-for-4, striking out once. Sheffield
came to bat in the eighth inning with two runners on base, no outs and
Milwaukee trailing 5-1.
Ryan's first pitch to Sheffield was clocked at 96 mph. Sheffield eventually popped up.
"The last time I came up, he was still throwing in the 90s," Sheffield
said. "That tells you the man is in great shape."
Ryan left later in the inning, earning another standing ovation. He
waved to the crowd, and waited in the dugout for the end of the game.
In the bottom of the ninth inning, with two outs and two strikes on
Robin Yount, the fans stood and started applauding. When Yount flied out
to center fielder Gary Pettis for the final out, they erupted.
Ryan was mobbed as he made his way to the mound to thank reliever
Brad Amsberg, who saved the game. Pettis gave the game ball to Ryan
and, with the hand-shaking all done, he made his way back the dugout.
It was a scene all baseball fans have grown accustomed to seeing:
Ryan, slightly tilted to one side, with his hand in the air, acknowledging
his accolades.
This time, Ryan's 18-year-old son, Reid, was down on the field, recording the historic moment up close and personal with a video camera.
Ryan did a brief interview in the dugout, with fans hanging over the
railing to shout their praises. It was over in a minute and then Ryan
walked down the runway, getting one final, prolonged cheer.
"That's a special feeling that's hard to explain," Ryan said. "It was
real exciting and rewarding on a personal basis to see the Milwaukee fans
be so supportive, and I think it really speaks well of them.
"The only other time I've experienced that was last year when I came
back to Anaheim for the first time after being gone for nine years. But
that was a little different because I had pitched there and had a very special relationship with those fans," he said.
"It was the first time since the no-hitters I've seen the fans get up and
start applauding as they do for the home team sifgen they're one out away
from winning a ballgame," he said. "So what we saw was unique.
So is the man everyone came to see.

Steinbrenner made his punishment worse
NEW YORK (AP) — When Fay Vincent
walked into his office Monday morning, he had
a 54-page decision and an 11-page version. Both
called for New York Yankees owner George
Steinbrenner to get a two-year suspension and
three years' probation.
After 11 hours of negotiations, Steinbrenner
agreed to give up control of his team and resign
as general partner by Aug. 20.
What was in it for him?
"I have to say to you I found some aspects of
yesterday strange, and I still find them strange
this morning," Vincent said.
Steinbrenner's lawyers were mum Tuesday,
but Vincent shed light on the situation in an
interview with about a dozen reporters.
The commissioner said it was important to
him to avoid lengthy litigation. In that way, Vincent said, the agreement was similar to the deal
last year in which Pete Rose agreed to accept a
lifetime ban in exchange for baseball making no
formal finding that he had bet on baseball.

Steinbrenner's deal, according to Vincent,
was that he did not want the word "suspended"
in the penalty. Vincent said the difference was
semantics.
The agreement reflects that, stating: "...
effective Aug. 20, 1990, Mr. Steinbrenner will
be treated, for all purposes, as if he were on the
ineligible list," although he will not acLially be
placed on the ineligible lisi
It is still unclear what difference Steinbrenner
finds between a formal suspension and an informal suspension.
Vincent said he was prepared to issue his
original penalties before Steinbrenner's lawyers
proposed alternatives. A baseball official, speaking on the condition that he not be identified,
said the length of the suspension would have
been two years plus three years' probation
"I said I would be willing to do this," Vincent said. "I sent Steve (deputy commissioner
Greenberg) the seven paragraphs which I wrote
out, and they became Plan B."

Cryptically responding to questions on Tuesday, Vincent allowed reporters to piece details
together. Reporters referred to Vincent's
planned penalty as "Plan A" and the eventual
settlement as "Plan B."
"Could the difference between Plan A and
Plan B involve length?" Vincent was asked.
"Yes," he answered.
"Did the difference in Plan A and Plan B
involve use of the word suspension?"
"Possibly," he said with a slight smile.
Then he was asked to define suspension.
"Suspension is for a finite duration. Suspension is for a period of time," he said.
At times, Vincent said he felt like a law
school professor. He was playful and appeared
far more relaxed than he was during Monday
night's news conference.
Reporters kept trying to zero in. When one
said something on target, Vincent reponded like
a law school teacher.
"You have an A," he said.

Torre says broadcasting will help him manage
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Joe Torre phia Tuesday before St. Louis
hasn't managed since 1984 but he played the Phillies, said he was
doesn't expect to be rusty if the St. unaware when his third stint with
Louis Cardinals, as expected, the club would end.
decide to hire him as the successor
"1 have not talked to Maxvill
to Whitey Herzog.
and know about as much as anyone
"I've observed from a spot else," said Schoendienst, who has
where nobody is questioning you," guided the Cardinals to a_1-10
said Torre, who is working as a record. "But if it's not Joe Torre it
broadcaster for the California would be a big surprise."
Angels. "I've watched a lot of difTorre has been the front-runner
ferent managers, and I've picked to succeed Herzog since the early
up some things I'd like to add, days of the search. He managed the
mostly in just dealing with diffe- Braves to a National League West
rent players."
title in 1982, losing to the CardiThe announcement could come nals in the playoffs in three
today, according to broadcast and straight, and also has managed the
published reports. Cardinals gener- New York Mets.
al ,manager Dal Maxvill had no
Torre also was a teammate of
comment on the reports when Maxvill's with the Cardinals, and
reached It his home Tuesday night.
The hiring of Torre, 50, would
end a month-long search for the
successor to Herzog, who was in
SEATTLE (AP) — There are
his llth season with the Cardinals some American teams who can win
when he resigned July 6. Tone, at the Goodwill Games. Try the
reached in Minneapolis Tuesday, American women in basketball and
said he'll likely know his fate in the U.S. men in volleyball.
the next few days.
The South Koreans tried the
"Sure, I'd like to manage the women and were routed 94-70
Cards," said Torre, who hasn't Tuesday night. The Soviet Union
managed since being fired by the tested the men and fell three games
Atlanta Braves in 1984. to two.
"Nothing's been settled, really.
It was a pleasant change in forThat's all I can say."
tunes for the United States, which
Cardinals interim manager Red had seen its men's basketball, baseSchoendienst, reached in Philadel- ball and hockey national teams

hired Maxvill for his coaching staff
in both New York and Atlanta. He
played for St. Louis from 1969
through 1974 and hit .363 and won
the National League MVP in 1971.
"The Cards have always been
very special to me," Torre said.
Torre was one of seven candidates interviewed for the job. The
others considered to be the
strongest candidates were Milwaukee Brewers batting coach Don
Baylor and Philadelphia Phillies
coach Hal Lanier. Maxvill also
interviewed Atlanta Braves coach
Pat Corrales and Toronto Blue Jays
coach Gene Tenace as well as two
candidates from within the organization, Louisville (Triple A) manager Gaylen Pitts and minor-league

hitting instructor Mike Jorgensen.
Torre would inherit a team seemingly headed for a massive rebuilding phase. The Cardinals have
eight potential free agents, including outfielders Willie McGee and
Vince Coleman and third baseman
Terry Pendleton, and the club has
indicated it may let all or most of
the free agents go.
The Cardinals have been grooming two Triple-A prospects, Bernard Gilkey and Ray Lankford, to
move into the outfield.
Torre has said he would spend
much of the last two months of the
season just "observing" to see
what players he and Maxvill might
want back next season.

American teams avenge others' failures
embarrassed the previous two days.
It also was a good night in the
boxing ring for Americans, particularly 17-year-old Oscar de la Hoya
of East Los Angeles, Calif., the
youngest fighter on the team. De la
Hoya, unbeaten in 31 fights since
moving up from the junior level,
was joined by Ivan Robinson, Larry Donald and Paul Vaden in
advancing.
Even the U.S. baseball squad,
ripped 16-2 by Cuba the previous
night, was a winner. The Amen-

cans defeated Canada 10-4 for the
bronze medal before Cuba won the
gold, 6-1 over Japan.
Another American, Lori Norwood of Bryan, Texas, was one of
three individual gold medalists
Tuesday. Norwood, the world
champion, took the women's modern pentathlon. The men's title
went to Soviet Anatoli Starostin.
The other gold was won by 1988
Olympic diving champion Gao Min
off the 3-meter springboard.
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Tudor, McGee would rather play than talk
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Si Louis players John Tudor and Willie
McGee are superstitious — the pitcher doesn't want to talk about his
comeback and the outfielder doesn't want to discuss his hitting streak.
Tudor has built a 10-3 record this year after a season in which shoulder,
knee and elbow surgery limited him to six games with the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
"I'm just trying to make my starts," said Tudor, who was helped to a
4-2 win over the Philadelphia Phillies Tuesday night by a two-run single
by McGee.
Tudor, who worked 7 1+3 innings, said "I'm just concerned with winning games, with keeping my team in the game."
He didn't want to talk about his comeback.
"I'm not going to talk about it. Why? I don't want to," Tudor said.
"I'm just going from start to start, trying to get people out, keep.this team
in the game."
McGee lashed a two-run fifth inning single, extending his hitting streak
to 21 games.
AROUND THE HORN
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Nolan Ryan already had a spot in baseball
history. Now he has reserved a place in the Hall
of Fame, too
Ryan won his 300th game Tuesday night,
reaching the milestone in his second try arid
ensuring his place in history as Texas beat Milwaukee at County Stadium
Ryan, the game's all-time strikeout leader
with a record six no-hitters, became the 20th
major leaguer to get 300 victories
Ryan (11-4) won his sixth straight decision,
allowing six hits in 7 2-3 innings He struck out
eight, increasing his career total to 5.219.
walked two and threw 146 pitches
"I feel more relieved than anything else after
all the buildup." said Ryan. 300-287 lifetime "I
really don't know, in the scheme of things, what
this will mean for me personally."
With Texas leading 5-1 in the eighth, two
errors by second baseman Julio Franco and

two singles led to two unearned runs, sabotaging Ryan's chance to finish with the complete
game he wanted so much. Ryan joined Ewty
Wynn and Steve Carlton as the only pitchers to
reach 300 victories without pitching a complete
game.
Ryan's only disappointment was that he
could not finish what he started. Brad Arnsberg
got the final tour outs after getting some advice
from Ryan when he was relieved.
"He told me to go ither them, not to feel the
Pressure, to throw stokes," Arnsberg said. 'We
all wantedlo be the pitcher to go out there and
save it for him."
Ryan's victory was assured when Franco
redeemed himself by keying a six-run ninth for
Texas with a grand slam.
"There is nothing you can do when you make
an error. But he was getting ground balls and
he expected to get out of the inning," Franco
said. "He told me not to worry about it Just to

Actions& Reactions

!ntu-

Do Dot 'Om

"His 5,000th strikeout, the no-hater and
bthe MVP of the All -Star game And
tonight was MI NM of my hi. It's lust great to
get to play with Nolan."
Texas manager Bobby Valentine wasn't a
popular man when hi had to repeat* Ryan in
the eighth inning as boos poured down from all
1116411 of the stadium. But he had little choice
with the Brewers mounting a rally alter Franco's
errors.
"h was tough to take him out," Valentine
said. -He's amazing and fantastic There's not
the adiecive in my vocabulary to describe
him)"
In other American League games:
.Ben McDonald won his third straight game as
a starter and Cal Ripken hit a three-run homer
as Baltimore completed their best July since
1983 by beating visiting Toronto 6-4 The loss
dropped the Blue Jays into a first-place tie with
Boston in the Al. East and lel the third-place
Orioles our games back Baltimore, which has
the best record in the AL since the All Star
break, won 17 of 28 in July.
*Tom Brunansky ended an 0-lor-34 slump and
Tony Pena a 1 -for-23 slide with key hits in a
lour-run second inning, helping Boston beat
Chicago 7-2 at Fenway Park
.Bill Swift pitched eight shutout innings to win
his third straight start as Seattle took advantage
of Mike Moore's wildness to beat Oakland 7-2
at the Coliseum
*In the aftermath of the George Steinbrenner
ruling, the crowd of 21,682 at Yankee Stadium
seemed entirely focused on the game with antiSteinbrenner chants and banners notably
absent as New York trounced Detroit 10-4
Rookie Mark Leiter allowed eight hits over 7 1-3
innings in his first major league start while
Roberto Kelly knocked in two runs and scored
twice.
•Danny Tanabull, lust off the disabled list, hit
two of Kansas City's five doubles and drove in
three runs as the visiting Royals beat Cleveland
8-4.
*Dave Winfield had two singles and drove in
two runs to spark a six-run fifth inning as California routed Minnesota 13-2 at the Metrodorne
under a season-high 20-hit attack

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Now that thee long losing streak is over and
their nightmarish West Coast road trip about to
end, the Cincinnati Reds are looking to reclaim
the momemlum that gave them a huge lead in
the National League West
'We've gm the best home record in baseball,
and we've got 20 games at home in August,"
Manager Lou Pinielia said after Cincinnati beat
the Los Angeles Dodgers 5-2 Tuesday night to
snap an eight-game losing wreak "This thing is
there to be won"
II was that attitude that propelled the Reds to
an 11 -game lead, hall of which has disappeared in a 2-8 swing through California The
trip ends where ii began — thanks to rescheduling tied to the delayed opening of the sea-'
son — today in San Diego.
Part of the failure of the trip has been a lack
of offense Prior to collecting six hits in the victory Tuesday night, the Reds had been held to
a total of three in consecutive losses Sunday
and Monday
Jose Rio (7-4) scattered six hits in 6 1-3
innings He also singled twice, scored once and
stole a base, the first time this season a Cincinnati pitcher has attempted to steal
In other National League action:
ipon Robinson, pinch-hating instead of pitching, singled with the bases loaded in the ninth
inning for San Francisco in a 3-2 win over the
Astros. _Robinson hit the first pitch from Juan
Agosto (5-6) into teh-center field to make a winner of Jeff Brantley (4-3). Robinson. batting
189 for the season, is now 2-for-4 with a home
run and two RBIs as a pinch-hitter this season
iSid Bream had a two-run homer and three
RBIs, and Bob Patterson (7-3) pitched strong
emergency relief as Pittsburgh beat Chicago
9-1 to tie for first place in the NL East
•Andres Galarraga hit Montreal's first insidethe-park homer in three years and Oil Can Boyd
allowed two runs and stranded five runners in
scoring position at six innings as the Expos
defeated the Mets 7-4
*Garry Templeton singled to tie the game and
scored the winning run when Atlanta third baseman Jim Presley bobbled a grounder, giving
San Diego a 7-6 win and its seventh victory tri
nine games
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Members of the Pony League "B" All-Star team which recently participated in a tournament in Lyon County included (front, left to right) Shane Raspberry, Jason Grogan,
Tins McDaniel and Corey England;(back) Andy Gupton, Adam Furgerson, T.J. Mykill,
Jay Paul Herndon and Clay Cowan. All-Stan not pictured include Eric Baker, Tim
Brickey, Ted Booth, Chris Tibbetts, Tyler Bohannon, Rob Carpenter and Raymond
DuralL The All-Stan were eliminated in the third round by a Crittenden County squad.
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Golf

local

Golfers will compete for top prizes in next Friday's (Aug. 10) Ty Holland Memorial
Golf Tournament, a benefit for the American Heart Association which will be held
at Murray Country Club starting at 1 p.m. with a shotgun start. According to tournament coordinators Tom Schwettman and Pete Bogart, the tournament will be a
two-person scramble with men's, seniors' and women's divisions. People of all
ages and abilities are encouraged to compete in the tournament, which is designed
not only for the competition but also for the golfers to experience the benefits of
exercise.
'Entry fee is $35 per player; funds raised through fees and sponsorships will primarily support American Heart Association programs such as Food Festival, HeartAt-Work and Schoolsite kits. Other monies raised will be allocated for cardiovascular research in Kentucky. To register or for more information, call the AHA at
442-3730 or sign up at the Murray Country Club.
• • •
Last week's flight winners during The Oaks Country Club's Junior Golf program
included (boys) Eric Gallimore, Michael Winn and Blu Norsworthy, first flight; Scott
Farmer, Bill Shaffer and Josh Price, second flight; John Farmer, Mark Johnson and
Gus Jones, third !light; David Todd, Matthew Pate and Greg Atkins, fourth flight;
and Will Norsworthy, Kevin Johnson and Derek Shatter and Josh Dunn (tie), fifth
flight; (girls) Carrie Griffiths, Emily Pyle and Deury Hughes, first flight; Jennifer
Shaffer, Beth Pate and Kristen Farmer, second flight; and Ann Taylor, Heather
Lanham, April Rooker and Gail Friday, third flight.
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Tennis — local
LEXINGTON — Murray's Beth Wilson was defeated by the No. 2 seed in secondround action of the Kentucky Central Life Open Junior Tennis Classic at the University of Kentucky. Wilson, competing in the girls' 18s division, lost 6-3, 6-0 to
Lisa Hayden of Barbourville.
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BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — A civil rights group canceled plans to protest the PGA
Championship next week at Shoal Creek after the all-white private club's board
accepted a black businessman as an honorary member. Birmingham's black mayor, Richard Arrington, also announced that another black could become a regular
member in the exclusive club if he meets Shoal Creek's normal membership
requirements. Arnngton said the PGA of America also will recommend to its board
that future PGA Championships be held at clubs that do not discriminate. The
board is expected to ratify the recommendation at a meeting next week.

Boxing
EDMONTON, Alberta — George Foreman knocked out overmatched Ken Lakusta
at 1:24 of the third round of a scheduled 10-round heavyweight fight, improving his
record to 23-0 since he ended a 10-year retiremennt in 1987. The 41-year-old
Foreman, now 68-2 with 64 knockouts overall, knocked Lakusta down early in the
round and the Canadian barely beat the count. The knockout came on a right to
the jaw that sent Lakusta down for the count.
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FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. IL. Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 1:00-6:00
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps
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DaireE Lemonade
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Plumrose

Bacon
Although considered the last battle of the Revolutionary War, this battle was fought in August 1782, nearly two years after Cornwallis surrendered to Washington in October, 1780. Peace negotiations began
shortly after the Battle of Blue Licks, with a preliminary agreement signed in November, 1782. The Treaty
of Paris, officially declaring peace between England and the United States, was signed September 3, 1783.
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Boone fought at Blue Licks
Pork

Spare
Ribs

Grade A Large

Prairie Farms

Yogurt,
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EDITORS NOTE: This is the
third of a six-part series of attractions, festivals and events associated with Daniel Boone. Attached
is a photo of re-enactors at Blue
Licks Battlefield.
Daniel Boone's travels often
took him to Blue Licks. It was here
at the licks that early settlers
gathered salt. Animals also frequented the salt licks, so it was a
prime hunting area as welk
Blue Licics is known for, the
Battle of Blue Licks, the last battle
of the Revolutionary War. Boone
fought in the battle and lost his
son, Israel, there.
Boone had warned the Kentucky
troops of an Indian ambush. He has
seen the signs - the Indian force
retreated in one group making no
attempt to cover their tracks, trees
were blazed to mark their trail,
they concealed their numbers by
walking in each others' tracks and
two nearby ravines could easily
hide an entire Indian force. Boone
urged that they wait for reinforcements, and nearly 500 additional
men were expected anytime.

Lbs. For

MOSCOW (AP) — Two cosmonauts who are scheduled to be
launched to the Mir space station
will walk in space to further repair
a hatch that has troubled the current crew, Tass said Tuesday.
A rocket carrying LA. Col. Gennady Manakov and engineer Gennady Strekalov will be launched
from the Baikonur Space Center in
Soviet Central Asia at 1:32 p.m.
Moscow time (5:32 a.m. EDT)
Wednesday in a Soyuz TM-10 capsule, the official Soviet news agency reported.
They will replace cosmonauts
Anatoly Solovyev and Alexander
Balandin, who have been aboard
the Mir since Feb. 11 and are sche-

This Week's Special.
Large Hamburger
And Fries
Special Good
1"
thru Aug. 3
Saturday OhlY1
Bar-B-Q Plate & Med. Drink
Includes: Bar-B-0 Fries, $395
Baked Beans, Slaw
& Toasted Bun

IF Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food.
TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
753-0045 di
k Chestnut St.
Murray

Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 3 & 4

Ground
Beef

Olivet in northern Kentucky, has a
Pioneer Museum exhibiting the history of the area and features prehistoric artifacts unearthed on the
property in 1886. There is also a
nature preserve on the park.
To find out more about Blue
Licks Battlefield State Park, call
(606) 289-5507. For more information about travel throughout Kentucky call 1-800-225-TRIP.

Soviet cosmonauts will walk
in space to repair Mir hatch

Commander John Todd seemed
to heed Boone's warning. He was
ready to hold back the small force
of men, numbering less than 200.
Unfortunately, Hugh McGary
decided this was the time to refute
a remark made about his lack of

L:75:k
Bananas
$100

3

courage during a recent Indian raid
and led a charge.
The battle was brief, lasting only
five mintues. Over one-third of the
expedition was killed.
A re-enactment commemorates
the battle annually at the park. This
year's re-enactment will be held
August 18-19. A craft show and a
pioneer enactment round out the
weekend.
The park, located near Mt.

Family Pack

duled to return to Earth on Aug. 9.
Manakov, commander of the
4Y2 -month mission, will make his
first space flight. The 40-year-old
test pilot was a member of the
backup crew to Solovyev and
Balandin.
Strekalov, 49, is a veteran cosmonaut making his fourth flight,
having worked aboard the Salyut
space station.
Tass reported that the cosmonauts are expected to make at least
two spacewalks, during which they
will conduct repairs to a hatch on
the Kvant-2 module attached to the
Mir complex„Xlie news agency did
not specify what needed to be done
to fix the hatch.
During a July 17 excursion outside the space station to repair torn
thermal insulation on their Soyuz
TM-9 capsule, Solovyev and
Balandin discovered they could not
close a hatch at tiie end of their
space walk.
Despite strenuous efforts to close
the hatch, the cosmonauts were
unable to secure it completely.
They ran dangerously low on oxygen as their space walk was prolonged to seven hours, two hours
longer than planned.
The cosmonauts entered through
another hatch in the Mir complex,
leaving the first one slightly ajar.
During a second space walk on
July 26, Solovyev and Balandin
successfully closed the hatch after
ground controllers carefully studied
televised pictures of it.
Tass said ground controllers
indicated that human error at the
start of the July 17 space walk
caused the hatch problem: the cosmonauts opened it before the airlock was completely depressurized,
and it swung outward with such
force that a key joint was damaged.
On Monday, Solovyev and
Balandin underwent medical
checks that indicated they were in
good health after 170 days in
space, Tass said.

Murray airport
receives grant
for taxi lights

,1%q11
Mrs. Grissom's

SAUSAGE
Mrs. Grissom's

Sausage

bilbwa:ro
Savings Up To $800

Keith's Lawn
& Tractor Center
"Limp In — Leap Out"

$129

Open: Fri. 730 a.m.-5 p.m. & Sat. 7:30-Noon
80 E. Main (Hwy. 94E)

759-9831

The Federal Aviation Administration has granted $85,500 to
Kyle-Oakley Airport of Murray and
Calloway County. The funds will
be used for taxi-way lighting,
according to a spokesperson in
Senator Wendell Ford's office.
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UK committee narrows presidential search to four

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
committee that is looking for a new
president for the University of
Kentucky has cut the list of candidates down to four.
Foster Ockerman, chairman of
the presidential search committee,
said the list would be submitted at
the next meeting of the school's
board of trustees on Sept. 18.
The committee met for six hours
in closed session Tuesday to pare
down the field. It was the sixth

meeting of the committee.
Ockerman would not release the
names but indicated at least one
woman was among the finalists.
"The names will not be
announced until they come to campus," he said. Charles Wethington
Jr., who is serving as interim president, is believed to be the frontrunner, but Ockerman would not
disclose whether Wethington was a
finalist.
"I'm not going to comment on

who's in the running," said Ockerman, who is also chairman of the
board of trustees.
He said the candidates will probably be on the campus during the
first two weeks of September. They
will meet with the committee, trustees and representatives of the
administration, faculty and student
body.
Ockerman said the names will
not be given to the trustees in order
of preference.

"When we turn the four names
to the board, they will not be
ranked because as I've said earlier,
this is not a nominating committee,
this is not a selection committee,"
he said. "We will present the candidates to the board. We will present the candidates to the board
unranked, and the board will make
its decision."
Ockerman said the finalists currently serve as presidents of universities or branches of universities

comparable in size to Kentucky's
Lexington campus.
The university used Lamalie
Associates Inc. to help screen
candidates.
The committee will meet again
on Aug. 21 to finalize the visits on
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Program forces Air Force freshmen to stick out basic training
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AIR FORCE ACADEMY, Colo.
(AP) — Air Force freshmen who
endured six weeks of basic training
will get their first chance to drop
out Saturday under a new policy to
stem a rising early attrition rate.
The new program forces freshmen to stick it out through basic
training.
The policy at the academy since
its inception in the mid-1950s had
been to allow freshmen to quit at
any time. Last year, a surprising

149 students — 11 percent of the
freshman class — to quit soon after
arriving.
The dropout figures led administrators to require this year's freshmen to stay until they had completed basic training. The only
exception was for those with physical disabilities.
Maj. Steve Daniels, director of
research, said the academy wanted
freshmen to build a sense of
accomplishment by completing the
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The drivers was involved in a fatal
number of traffic accidents and accident.
injuries increased in Kentucky in
Kentucky's highway death rate,
1989, but the number of highway
based
on the number of fatalities
fatalities fell, according to a report
per
100
million miles driven was
released by the state Justice
2.4, compared to the national rate
Cabinet.
Almost two-fifths of the fatal of 2.5 in 1989.
accidents in 1989 involved a driver
Drinking drivers were involved
who was drinking.
in 7,670 of the accidents in KenAccording to Kentucky Traffic tucky in 1989, only 5 percent of
Accident Facts, there were 151,443 the total. But those drivers
accidents in 1989, up 3 percent accounted for 10 percent of the
from 147,587 in 1988. There were injury accidents and 274 deaths, 39
35,507 injuries reported from the percent of the total.
1989 accidents, up 4 percent from
The incidence of drinking driv34,164 in 1988.
ers
in accidents declined in 1989
But the 696 fatalities reported in
1989 was down from the 719 by 4 percent from the previous
year.
reported in 1988.
The figures make up a gruesome
Almost two-thirds of the traffic
statistical abstract.
accidents in Kentucky took place in
The report released Monday esti- urban areas, defined as cities with a
mates that one in every 4,604 Ken- population of 5,000 or more. But
tuckians died as a result of a traffic the overwhelming majority of fatal
accident in 1989. One of every five accidents, 78 percent, took place in
licensed drivers was involved in an rural areas.
accident of some sort. One of every
People age 25-34 made up the
66 Kentuckians was injured in a largest segment of drivers
traffic accident and one in 1,200 in all accidents and fatal involved
accidents.

Ti

Specializing In Quarterly
Pest Control On Homes Which Consists of Four Sprayings
Per Year at $2500 perquarter.

1703 Hwy. 121 North, Murray

753-6433

The billionaires' club
Forbes magazine's July 23 issue says there are 271 billionaires in the
world, down 45 from last year. Not on this year's list: Donald Trump.

Top 10 wealthiest individuals, families
While the U.S. has the most billionaires, the richest person in the world is
from Japan. A rank of estimated personal net worth:
Net worth,
Name
Country Source of wealth
in billions
Yoshiaki Tsutsumi
Japan
Land, railroads
$16.0
Taikichiro Mori
Japan
Development
$14.6
Sam Watton and family
U.S.
Retailing
$13.3
du Pont family
U.S.
Inheritance
$10.0
Hans and Gad Rausing
Sweden
Liquids packaging
$9.6
Kitaro Watanabe
Japan
Real estate
$9.2
Reichmann brothers
Canada
Real estate
$9.0
Kenkichi Nakajima
Japan
Pachinko (pinball)
$8.4
Shin Kyuk-ho
Korea
Candy, real estate
$7.048.0
Forrest E. Mars and family U.S.
Candy
$6.0

U.S. has most billionaires
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Cavalier
with

$500 Cash Back

Lumina

Corsica

with $1,000 Cash Back

with $1,000 Cash Back

---======

Forbes does not count heads
of state or royal families
because it says their wealth
comes largely from political
heritage. Fortune magazine,
which includes heads of state
in its list, says the richest
person in the world is Sultan of
Brunei, at $25 billion.

99
40
38
8

7
7
7

8

9 404

Who's even richer

Top seven countries:
U.S.
Japan
W. Germany
Canada
Britain
France
Hong Kong

Here Are 10 Good Reasons
to See Us Now.
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Full-Size Picku•

with $600 Cash Back

Plus No Charge Bedliner
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MONTHS
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TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO

of physical disabilities.
Those who stay after Saturday
will go through an acceptance parade on Monday. Academic classes
for the cadet wing begin Aug. 9.
The U.S. Naval Academy allows
its cadets to resign anytime. At the
U.S. Military Academy, cadets
must stay at least four weeks.

State traffic accidents increase,
but highway fatalities drop in '89
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rigorous basic training program.
Many of those who qut early on in
past years weren't at the academy
long enough to know what cadet
life is like, Daniels said.
The class of 1994 had 1,210 men
and 181 women when it entered the
academy on June 29. Twelve men
and eight women have left because

campus, Ockerman said.
David Roselle resigned in
December to become president of
the University of Delaware. The
search committee began in January
with 91 applicants or nominees,
and 77 chose to become official
candidates.

buyers down payment assistance to
qualified first time ever, new vehicle
buyers Limited time offers and be dliner
offer available while supplies last

JO

TAYLOR CHEVROLET
Inc.
Ge

South 12th Street

Murray, Ky.

(502)753-2617
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THRIFTY SAVER
Lipton

THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

.1/1
1%•11111 ,

Pepsi
Products

89
2.99
5.9

2 Liter

^

12-Pack

111

24-Pack

auwwwwwarmi

16.

licse
MEP
BLEND

Lpton Family Size 24 oz.

Starkist 6.5 oz.

Tea Bags

Tuna

99'

19C

Coffee

2.99

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Master Blend 34.5 oz

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS

ow Angi!able It Four
Supermarket

Prices Good Thru August
thf

7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

LITY
STANIPS
C.VMHOG

-

Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PROUD TO S
641 South-Murray
753-9616

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps

Setting the l'neefitr'the 90's

From now on. your groceries will be nandled by a sto0
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualified employee now ov
company through participating in our E.S.O.P (Employ
ship Plan). As owners. well give you the personal 5.
desire. Our attitude is positive about the future of (

Bakery

753-0265

Value Priced Groceries
Del Monte 16 oz.

Betty Crocker 18 oz.

Dash 176 oz. Prepriced 5.69

Corn or Green Beans

Cake Mix

Soap Powder

2/89c

89c

Del Monte 15 oz

79'
1.99
1.99
3.59
5/1.00

Pineapple
Double

Q 14.75 oz.

Pink Salmon
Piggly Wiggly 4 lb.

Northern Beans

Maxwell

House 7.8 oz. (Reg:French Roast)

Instant Coffee
Piggly Wiggly 3 oz.

Ramen Noodles

Krispy 16 oz.

89°
2.99
99'
2.09
3.19

Crackers
Kellogg's 25 oz.

Frosted Flakes
Nunn Better 5 lb.

Flour/Meal
Nabisco 12 oz.

Fruit Newtons
Hills Brothers 8 oz.

Instant Coffee w1Shaker

Chicken Special

Purex Gal. 15' Off

4.50

Dish Liquid
Alley Cat 3.5 lb.

Cat Food
Purina 30 lb. Bonus Pk.

Dog Chow
Piggly Wiggly 32 oz.

Hamburger Dills

lb.

Ready To Eat Imitation

Crab Meat
Red Snapper

4.90

lb.
Jb.

Hunts 18 oz. (Hickory/Orig.)

99'
89'
3/1.00

BBQ Sauce

5.99
5.99
6.99

Del Monte 46 oz.

Tomato Juice
Hunts 8 oz.

Tomato Sauce

Thompson White or Red Seedless

Sweet Crisp-2 Lb. Bag

Carrots
Garden Fresh, Yellow or Zuccini

Squash
Fresh, Crisp Stalk

Celery

Lettuce

Grapes

Piggly Wiggly 64 oz.

Apple Juice

001010.11 11M

0.1.41.0.WW

Mac. & Cho

2/1,
Pringles 7 oz.

Potato Chips
Del Monte 32 oz.

Catsup
Del Monte 29 oz.

Peaches

Buttermilk

99c

ggc

Piggly Wiggly (Cheddar or Mozz.) 8 oz.

3/79°
69C
49'
at 59°
lb.

World's Finest Posey Co.

Cantaloupes
Large, Red California

Plums

lb.

Large, Juicy Sunkist

Lemons
Small Bolling

ea. 1.29
99°
5/99°
39°

size

New Potatoes

lb.

Bisquick 40 oz.

Bisquick

Paper Towels -

1/2 Gal. Prairie Farms

lb.

Corn

HI-On 1 Roll Prepriced 69'

Dairy

Crisp, Jumbo Head

Golden Sweet-In Husk-Field Fresh

Charcoal

2/89c

Fresh Produce

59C

Facial Tissue
Kingsford 10 lb.

Kraft 7.2

Bryan Vienna Sausage

10.00 lb.
Shrimp

Kleenex 175 ct.

Bryan's 5 oz

Live Maine Lobsters
40-50 Ct. Medium

Trash Bags

Value Priced Groceries

Steamed Free

Fried Chicken

Piggly Wiggly 10 CL

99°
1.89
1.59
8.59
79°

Bleach
Dawn 32 oz. 50' Off

Seafood

Ready When You Are
8 Pieces Deli

Ma

Bakina Mix

1.8

With Coupon
In Store Coupon Good Thru Aug 7
Piggly Wiggly, Murray

Sugar Sweet

Shredded Cheese
Milkhouse 10.5 oz.

Cheese Singles
Prairie Farms 1 lb.

Butter
Prairie Farms 24 oz.

Cottage Cheese
Hungry Jack 5 oz.

Biscuits

Huggles Convenient Pack

•

Diapers

Country Time 8

1.3

In Store Coupon Good Thru Aug. 7
Piggly Wiggly, Murray

1.19
99'
1.69
1.79
2/1.00

7.9

NEWIN

In Store Coupon Good Thru Aug. 7
Piggly wiggly, Murray

- - ---J
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THRIFTY SAVER

34.5 oz

THRIFTY SAVER

Peter Pan 18 oz.

19

Piggly Wiggly Lb. Sticks

Bath Tissue

59

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

"

Margarine

gc

C

SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Chuck
Roast

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

1.39,.

I

QUALITY
STAMPS

Check Out
Our Newest
Video
Selections!

:es Good Thru August 7

1YEES ARE PROUD TO SERVE YOU

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

groceries will be nandled by a stockholder of Piggly
e s Each guaiified employee now owns a part of the
participating in our E.S.O.P (Employee Stock Ownerners, well give you the personal service that you
de is positive about the future of our company.
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THRIFTY SAVER

Northern 4 Pk.

Peanut Butter
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ritiggfr

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

Fresh Meats
Mardi Gras 120 ct.

-

Napkins

79°

igly Wiggly 10 ct.

rash Bags

?enex 175 ct

acial Tissue

lgsford 10 lb.

harcoal

•Dri 1 Roll Prepnced 69'

aper Towels

ggly Wiggly 64 oz.

pple Juice

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless
Try Grilled

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef-Whole 12-15 lb.
Sliced Free

Chuck Steak

Ribeye

1.49,.

1.39
99'
2.99
2/1.00
1.19

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Swiss Steak
Extra Lean Family Pak

Ground Chuck

'
l"
ep,
:7
‘7
14'

2/1.00
Catsup
Del Monte 29 oz.

Peaches

Great On The Grill

Chuck Roast

Beef Shish-Ka-Bob

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Ribeye Steak

Pork Chops

Spare Ribs

lb.

lb. 1.59
5.79
lb. 1.79

lb.

Arm Shoulder Roast
Ohse Boneless

Turkey Ham

Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab-Ohse

Ohse Reg. or Hot 1 lb. pkg.

Sliced Bacon

Polish Sausage

.

lb. 1.

Fresh Meats

Ohse-Bologna, P&P, Salami, Spiced 12 oz.

Split Crystal Lake-Now That's Fresh Chicken

Sliced Luncheon Meat

Fryer Breast

.
:•*1

Jimmy Dean Hot or moo

1.49.
99'
99'

Pork Sausage
Field Half Kentuckian

Boneless Ham
Extra Lean 1 or 2 lb. pkgs.

Ground Chuck

Happy Home 1 lb.

lb. 1.99

Corn Dogs

3.19
lb. 1.89

Wafer Meat
Ohse 12 oz. pkg

Wieners

Fischer German 1 lb. pkg

Franks

1.21.69
9.

Piggly Wiggly All Varieties 21/2 oz. pkg.

lb.

3
9°
89'

99

Field

Catfish Steaks

.19

Pizza

Sliced or Shaved

Chocolate, Coconut, Lemon

Ice Cream

All American Ham

Cream Pies

1.99

2.99

2.99

Van DeKamps 7 oz. Fillets

Microwave Fish Sticks
Bacardi 10 oz.

Drink Mixes

69
79
00

!Wes Convenient Pack

North Star 12 pk.

Assorted Pops
Downy Flake 6.25 oz.

Breakfasts
Pet Ritz Deep Dish 12 oz.

Pie Shells

1.89
1.49
1.09
89'
1.39

We Sell Money Orders

Diapers

F.99

Coupon Good Thru Aug. 7
iggly Wiggly. Murray

lb.

Don Martino's

Bakery

Prairie Farms Old Recipe 1/2 Gal.

ilk

lb. 1.69
2.39
4.59

Dinner Franks
Frozen

Frozen
arms

3.99
lb. 1.59
lb. 1.49
ib.1 99

lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Fresh Meats

Mac. & Cheese Dinner

Del Monte 32 oz.

1.49,.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless Center Cut

Small & Lean

Pork Steak

Kraft 7.25 oz.

Potato Chips

•••

Quarter Pork Loin-Cut Into Chops
Lean & Tender

Breakfast Bacon

•991b.

•

lb. 1.69
lb. 1.79
2.39
lb. 1.89

Groceries

Pringles 7 oz.

'isot•

Piggly Wiggly

Sliced or Shaved Plantation

Turkey Breast

Baked Fresh Daily

3.99
4.99
1.99
2.99
2 1.29
lb.

Field's Hickory

Pit Ham

Dinner Rolls
Garlic or Plain

Jumbo Bologna
Longhorn Cheese
On The Steam Table

Egg Rolls

re°

Hoagies

4 ct. pkg.

Variety Fruit Filled

Coffee
Cakes
Kids Love'em
Cream Horns

lb

996
996
1.99
/1.19

.8 ct. pkg.

Great For Subs

lb.

Great With Ham or Turkey Colby

doz.1.29

.

Vienna Rons

lb.

Kid's Love It! Field's

1 toPO6NO1 rCOUPONIIII rCOUPONIIIII r•GOUPtAill

I

Postage Stamps and
Stamped Envelopes

lb.

100

100

Wipthkgpsu.rchase of
2
!
I

With purchase of
3 lbs.

•
. 100

i FREE I I FREE!! FREE Il i FREE I1
- Quality Stamps .•• som Quality Stamps Quality Stamps .Quality Stamps .1
I

Win purchase of
•any* bags Brach's ,

O Pegboard

Lanno
dvemne

McCormick
Q, ,I I
ea
ll Gravy Mixes

um wow

I

Bananas

__

.
'Ofith purchase of one
i Thggly Wiggly
II 3 Lb. Spread
.

0 I Margarine

I

L....1.1--- min......._......_
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Women's division fair winners announced
A list of winners and entries in
the Women's Division of MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fair have
been released by Jean Cloar, county extension agent in home economics, as follows:
• Ball Canning
Fruits — Ellen Davidson, first,
Murrell Madrey, second;
Vegetables — Ellen Davidson,
first, Murrell Madrey, second;
Pickles and Relishes — Alice
Like, first, Connie Talent, second;
Jams and Jellies - Connie Talent,
first and second.

ins, first, Sue Brandon, second,
Connie Talent, third;
Strawberry Preserves — Rena
Hopkins, first, Connie Talent, second and third;
Blackberries — Connie Talent,
first and third, Rena Hopkins,
second;
String Beans — Connie Talent,
first and second;
Summer Peas — Connie Talent,
first and second;
Beets — Alice Like, first, Connie Talent, second, Rena Hopkins,
third;
Succotash — Connie Talent, first
and second;
Soup Mixture — Connie Talent,
first and second;
Chili Sauce — Connie Talent,
first;
Tomato Catsup — Alice Like,
first, Connie Talent, second and
third, Rena Hopkins, Kristina
Todd;
Red Tomatoes — Rena Hopkins,
first, Connie Talent, second and
third.

Baked Goods
Cinnamon Rolls — Kristina
Todd, blue, and Valeria Chapman,
red;
Zuchinni — Lisa Crass, blue,
Sue Brandon, red;
Banana Bread — Sue Brandon,
blue, Valeria Chapman, red, Lisa
Crass, white.
Canning
Grape Jelly — Rena Hopkins,
first, Connie Talent, second;
Plum Jelly — Sue Brandon, first,
Connie Talent, second;
Any king of Jelly — Rena Hopk-

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
GM QUAUTI
SERVICE PARTS

Keep The Great GM Feeling W

41- 4L

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753-2617

KW

110.• Oa,

-V- -le

GM

Genuine GM Parts

4- le -V-

4.41-•4-

SUMMERTIME FUN
Conversion Vans
from

Clothing
Ladies suit, two-piece cotton
fabric — Connie Talent, first and
third, Rena Hopkins, second;
Ladies suit, two-piece other than
cotton — Copnie Talent, first;
Ladies Appliqued Sportswear —
Connie Talent, first and second;
Ladies Blouse, any fabric —
Connie Talent, first and second;
Ladies Sportswear — Connie
Talent, first and second.

-471,0V-/•-

'17,800 to 29,000

Jik•4)4)**4- 41-11-******

OPEN NOW UNTIL 8:00 P.M.

In Memoriam
A Grandson's Tribute
How am I feeling? Got a hole in my soul right now, which has been there
since getting an early-morning phone call two Saturdays ago,informing that
my grandfatherAelm had died in his sleep that morning. Eight days ago,six
of his seven grandsons carried him to a final resting on the shore of a small
pond in a cemetery in Murray, Kentucky.
Somehow, after seeing him live to 81. surviving three heart attacks and a
broken neck in the process. we Kaleys, Helms, Hannas, Campbells,et al had
come to believe he might live forever. As seems the case in unexpected
deaths. Glenard had been feeling pretty well during the spring, part of which
he spent in Texas, shuffling around between the half-dozen branches of the
family living there, helping with that type of fix-it tasks only Grandpa
seemed capable of doing. Sometime after 3 a:m. on the 16th. though,,.his
great heart apparently just gave out for good. His wife rolled over to discover
himibreathing his last breaths. Two nights before, he had been working with
the Murray Boy Scouts, teaching knot-tying, and on the Friday before he
had worked in his garden, done some fishing on Kentucky Lake and then
played pinochle (the family game)in the evening.("He won," I was told that
Saturday afternoon.)
Knowing his last hours had been spent doing the things he loved was a
release for us all, and left me wondering again if perhaps some deity might
not be scripting all this living we do.(Glenard's own religious convictions
included a firm belief that there was a superior being."How can you be in all
this, and not believe something greater than us created it." he once asked me.
as we walked through the woods behind his home on Kentucky Lake. But he
had a hard time, putting much conviction in the organized religions of
humanity A high-school grad who continued his education for 60-odd years
through a regime of reading and questioning and experiencing. Grandpa
explored and studied seseral religions. He began attending a Christian
Church in Murray a few years ago, mainly for the social aspect, and
apparently made an impression on his "senior citizens"class, since a dozen or
more of them were at the funeral.)
He was always such a larger-than-life personality. I think I've mentioned
to you before that it wasn't until he broke his neck in a car accident 18
months ago, that Glenard finally began to look old. It seemed that,for a man
of no notoriety, he had been everywhere and done everything. He had
followed the wheatfields during the Depression,taking time away from Ohio
Oil work slowdowns to traipse through the Midwest in search of work.
sending the money back to my grandmother Helm and three children. He
loved the diversity of this country and'visited it from corner to corner, his
only regrets being that he'd never gotten to Alaska and Hawaii. "If I was a
young guy. I'd check out that Alaska," he told me. He loved being around
water, which led to a 60-plus year association with the Red Cross. He liked
being around kids, which led to him coaching in summer league ball, even
when he didn't have any kids playing, he was one of that vanishing breed of
handymen and craftsmen, who had taught themselves - out of necessity - how
to fix and repair anything, how to build or devise whatever was necessary. He
was a man who knew how to react in an emergency. One of the group of
flowers at the funeral home was from the one man still living, whom Grandpa had saYed when the Retinery blew up in the early '60s; another came from
a man who still had a right arm intact because, in another accident at the
Refinery in the '60s. Glenard had been able to pull the man's arm from the
gears of some machinery. It later took five men to move the same gears.
If he had a weakness of major proportion. Glenard couldn't help but find
"wonderful people" everywhere he went. He liked people and if you had a
project or a scheme that drew his interest, he'd jump in to his neck. Consequently, he was getting the shaft stuck in him about half the time. The reason
he took ear1y.. retirement and left Robinson in the early -70s was because he'd
gone into a real estate development project with some guy who'd convinced
Glenard there was a fortune to be made in retirement and vacation homes on
Kentucky Lake. This person. of course, dumped the entire bankrupt mess in
Grandpa's lap a few years later, and he worked well into his 70s trying to get
out of debt.
Lot of folks thought Glenard was naive because of his attraction to
"wonderful people." but 1 loved him for it. Which may be because I share his
basic belief - however naive - that most of us are "good."( Whatever that
means.) And when Hooked around at the diverse collection of people and
messages and flowers and rememberances that had somehow found their
way to. Murray. Kentucky, it only fanned my respect for his giving and
accepting nature. There were family members from all points of the compass.
many of whom had not gathered in a group in decades. I met members of the
4'ampbell side of the family - a bunch of West Virginia and Southern Penn4Ivania yahoos - whom I thought were only. myths on the famiy tree. Few of
us had met any of them and Grandpa had visited that part of the clan only
twice - once as a young man and once after he'd retired. But there were 10 of
them who came to honor the family patriarch. In addition to a couple dozen
aunts and uncles and cousins that 1 do know. the Murray Boy Scouts, the
Red Cross, the Shriners and Masons, Marathon Oil and other organizations
were represented at the funeral home.

Home Furnishings
Sewing or Knitting Basket —
Janette Giles, second.
Arts and Crafts
Handmade Dolls clothes on doll
— Janette Giles, first and second;
Most Attractive Holiday Apron
— Connie Talent, first;
Most Attractive Tote Bag —
Janette Giles, first and second;
Most Useful Handmade Item —
Connie Talent, first, Janette Giles,
second, Mike Wood, third;
Most Attractive Baby Blanket —
Rena Hopkins, first;
Most Attractive Handmade Baby
Article — Connie Talent, first;
Most Attractive Article in Cross
Stitch — Jenny Wood, first and
second.
Flowers and Plants
Colorful Foliage — Murrell
Madrey, firSt, Gladys Jarrett, second and third, Odell Jarrett;
Palm — Gladys Jarrett, first;
Fern — Murrell Madrey, second,
Gladys Jarrett, third;
Geranium — Rena Hopkins,
first, Jennifer Hughes, second;
African Violet — Gladys Jarrett,
first;
Swedish Ivy — Gladys Jarrett,
first, Murrell Madrey, third;
Wandering Jew — Murrell Madrey, second, Jennifer Hughes, third;
Blooming House Plant — Gladys
Jarrett, first and second, Rena
Hopkins, third;
Dahlia — Wesley James, first
and second;
Marigold — Jennifer Hughes,
first;
Hanging Basket — Rena Hopkins, first.

Mrs. Wilma Fain-is
Mrs. Wilma Fairris, 76, of 1709
Ryan Ave., Murray, died Tuesday
at 9:55 a.m. at West View Nursing
Home where she had been a patient
for just a few days.
She was a member of Hazel
Baptist Church.
Born Nov. 28, 1913, she was the
daughter of the late John Cathcart

Mrs. Mattie Lee Clark, 77, of
Murray died Tuesday at 9:10 p.m.
at West View Nursing Home. She
was the widow of Hugh Clark,
Born July 12, 1912, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Walter Jackson and
Nell Jobe Jackson.

She is survived by three sisters,
Mrs. Kathleen Dunn, Murray, and
Mrs. Jean Murray and husband,
Walter, and Mrs. Opal Barnett and
husband, John, Paris, Tenn.; two
brothers, J.B. Jackson and wife,
Lucille, Searcy, Ark., and James
Jackson and wife, Maxine, Grants

Pass, Ore.
Graveside services will be
Thursday at 11 a.m. at Birds Creek
Cemetery in Henry County, Tenn.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
of Murray is in charge of arrangements, but there will be no
visitation.

Mrs. Willie Lane
Mrs. Willie Lane, 70, of 423
South Eighth St., Murray, died
Tuesday at 10:05 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Eastwood
Baptist Church.
Born May 5, 1920, in Trigg
County, she was the daughter of
the late Bert Collins and Hattie
Lovel Collins.
Survivors are three daughters,

Mrs. Margaret Downs and husband,
Bruce, Rt. 6, Murray, and Mrs.
Nita Ahart and husband, Frank, and
Mrs. Judy Parker, Murray; three
sons, David Lane and wife, Elizabeth, and Ronnie Lane and wife,
Lois, Murray, and Charles Lane
and wife, Lottie, Metropolis, Ill.;
half brother, Robert Downs, Murray; local cousins, Bill Collins and
Edward Collins; six grandchildren;

four stepgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at
2 p.m. in the Memorial chapel of
Anglin Funeral Home, Dover,
Tenn. Dr. Lynn Mayall of Murray
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Wofford
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Mrs. Reba Wilson Lawrence
The funeral for Mrs. Reba Wilson Lawrence is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Robert Johnson
and the Rev. Sammy Cunningham
is officiating. Music is by the Choir
of Grace Baptist Church with
Kevin Rudicil as director and
Dwane Jones as organist.
James Rose, Urban Belcher,
Brent Manning, Howard McNeely,

Ortis Guthrie and Bud l Downey are
active pallbearers. Members of
Geneva Sunday School Class of
Grace Baptist Church are serving
as an honorary group.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Lawrence, 82, Murray, died
Monday at 3:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
was a charter member of Grace

Baptist Church organized in 1966.
She is survived by two daughters, Mrs. Aline McClure and husband, Grayson, Rt. 5, Murray, and
Mrs. Gela Edwards and husband„
William, Rt. 7, Murray; daughterin-law, Mrs. Evelyn Wilson Chilcutt, Murray; three brothers, Hubert
Rose, Holiday, Fla., Harmon Rose,
Benton, and Roy Rose, Kirksey;
seven grandchildren; 13 greatgrandchildren.

Mrs.,Frances Manon Foster Key
Mrs. Frances Manon Foster Key,
81, of 1310 Geneesee, Royal Oak,
Mich., died today at 5 a.m. at a
hospital there.
Born Dec. 8, 1908, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Norton Foster and Lydia
Wilson Foster. One sister, Mrs.
Florence Lassiter Shoemaker, pre-

ceded her in death.
Survivors are her husband, Collins Key; one daughter, Mrs. Joan
McClelland and husband, Allen,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.; two
grandsons, Jimmy McClelland and
wife, Kelli, Troy, Mich., and Steve
McClelland, Bloomfield Hills; two
great-grandchildren, Andrew and

Julia McClelland; two sisters, Mrs.
Lerlene Taylor, Hazel, and Mrs.
Fay Sanders, Lexington; three
brothers, James Foster and Hugh
Foster and wife, Sue, Hazel, and
Joe Foster and wife, Pat, Murray.
Services will be Friday at 11
a.m. in Royal Oak, Mich.

Mrs. Maude Absher
Mrs. Maude Absher, 82, died McCarty.
Tuesday at 7 a.m. at Calvert City
One daughter, Mrs. Loretta
Convalescent Center. She was a Jacobs, also preceded her in death.
member of Bible Baptist Church,
She is survived by her husband,
Paducah.
L.M. Absher, Calvert City ConvaBorn March 8, 1908, in Anna, lescent Center; one son, Harry
Ill., she was the daughter of the Absher and wife, Beverly, Rt. 2,
late John McCarty and Ella Jenkins Calvert City.

Graveside rites will be Thursday
at 10:30 a.m. at Maplelawn Cemetery, Paducah. The Rev. Johnny
Sams will officiate.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
is in charge of arrangements, but
no visitation will be scheduled.

Mrs. Marcia S. McIntosh
Mrs. Marcia S. McIntosh, 36, of
Augusta, Ga., died Monday, July
23, after an extended illness.
She is survived by her husband,
John A. McIntosh, and four children, Martha, Anne, Will and Alex
McIntosh; her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William H. Sisterhen, Eaton-

ton, Ga.; two brothers, Dr. Dan H.
Sisterhen and wife, Christa,
Alpharetta, Ga., and Comdr. (ret.)
George W. Sisterhen and wife, Pat,
Virginia Beach, Va.; three nieces;
one nephew.
Her mother is the former Martha
Belle Hood of Murray.

Local survivors include an aunt,
Mrs. William (Hazel) Furgerson,
and an uncle, Dr. O.C. Hood.
Memorial services were held
Saturday, July 28, at Trinity On the
Hill United Methodist Church,
Augusta, Ga.

Mrs. Eileen (Lee) Nemish
Mrs. Eileen (Lee) Nemish, 68, of
614 Weda, Mayfield, died today at
2:51 a.m. at ner home.
Born Feb. 23, 1922, in Roy,
N.M., she was the daughter of the

OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Olympic Plaza
Hwy. 641 N.

Views On
Dental Health®
Dr. Joe L. Mason, Jr. D.M.D.

•

11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
James Garland the Rev. Erect Carter will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Mrs. Mattie Lee Clark

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Grandpa loved being around young people and had taught some macrame
and craft classes at Murray State a few years ago, and a few of his former
students were there; as were two or three girls - turned-women who had just
had coffee with him occasionally on campus, and a couple instructors with
whom he had engaged in coffeebreak debate. The afternoon of the funeral
brought a note of condolence from Burl Ives. who had been a childhood and
teenage chum.(Grandpa loved to tell the story about the day Burl came to
him and said,"Glen. I'm headed to California. Wanna come?"Grandpa said,
"I told him.'no'. because I had to work that day. Just think, what might have
happened if I'd taken him up on it."
Such an odd feeling, when learning that he had requested the seven grandsons should be his pallbearers. 1 was uncomfortable to begin with, because I
have some qualms about this funeral home thing Christians seem to need. I
hadn't been to a funeral home to view a body since my Grandpa Kaley died in
1972. The five other grandsons felt much the same way (one of my Uncle
Bob's sons wasn't able to get to Kentucky). but I played oldest and convinced
them that we had to do it because Glenard had requested it And so, we
carried him to the grave, but it was eerie, because I can't remember feeling
any weight from him and the casket; all seemed a dream.
Closing up this talk of death, there are Great Men (capitol G,capitol M)
who have,through their teachings and actions, helped lift humankind,sometimes in spite of itself. And there are great men (small g, small m) who lift
humankind on a day-by-day. basis. I% e had the great honor of being related
to two great men; one of whom,thankfully,is still married to my mother and
the other now rests beside a pond in a cemetery in Murray, Kentucky

and Launa Vance Cathcart.
Five sisters and one brother preceded her in death.
Survivors are her husband,
Homer Fairris; one sister, Mrs.
Elwood (Pearl) Stubblefield, Lavonia, Mich.; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at

TONGUE THRUST PROBLEMS
Every person swallows some thrust therapy)is used for both
2,000 times a day. During that children and adults. This therswallow, the tongue can exert apy is designed to retrain the
one to six pounds of pressure. muscles of the tongue, lips and
During the correct swallow, the cheeks to properly perform as to
tip of the tongue presses with strength and placement; to
the force slightly behind the top teach correct swallowing patteeth. The main pressure of the terns; and to instill a permatongue is against the anterior nent, correct swallowing pattern. Tongue thrust can be overpalate. This is good.
During an incorrect swallow, come, but it requires full
the tongue force is exerted fully cooperation by the patient.
against the front teeth. The
teeth are not equipped to withstand this type of pressure and
may be pushed out ofalignment.
Also, it may prevent new teeth
from erupting properly.
Prepared as a public service
In order to correct this situato promote better dental health.
tion, Myofunctional Therapy
From the office of Joe Mason,
(sometimes called tongueD.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.

late Warren L. Strawn and Eunice
Bounds Strawn. One sister, Mrs.
Betty Reigler, and one brother,
Herbert Strawn, also preceded her
in death.
She is survived by her husband,
John Nemish; one daughter, Miss
Susan E. Nemish, Murray; two
sons, Gerald E. Nemish, Memphis,
Tenn., and David Frank Nemish,
Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Louise
Mafield, Akron, Ohio; three

grandchildren.
Mrs. Nemish was a member of
St. Joseph's Catholic Church, Mayfield, where services will be Friday
at 10:30 a.m. with Fr. Pat Bittle
officiating.
Burial will follow in St. Joseph
Cemetery.
Friends may call after 6 p.m.
Thursday at Brown Funeral Home,
Mayfield, where prayers will be
said Thursday at 8 p.m.

Mrs. Verdie Whitmer
Mrs. Verdie Whitmer, 90, Central City, died Monday at 9 a.m. at a
nursing home there. She was the
widow of Noble Whitmer.
A retired school teacher, she was
a member of Order of Eastern Star.
Survivors include two sisters,
Mrs. Margaret Rayman and MO
Nell Noffsinger, Louisville; one
brother, Dr. Hugh Noffsinger and

wife, Edith, Murray.
She was a member of Shavers
Chapel United Methodist Church,
Central City, where the funeral will
be Thursday at 1 p.m. Burial will
follow in the church cemetery.
Friends may call from 4 to 9
p.m. today (Wednesday) at Tucker
Funeral Home, Central City.

EXCLUSIVE!20 LB. CAPACITY
NEW GENERATION
LAUNDRY PAIR
hp motor

Weyher:
•!:r:Jusive 314
'Automatic set clea meglint system
posthoe water temperature con
trot
'White Pura 10^
' wash basket
.1/WO warranty

Dryer:
'70 cu ft dryer drum
•Permanert press cycle
flutt cycle
'kr float drying system
'Tieg dry cycie

We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
(Neil to Cain's AMC Jeep)

Hwy. 641 North
759-1505
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By GARY LARSON
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

The Purple Heart

ACROSS

•Awarded to: U.S. military
personnel wounded in action
•Recipients: Estimated 731,000
living veterans have received it.
II Panama invasion: Army awarded
280, Navy 14, Marines 3 and Air Force
1 in connection with the December
1989 U.S. invasion of Panama
•Famous recipients: John F.
Kennedy, Doulas MacArthur, George
Patton', Sen...John Kerry (D-Mass.),
James Garner, Ernie Pyle and Sen.
Robert Dole(R-Kan.) and former
Navy Secretary James Webb Jr.
•History: Originated as award
for conspicuous military service
during the Revolutionary War.
Resurrected in 1932 as an award
for meritorius service in the Army.
During World War II, it became a
decoration for the wounded of all U.S.
military services.
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10 DIAMONDS
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SAGITTARRIS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
tfa
You need to be careful in your use
of credit today. Brilliant ideas come
to you in business today. Now you're
ready to try something new. Trust
your intuition.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You may be considering taking up a
course of study now. You're torn
between getting together with others
and spending time alone.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Both work and family take precedence over other interests now. You
may hear of an exciting investment
possibility now. Your views about
financial security are changing.
PISCES
WARP
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
It's not a good day for mixing
business and pleasure. Also, you may
be a bit bored with your usual
routine. It's okay, though, to investigate new ways of having fun.
YOU BORN TODAY are independent and cooperative, but may have
difficulty reconciling these qualities
Don't let a need for financial or
emotional security keep you from
doing your own thing. Dare to be
original and you can count on the
support of others. You have strong
artistic leanings, but also can succeed
in business. Usually, you're a good
moneymaker. Birthdate of James
Baldwin, writer; Myrna Loy, at-tress,
and Westbrook Pegler, columnist
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9 Fastener
10 River islond
11 Mislortune
16 Eagle s nest
18 ''— Gun '
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22 Diminishes
23 Old
womanish
25 Chart
27 Musical
instrument
28 Lets fall
30 Beverly
Hills —"
32 Affirmative
36 Actors or
38 Sunset --41 Newest
43 Cul de 45 Ferules
47 Pedal digit
49 Phoenix of
"Stand By
Me"
52 Chooses
54 Contends
55 Timid
56 Father's
Day gift ••
57 Deposit
59 Inlet
60 Drunkard
E2 Greek letter
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(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
-TAR
Make sure you fulfill a promise to a
friend. What looks like a problem as
*
Sr
the day begins turns into a source of a
Pow
joy by day's end. Impromptu social 8-1
0,1Nolf ems/
gatherings are fun.
BLONDIE
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
et WELL, BOSS,ONLY TWO MORE
Some business talks won't amount DAVE INEFORE MY VACATION
to much today and little, in fact, is
actually accomplished. It's when
you're by yourself now that new ideas
come to you.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Shop carefully now or you'll find
yourself returning an item. communications with a friend will improve by
day's end. It's just a matter of the
right timing.
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Frances Drake

GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Consider your options carefully
now and you'll discover a way out of
a temporary block. A new perspective
leads you on the road to accomplishment.
CANCER
04E
(June 21 to July 22)
Don't undertake more than you can
accomplish on the job today. Be
realistic about your capabilities and
the amount of time you currently
have available.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
You could be bored with a current
project, and yet excited about new
business developments which occur
today. Original thinking brings you
gains.
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ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
oft
You may feel temporarily stymied
about a job concern, but innovative
thinking brings you solutions by day's
end. Now's the time to take a chance
on yourself?
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Communications with an adviser
are not at their best today.
Entertainment-wise, you'll be doing
something different for fun. A new
hobby is a possibility now.
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

40 Cloth
measure
42 Dance step
44 Leather ben
46 Chair
48 Long.
slender fish
5501 Part of RBI
Also
53 Polite.
courteous
55 Soaks
58 Asps
61 Towel
insignia
Indian tent
62
64
Janeiro
CNitolixIlleesge
65
6667 S

1 Moccasin
4 Fruit of the
oak
9 Proverb
12 Time gone by
13 Motorless
boat
14 Juan's uncle
15 Supply and
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SOURCES: Chicago Tribune, Military Order of the Purple Heart,'Ribbons and
Medals" by Taprell Dolling, news reports
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Personals

AIDS Victim Tests Positive
But Isn't Sure He Should Tell
DEAR ABBY:I have been a faith- status to pay toward their own cost
ful reader of your column, which of incarceration. This has been polprovides advice, comfort and infor- icy for some time,and is necessary to
alleviate the cost to taxpayers.
mation to millions.
There are many deficiencies in
My dilemma is whether to tell my
family that more than a year ago, I the criminal justice system. This,
tested positive for the AIDS virus- however, is not one of them. We feel
and that now and to the end,I will be that this policy promotes responsible
behavior, and is an effective way to
receiving medical treatment.
My family lives3,000 miles away provide supervision to troubled perin another country, but I am in close sons without overburdening the
and regular contact with them. I public.
CLAUDIA ROWLAND,
don't want to sadden my family with
CORRECTIONAL SERVICES
this news, but at the same time, I do
DIRECTOR,THE SALVATION
not feel comfortable hiding something so important from them.
ARMY,CHICAGO
What are your thoughts on this,
DEAR CLAUDIA ROWLAND:
Abby? And would you please ask
your readers how they feel about it? Thank you for setting the record
If they had a son, daughter. brother straight.
or sister going through this painful
uncertainty, would they want to be
told?
DEAR ABBY: I was recently in
This dilemma is breaking my
France and did some grocery shopheart. Sign me ...
SURAMERICANO ping. All the carts were lined up
between two iron rails. In order to
DEAR SURAMERICANO: get one out,one must deposit a franc
Since most families would want (the equivalent of a quarter), and
to know,to exclude them would
when the cart is returned,the money
be unfair.I vote for sharing your is returned.
problem with your family. Right
I think this method could be sucnow, you need their love, their cessfully used in the United States.
prayers and their support, and N'est-ce pas?
GRETCHEN L. LEHMANN
they need time to adjust to this
news.
Although the time span from
infection to illness can take 10
years or more, with early treatment,that amount oftime can be
extended.

DEAR GRETCHEN: Oui. And
according to my readers, it is
also being used in Hastings,Neb.;
Philadelphia; and Dusseldorf,
Germany.
•••

DEAR ABBY: In a recent column
regarding_criminals paying for the
cost of their incarceration, a reader
stated that The Salvation Army is
receiving funds from Cook County,
Illinois,for services to county offenders.
For the record, The Salvation
Army Correctional Services Program
does not presently contract with Cook
County. It does, however, contract
with the Bureau ofPrisons,and does
provide 140 beds to incarcerated men
and women who pay 25 percent of
their income toward the cost of their
incarceration. For some, this
amounts to paying for the total cost
oftime spent at The Salvation Army.
The federal government and the
state of Illinois presently require
inmates who are on work-release
fin

010

DEAR ABBY:Jean top"Mrs. M.M.
Kelly," whose husband was born in
1910 at the St. Francis de Sales
Hospital in Smith Falls, Ontario,
Canada. The bill for a 10-day stay
was'$46.75.
My daughter was born in 1934 at
Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore. My bill was $14 for a 15-day
stay because of complications.
MRS. ARTHUR ROWELL,
ORANGE,CALIF.
Is your social life in a slump? Get Abby's
booklet,"How to Be Popular"-for people
of all ages.To order,send•long,businesssize, self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for 0.95($4.50 in Canada)
to: Dear Abby, Popularity Booklet, P.O.
Box 447,Mount Morris,111.61054.(Postage
is included.)
020

020

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

I, Charles M Pearson an-.
no longer responsible for
any debts other than my
own

LEGAL NOTICE

Notkt

Notice

8 Years Experience

Antedcan Heart
Auaciation
WERE EK;HTWG F-rj>
SCAR LIF6

NOTICE OF
RIGHT TO
NOMINATE BY
PETITION
The Farmers Home
Administration
(FmHA) in Murray is
accepting nominations
for County Committee
elections for Calloway
and Marshall counties.
This notice is issued to
inform eligible voters
of the right to nominate
candidates by petition.
Copies of the petition
and instructions on its
completion can be obtained from your local
FmH A office.
Persons nominated
should have an interest
in a farm as an owner,
tenant, or sharecropper
within the county or
area in which activities
of the county or area
committee are carried
Out. They must be citiXens of the United
States or aliens lawfully
•dmitted to the United
States for permanent residence, and be well
qualified for committee
work. Spouses of those
persons who meet the
eligibility criteria are
also eligible for nomination for election to
the county committee.
Nominations must be
ieceived in the Murray
FmHA office located at
104 North 5th Street no
later than September 2,
1990. FinHA committee elections are open to

all eligible voters without regard to race,
color, religion, national
origin, age. political affiliation, marital status,
sex, and/or handicap.

A Petition to dispense with administration of the estate of
Geniva Long Springfield, deceased by
agreement will be filed
Calloway
in
the
County District Court
on August 8, 1990, by
Mary A. Murrah on
behalf of the next-ofkin and heirs-at-law of
Geniva Long Springfield. Any claims by
creditors against this
estate should be lied
with Richard W. Ws
of Hurt, Jones, Anderson & Jones, P.O. Box
430, 105 North Sixth
Street, Murray, Kentucky, designated trustee, on or before 9:00
a.m., August 8, 1990.
Hurt, Jones,
Anderson & Jones
105 North Sixth
Street
P.O. Box 430
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1268
Richard W. Jones

Will Sit with
or Live in with
Elderly or Ill.

753-2048
GLASS Replacement for
home, auto, and business
Repair storm windows and
screens. Repair corners
and latches, replace glass
in patio doors, repair rollers, also mirrors, and glass
table tops cut to size. Mirror
frames and picture frames.
M&G Complete Glass Dixieland Center 753-0180.

YOUR AD
COULD
BE HERE
CALL
753-1916

South Fulton, Tenn.

FLEA MARKET
led Fri, Sat. & Sea. Of
Each Mee*
Os Hwy.45 E-PsiossMarts Hwy
1 Mae Sorb el Se Fula City
Luaus
471411411 (*I) 449-5663

0120
Natio&

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare

Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses. For
free information
Call:

Jerry 14cConnelI
Insurance
753-4199
"Ins* local
claim service"

GOSPEL SINGING Saturday 7:30pm August 18th at
the Lake-Land Apostolic
Church 402 Sunbury
Circle, Murray Featuring
James Jarrett and the
Marty Cobb Trio of Dresden, In James H Cain,
Pastor 759-1602 Everyone welcome!

Sunshine
Center
Daycare
Now has binned
openinds in all age
groups (0 weeksschool age)

rail
Registration
Begins Aug 3.
Christian and
Educational
Brograme Daily
Full Time & Part
Time Students
Accepted.

753-6695 or
753-8945

Leave Message on
machine if can't be
reached. I will return
your call.
HAWAIIAN Shaved Ice
fastest growing product to
hit Kentucky. Paradise
Snow Company offers a
complete business opportunity including building,
equipment and supplies,
training and experience.
Act now! Call Charlie Eichorn, Paradise Snow (502)
442-4996, Unit 421 or
618-524-7313.

Key MiniWarehouses
Hwy. 121 South
Sizes from 5x10 to 10,30
753-5562 if no answer:
753-6078, 753-0996
VIDEO DATING: For details send S.A.S.E. to
P.V S PO Box 1911, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Want to
Improve Your
CAREER?
Be Your
Own Boss?
Need Part-time
Income?
I Have An
OUTSTANDING
OPPORTUNITY

with
Network 2000° an
Authorized
Ind•Olentlent Mortimer of

US SPRINT*
Wm. dielsown wanAws

Call

753-9786
5ndspowilme1
Rownrowtolke

025
Panama
MRS THERESA psychic
reader and adviser can
help through all problems.
Call for appointm•nt
502-564-7904.

Help
Wonted

JOB Announcement Number 90-57(A) Position Park
Worker (Part-Time) Location Kenlake State Resort
Park Grade and Salary
Grade 3, Salary $4 321 Per
Hour Minimum Requirements Ability to read and
060
write. Apply by submitting a
Help
State application (which
Wanted
can be obtained at the local
for EmployADULT DAY CARE Department
any other
COORDINATOR An excit- ment Services or
office)
Government
State
develop
ing opportunity to
Department
of
Kentucky
to
and coordinate a new serCapivice at Murray-Calloway Personnel Room 377
KY
County Hospital The posi- tol Annex Frankfort,
Job AnAttention:
40601
days
part-time,
three
tion is
90-57(A)
per week, and daytime nouncement No,
hours. A Bachelor's degree Job Announcement Numin Social Work with experi- ber should also be placed in
ence in working with the the upper right-hand corner
elderly is required. Please of the application in the
Announcement
send resume in confidence 'Special
for
to: Jerry Thomas, Director No.' blank. Deadline
qualify,
of Personnel Murray - applying. You must
the
Calloway County Hospital test', and be placed on
1990.
803 Poplar Street Murray, register by August 5,
'Test not required. Filling
Kentucky 42071 E.O.E.
this position is subject to
ASSEMBLE OUR DE- any State Government hirVICES: Learn this trade, we ing restrictions An Equal
send instructions, parts, Opportunity Employer M/F/
and check for assembly.
Call (404)426-0672
Ext.DB520.
DAYTIME babysitter
ASSEMBLERS Excellent wanted. 759-9842.
VISA/MASTERCARD
Easy, fast' No deposit No
credit check Also $5000
Gold Card Guaranteed'
Cash advances' Free info'
1(800)234-6741, anytime

income to assemble pro
ducts from your home
504-646-1700 DEPT
P2021
CBM Computer Center 314
Main St. Murray, Ky. has an
excellent opportunity for
the nght candidate. Recently IBM authorized, CBM
has an opening for an outside sales representative.
Applicants should have
computer background arid
experience_ Must possess
excellent communication
and presentation skills. Resumes will be accepted
through the mail and in
person. No phone calls
please.

150

nfin

060

025

C 1990 Ufwv•fue Pm* SynOicate

MANAGEMENT position
available for director of nutrition services. Parkway
Regional Hospital 2000 Holiday Lane Fulton, Ky.
42041. Degree in dietitics,
foods and nutrition, or food
service administration is
desirable. Experience helpful. Good benefit package
available. Contact Amy
Montgomery
502-472-2522 Ext. 219.

Help
Wanted

Articles
For Salo

POSTAL JOBS $1141 to
$14 90/hr For exam and
application information call
219-769-6649 ext KY 109
8am-8pm 7 days

WATER heaters, round
electric, 5 year glass lined
tank, 20gal , $119 99, 30 or
40gal., $12999; tabletop
50gal., $219 99 Wallin
Hardware Downtown Paris
Open all day Saturdays

SECRETARY/Receptionist
must possess excellent
telephone voice, typing,
word processing, and organizational skills Responsible for correspondence,
switchboard, daily invoices,
mail, and other duties.
Please submit resume in- 2 FRIGIDAIRE air condi
cluding salary history and boners, 1-18,75OBTU with
references by Aug 2 to energy saver. 753-2131.
Southeastern Book Company PO Box 309 Murray, FRIGIDAIRE air conditioner, 18,000btu, 220 volt,
Ky. 42071.
8 years old $125 (See at
SECRETARY/Receptionist Playhouse in the Park). Call
for local physicians office. 759-1752.
Must possess excellent
typing skills, a knowledge WASHER/dryer $150
of computers helpful. Corn- 437-4675
petitve benefit package.
160
Full time position. Send reHorns
sume with references to:
Furnishings
PO Box 1040 0, Murray,
Ky. 42071.
3 MOBILE homes full o
TAKING applications for new and used furniture for
waitresses. Apply in person sale, 'cheap' Cal
Wed.-Sun., Valley Drive-(n, 527-0403 and ask for Neal.
Hwy 94E.
103 B St. Benton Look for
the sign!
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran- A set of dark oak beds can
teed. Free details, write, be used as bunk or twin
SD, 1057 W. Philadelphia, beds. 489-2614.
Suite 230-TKY Ontario, CaGREEN plaid couch and
lif. 9176.2.
chair, lamps, picture. At in
perfect condition.
WENDY'S is now accept- 753-9357.
ing applications for managers and assistant mana- SOFA and loveseat, excelgers. Previous restaurant lent condition, $300; queen
experience preferred but size Simmons water matnot necessary. Good bene- tress set, only 2 years old,
fits and great opportunity $325. 759-9422 after 6pm.
for advancement. Salary WHITE French girls canopy
ranges to $25,000. Send
bedroom suite. Includes
resume with references to: complete bed, night stand,
Andrew Jordan Area
chest, desk with hutch and
Supervisor 303 Sheila Dr. chair. Like new. Call
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240.
753-7952 after 4pm.

Miscellaneous
BEAUTIFUL handmade
quilts from $250 to $300
489-2741
CHEST type freezer.
Craftsman table saw and
large window air conditioner 753-8856
DOOR-wood, 32in wide. 9
glass panel with casing.
primed and with hardware,
$175. 753-1818
LARGE,large, large, selection of larger size storage
buildings in stock, ready for
immediate delivery For
sale or rent-to-own, some
restrictions Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield, Ky
247-7831.
POOL SUPPLIES: From
chemicals to parts, supplies, and accessories.
Above ground to in-ground
pools, water testing available. 11b. shock $1.99, algaecide $7.95, Pace 3in.
tablets 9_6Ibs. $35.95. CJ's
Pool & Patio, 106 N 4th St.
Murray, 759-1911
SAVE UP TO 30% at our
641N location on storage
buildings Acree Portable
Building
WE buy junk batteries
$1.75 per automotive unit
87 No Main Benton, Ky
527-7122

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience.
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons. Your
needs, siur specialty Call
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641.

MEDIA SPECIALIST,Faculty Resource Center. Twelve-month, staff
position to begin September 1, 1990. Qualifications:
090
165
A bachelor's degree in meSituation
production
is
required;
dia
Wanted
CHURCH SECRETARY:
Antique.
QUASAR VCR on screen
Secretarial experience with preference will be given to WILL do house cleaning
programming, plus remote,
candidates
with
a
master's
5 ANTIQUE tractors, F12
administrative skills,
$215. Call 759-1292
Have references
equivalent
experdegree
or
for
all
Farmall $1200
bookkeeping, typing, word
753-8658
901-593-5752 after 5pm
processing. Good working ience. Successful candi270
conditions and reasonable dates must be able to deMobil*
un
hours. Send required re- monstrate strong commuHorne* For Sale
Business
interpersonal
and
nication
sume and references to PO
Vacuum
Opportunity
Box 1040J, Murray, Ky. skills as well as the capacity
Cleaners
12x50 2BR good condition,
and willingness to work as
42071.
will move and set-up
WE NEED INTERIOR DE
vacuum
cleane
RAINBOW
part of a professional team
CORATORS. Fun, exciting
$2,800. Call 437-4608 after
CMA/Nurses Aide, full time providing support services
with accessories, steam 5pm.
career opportunity. For incarpet cleaner, 1 year
and PRN positions avail- to the University communformation and appointment vac
able. Prefer experience but ity. Position involves the
$600. 8- 12noon or after 1983 14x70 mobile home
call Decorating Den old.
will train. Apply in person, provisison of varied media (502)354-6977.
5pm 489-2344
with 7x21 pull-out 3br, 2
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 production and duplication
bath, central air Take over
Stadium View Dr. E.O.E. services for faculty mempayments 437-4222 after
190
140
5pm.
bers. Primary responsibiliFarm
Want
EXPERIENCED body man, ties include video producEquipment
1988 14x70 CONCORDE
To Buy
good pay. 474-2280.
and
tion (filming, editing, 2br, 2 full baths, jacuzzi,
JOHN
Deere 3 cylinde
750
1
acre
or
2BR
house
with
photographic
dubbing),
HELP wanted. Pick up apcathedral ceiling Located
more of land within approx. diesel tractor, 20hp water
plication at East Y Grocery. services (shooting, proat F10 Coach Estates,
mow
engine,
with
5'
cooled
5 miles of Murray. Send
cessing, and mounting
753-1069.
front-end
deck,
hydrolic
ing
HOSPITAL JOBS Start color slides) and computer
price and picture. Write PO
$6.80/hr, your area. No exp graphics production (exBox 932, Murray, Ky. loader, 4'tiller, all on 3pt. LARGE remodeled LR,
hitch. 1988 % ton 2WD laundry hook-up, 2br,
necessary. For info call perience with computers is
42071.
Chevy Silvered° pickup, able July 30, 1990. Daytime
1-900-990-9399 3xt. 644 required.) Additional reSam-Eipm 7 days. $12.00 sponsibilities include: ANTIQUES by the piece or loaded. 435-4587.
527-1987 or evenings
collections. Call 753-9433
phone fee.
354-6335.
maintenance and minor reafter 5pm.
200
audiovisual equipof
pair
Announcement
NumJOB
Sports
audio production,
BUYING: aluminum cans,
DOUBLEWIDE mobile
ber 90-65(A) Position: Park ment,
Equipment
delivery,
and
equipment
copscrap
metal,
battery,
home: 2br, 2 bath, large
Worker Location: Kenlake
troubleshooting related to
per and junk cars. KGA GOLF equipment: Wilson front porch, carport, newly
State Resort Park Grade
services and use
media
Recycling, 753-4741.
Ultra Driver with grafite remodeled, central heat/
Grade
3,
Salary
and Salary:
campus.
shaft. Call to see 753-5904. air, $12,500_ 642-2623 af$4.321 Per Hour Minimum across the
axCASH
for
mobile
home
ter 4pm.
Requirements: Ability to Screening of applications
les and tires. We will re210
read and write. Apply by will begin August 3 and
MORE for your money is
move. 527-2061.
submitting a State applica- continue until position is
what we offer with new 16'
letter
of
application,
filled.
A
fountain
pens
and
OLD
tion (which can be obtained
Rmwood
wides available now at Barpencils. Parkers, Sheafat the local Department for resume, and the names of
gain Home Center. 641S,
sale
FIREWOOD
for
should
be
references
A
three
fers, Wahl-Elersharp
Employment Services or
Paris, Tn. We live up to our
Mabietodd, Swan and 437-4667
any other State Govern- submitted to: Ms. Marian
name everyday, with the
Director,
FaPosey,
Acting
Waterman.
Call
753-7867.
ment office) to: Kentucky
largest selection of 16'
220
Department of Personnel culty Resource Center,
wides in the area!
University,\
State
Murray
Room 377 Capitol Annex
(901)644-1176.
Floor,
Center,
2nd
Lowry
Musical
Ankles
Frankfort, KY 40601 Atten(502)
For Sale
tion: Job Announcement Murray, KY 42071.
Spinet piano. SAY goodby to the landBALDWIN
EOE/MFVH.
No. 90-65(A). Job An- 762-4415.
old, maple lord, and move into your
years
About
15
FOR Sale: 1976 Case 446
own home We can make it
nouncement Number 13 IMMEDIATE OPENcondition,
lawn tractor, rebuilt 18hp finish, good
happen at Bargain Home
should also be placed in the INGS. NEED a job? A
753-2512.
$975.
float48'
fully
Onan engine,
Center 641S Pans, In,,
upper right-hand corner of GED? Hope for the future?
ing deck, hydrolic drive and
(901)644-1176. Best inventhe application in the 'Spe- You may quality if: 'You do
240
lift. $1500 firm. 753-9786.
tory of new 14 & 16 wides,
cial Announcement No.' not have your GED or high
plus used homes, in the
blank. Deadline for apply- school diploma; 'You are
Misestlansous
•
garden
and
area!
ing: You must qualify, test,' between the ages of 16 & GILSON lawn
twin cylinder 2-WHEEL wagon with
and be placed on the regis- 21. We are an E.O.E. This tractor, 184
cut has tiller sides, salt treated floor, WILLING to trade? We're
ter by August 20, 1990. project is funded by the engine. 42in.
ready when you are at Bar$975. Call
1V. in. connection, $125. gain
'Test not required. Filling Western Kentucky Private and blade,
Home Center 641S
436-2528.
753-1818.
to
subiect
position
is
this
Industry Council- J.T.P.A
Paris, Tn. Large selection
any State Government hir- Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School HOBART portable welder ARMY pants rip-stop ca- of new 14 & 16 wides plus
ing restrictions. AN EQUAL 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , with leads 200amp. 2 cylinmouflage $19 95 Must used homes and we're
OPPORTUNITY EM- 8a.m.-11:30a.m.
der Wisconsin engine. bring this ad Jerry's Sport- ready to deal Give us a try
PLOYER M/F/H
$825 753-7668 days, ing Goods, 6th & Walnut, before
you
buy!
POSTAL and Government 753-2394 nights
(901 )644-1176
Mayfield, Ky
JOB Announcement Ken- jobs $23,700 per year to
tucky Department Of start, plus full benefits. Fed- MENS leather jacket, burParks. Job Announcement eral, state, and local posi- gundy, size 40, $100
Number 90-56(A) Position. tions available now in the 759-1292
Park Worker, Location Murray area. For complete
MOWER blades over 400
Kenlake State Resort Park info, call (219)662-9507.
in stock. Snapper
sizes
Grade
3,
Grade and Salary:
$6.99; Snapper
30in
blade,
Salary $4.321 Per Hour Mi68in. belt, $5.99; Snapper
nimum Requirements: Abildrive disc, $4.49. Wallin
Activity
ity to read and write. Apply
Hardware Downtown Paris
appliState
by submitting a
ome located in Canterbury
Taste
Assistant
all day Saturday.
Open
cation (which can be obome for the growing family: 3
for
an
Looking
tained at the local DepartOFFICE equipment. desks,
, baths, great room with fireplace and a
energetic and creative
ment to Employment Serchairs, and file cabinets
gunroom and deck. Priced in the low 90's.
ul
person to join the
vices or any other State
wood and metal New arid
activity
proteam
of
Government office) to,
used Lots to choose from
fessionals at WestKentucky Department of
See at So 4th & Elm
753-1222
711 Main St.
view Nursing Home.
Personnel Room 377 CapiStreets or call 753-7668
Ky.
Frankfort,
Annex
tol
Good communication
OREGON saw chains % in
40601 Attention: Job Anskills a must. Some
pitch for 16in bar,$8.99; 20
nouncement No. 90-56(A)
required.
typing
or 21 inch, $1099 Wallin
San'
Job Announcement NumMusical & artistic
LOC A MP:
Hardware Downtown Paris
ber should also be placed in
P
S
ability a plus. At least
MILES
Open all day Saturday
c_
a
r
3
Goff
NOR
Or IM54.1
the upper right-hand corner
a high school educaCenser
ON?' 16TH EAT
of the application in the
WEDDING gown white
MURRAY our
tion but some college
'Special Announcement
long sleeve dress covered
would be helpful.
VExecut;ve Par 3
No.' blank. Deadline for
with sequins and beads.
Goff Course
hr.
Starting
salary
$5
applying: You must qualify,
753-2720,
very elegant.
ErtOf Range
Full time position
tact,' and be placed on the
753-6705
!Pilatttng Cages
with benefits. Call for
register by August 5, 1990.
WINCHESTER 1200 12
"Miniature Golf
'Test not required Filling
an interview Mon.gauge shotgun new condithis position is subject to
(502)753-1 152
Fri. between 8 a.m.-4
tion, $100. exercise bike,
any Stale Government hirp.m.
$50, mons bicycle new coning restrictions. An Equal
753-1304
dition. $70; tabletop owe°,
Opportunity Employer WF/
PG,4 PRO
POE IYIVF'
FULLY STOC7CED GOLF SHOP
$50 759-9640

-

-•

4

Amim

••••=

Exc
bed
iron

711

Kopperud Realty

AMINE.

it

New
honi
eastl
rollheat
gany
door:
hotw
large
housi
garde
couri

75
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BANK Repo's and trade in
units available at below
market price everyday at
Bargain Home Center, 641
S Paris, Tn They won't last
long at these prices'
(901)644-1176
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Mobile
'Homes For Sal.

1, 1990

320

460

Apsrtments
For Rent

Real
Estate

1BR duplex, unturnished
new carpet, no pets Refer
enoes Lease and deposit
$250/mo 753-3913

490

Home
For Sale

KOPPERUD REALTY ofLAKE HOME - 3br very 1987
fers a complete range o
CAMARO, white, nice
Real Estate services with a good condition near beach car Call
1-856-3135
wide selection of quality and boat ramp, $24,900
1987
Owner agent 442-5647
FORD Thunderbird
homes, all prices
Turbo Extra sharp, loaded
753-1222, toll free
OPE
N DAILY New 3br, 2
54,000 miles $8500
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
bath home at 1550 Whip753-1595
711L.
poorwill in Martin Heights
Large rooms and closets
Must see interior to appre1988 PONTIAC LeMans, 2
REPOSSESSED VA & HUD
ciate. Call 753-3903 or
door, automatic, a/c, cruise
HOMES available tom govern753-3104
Dent kora it you wet. No mat
control, AM-FM cassette,
check. Also drug 114,11010 end
IRS
$4995 502-522-8610 or
Ionactosures sMd tot back Mae
470
474-2732.
Cal ADS-142-7565 ES'?
H-2225

Used
C..rs

Services
Offered
FENCING of all types Lone
Oak Builders Your fence
connection Days or even
ings 522-6457

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning SNY
DERS Auto Body has
For all your carpet and
up moved to new location 1
1 or 2 BEDROOM apartholstery cleaning For a mile
past old location E 280
ment near downtown
free estimate call (Pone
rtown
)Paint lobs
753-4109
A-1 TREE Service and 753-5827 Satisfied $295
BARGAIN of the Year
& up 753-8423
Stum
refer
p
ences
Remo
val Spraying
everyday on new 16' wides 2BR, upstairs apartment,
STEW
and feeding Also free estiat Bargain Home Center, water furnished, deposit reA LICENSED electrical Over ART'S Upholstery
mate
4000 different types of
s
35
years
exper
iquire
641 South, Pans, Tn We
d Call after 5 30pm
contractor JAMES C GAL- mater
ial Custom boat coy
ence Glen Joiner owner
live by our name and prove 753-0087
LIMORE ELECTRIC Com- ers
WANTED to buy - Clean,
Free pickup and deliv753-0906
it everyday See us before
merci
late
al
mode
and
residential, fast ery Estimates
l used cars and
2 bedroom apartment,
436-5236
you buy or trade, you'll be
trucks Will pay cash Call
ABLE Construction Co courteous and efficient serstove, refrigerator, washer
glad
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
1-800-748-8816 or
you
Building Contractors Resi- vice 759-1835
did! and dryer between
down(901)644-1176
Removal Insured with full
901-642-5661
dential and commercial relor repo 1st your arse.
town and campus $310
PAIN
1988 PONTIAC Grand Am
Ica 7 demi s "wok)
Motorcycles
novation trim/framing car- terior TING, interior and ex- line of equipment including
CHEAPER than rent! You includes gas and water
Free estimates Re- 60ft aerial
Low mileage, ps/pb
sno
pentry, also basements feren
trucks and brush
can own your own home for 759-4923
1985 RIVA scooter, red, 753-7455 or
ces Tremon Fares, chipper
492-8600
To assure a safer
436Used
5598
less than your rent pay125cc, excellent condition,
759-1987
operation at a lower comNEW 2br duplex with carTrucks
ments Contact Bargain
$650. 753-1818
AC repair, window units our
petitive cost Free estiport, appliances, deck, ceilPLUMBING - 24hr
Home Center 641S Paris,
1957
CHEV
ROLET pickup specialty. Free estimate
mates without obligation
ing fans, gas heat/water
emer
genc
y
servi
ce
Tn,(901)644-1176. Let us
Water
has newly re-built engine. 436-2904.
490
TOYOTAS COST LESS
heater No pets. Referand sewer lines, free esti- Day or nite 753-5484
show you how!
$1250 OBO 437-4931
Used
ences, lease, $450/mo. 3 ACRE wooded lot on Hwy
mate
s, reasonable rates
IN
ALPH
MURR
A Builders - CarpenAY
VCR REPAIR Wood
Cars
299, $16,000 435-4263
COWABUNGA! A new 16' 753-7457.
1979 CHEVROLET pickup try, remodeling, porch
VCR
es, Money back guarantee
Servi
ce Center, dearungwide for $14,900'? That's
LWB
350 V-8 auto., air, roofing, concrete drive 753-4200
NICELY furnished 1, 2, REDUCED price! 3 lots MUST sell! 1989 Chrysler
servicing $15, most repai
right and it's at Bargain
power, tilt, tool box and
rs
ways, panting, mainte3BR apartment Days together, located in East Y New Yorker, 1977 Cadillac
PLUMBING repairman with $35, all brands 3rd Stree
rails
Home Center, 641S Paris,
Dual
exhau
Seda
t,
nanc
st,
n
Devill
79xxx
e
-etc
e, 1974 Ford
Free estimates same day
753-6111, after 430pm, subdivision on Westside
Almo
,
Open 9-12, 1-5,
service Call
Tn (901)644-1176. We
miles, excellent condition
489-2303
753-0606.
Drive. Call or see Roger pickup. Call Southland FiMon -Fn , 753-0530
436-5255
have all the bargains! Give
Must see! $3650
Hudson, 753-4545 or nancial Services
ANY remodeling, building, ROCKY COLSON Home
489-2440
us a try before you buy! SMALL furnished apart753-2
VICKI
727.
'S machine quilting
753-6763.
painting & roofing Free es- Repair Rooting, sidin
ment. Washer included.
g, Reasonable rates
1982
MAZ
1978
Quilts
DA
timat
FORD LTD 2 owner,
B2000
es B & B Construc- painting, plumbing, con$125 per month. Single MOBILE home lots in
available
4-speed, AM/FM cassette
tion 436-5263
260
crete Free estimates Call 435-4571 for sale Cali
lady or married couple pre- Scenic Acres, near East local car, white with blue
topper, good mechanically
Mobile
ferred No children. No Elementary School. City top, like new Must see to
APPLIANCE REPAIRS 474-2307
753-2117
Homes For Rent
WILL do plumbing and
pets Deposit required Pri- water, $3850 753-7668 believe 753-9225.
fight
Factory trained by 3 major ROGER Hudson rock haulhauli
ng 435-4169
days
vate
or
1984
753See
2994
at
F150
1979
407 South 8th
nights.
pickup LWB, manufacturers Most parts ing, gravel,sand, dirt, drive
2BR trailer, no pets
MERCURY Marquis
Street.
300cu in. 6 cylinder, 3 in stock on my truck
Broughm 753-7564
753-9866
Al! way rock 753-4545, WILL landscape Beshhog
speed Runs very good
4150
work and parts warranted 753-6763
ging Free estimate
1981 CUTLASS Supreme
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
Looks real good $1850 neAsk for Andy at The ApFarms
4365430
high
mileage, good condior unfurnished. Some new
ROOFING, plumbing, tree
gotiable 753-8165 after pliance Works, 753For Sale
2455 removal.
tion 759-4980, 753-4520.
furniture, natural gas6pm
yard mowing
SECLUDED farm: unique
electric, air conditioned
APPLIANCE SERVICE driveway sealing Call
1988 FORD Bronco II, Ed- Kenmore, Westingh
3BR, 1 bath. Stella area, no 4br home on 24 acres, cen- 1982 CUTLASS Supreme
Shady Oaks. 753-5209
ouse, 436-5895, 753-7036
4
door, V-8, loaded, good to
die Bauer Edition Black
pets, available Aug. 13 tral heat arid air, patio, large
Whirlpool 30 years experiavera
ge
shap
SHANE'S Quality Painting
e
4928595
with
tan
trim, excellent con- ence Used Appli
753-6825, evenings.
barn, workshop, fenced
1no
ances and Wallp
ditio
apering Service
n,
27xx
7-4 month old turkeys free
acrea
x
mile
ge,
stock
s
1982
Bobb
ed
y
MAZD
pond
Hoppe
A 626 loaded.
and
Business
r, 436-5848 Free
estimates, reasonable to good home 753759-1663
more. Call Kopperud Re- good condition, $2000
380
7187
Rentals
BACKHOE Service ROY prices 753-8455
evenings
alty 753-1222 or 753-3204 753-3716.
Pets
VERY nice 1986 Chevy 4x4 HILL Junior
BUSINESS property to
Thorn
, opera- SHEETROC
evenings.
Supplies
K finishing and IRISH Setter to be given
loaded, short wheel base, tor 30 years
1982 SAAB 900 Turbo
rent: 1000sq.ft. on No. 12th
experience textu
red ceilings. Larry away due to our moving
305,
aski
ng
$82
5-spee
00
Septi
AKC black Lab puppies for
d, air, sunroof,
c system, drive-ways,
St. 502-443-1111.
out
437-4813.
of town 436-2118
hauling. foundations, etc Chrtsman, 436-2811
$4,500 753-6149, ask for
sale. Good bloodlines,
OFFICE or store space in $125
Greg
759-4664
Call (901)247-3220,
Southside Shopping Cen- Purye
510
ar, Tenn.
MUST
see 19 OLDSMOter and 4 car shop.
BLOCK & brick & concrete
BILE
753-9386, 753-6612 or see AKC Cocker Spaniel pupreme, V6
Campers
finishing Driveways, por2BR
brick
home
, attached a u t
Clayton Bridges
pies, 502-328-8715.
,
nice
garage, 1.5 acres, 94West 753 514
18' CAMPER, good condi- ches, new foundations, and
OFFICE space, 300 sq. ft , AMERICAN Eskimo pups, '4 mile from city limits, after 6pm ys 354-8879,
tion, sleeps 4, lots of stor- chimney and repair work
CUSTOM KITCHEN CAIINETS
North 12th St. location. Util- registered, $65 753-9979 $47,000. Shown by apage, closet, sink, ice box, 753-5476
CUSTOM mOODWORsiNG
1984
ities included
poin
NISS
tmen
AN
Sentr
t
753a,
blue
7743
Call
gas stove Runs on 110 BOGARD
or
All Types Of
Paving - parking
4 door, 5-speed, air, AM/
753-5842
753-3992.
power or battery
lots, driveways sealing,
Cus
tom
Woodworking
FM
cassette, $3000
POODLE puppies, choco- 3BR, 2 bath,
753-8451, 8-1 30pm days. striping 20
brick ranch. 753-1170
years experilate, apricot, females, AKC. Formal
4374647
nights
ence For free estimate call
living and dining,
Paradise Kennels, den with
759-9213 or 753-9552
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
fireplace, privacy 1984 PLYMOUTH Reliant,
1983
AVIO
N
30tt
travel
753-4106.
fence, deck, double gar- 4 door, high mileage, good
'Drop by & se. Our showroom
trailer, rear bath, twin beds, BUILDING Contr
Cat
actor •
8,000 Sq. Ft.
,,s SukFLPtv kruRRAY .Bermd Bunny ea•ld.
REGISTERED Cocker age, low utilities. $80's. condition, only $1350 Burroof air, electric jack, all Home improvemen
ts,
pole
7SISSIO
Office or
keen's Grocery on 94E,
Spaniel 2 years old, male 753-5703.
around awnings, micro, barns, portable
buildings,
753-7151
Professional
radish, sweet natured and 3BR,
pull-r
ite
hitch
,
$10,
decks
500,
,
gazebos Customer
2 bath, brick home, 2
healthy $50 489-2741
Space
1985 Chevy suburban 6 2L satisfaction guarante
car garage, 812 Bagwell 1985 TRANS Am $7000
ed
diese
l
4x4,
front and rear Free estimates L E WilBlvd., 24005q.ft with large Call around 2-30pm ,
Completely finished,
air, automatft"WIrtdows',''- trams '48-288'3
no
kitchen, family room, and 753-1461
may be divided, high
, door locks. tinted windows,
formal dining $75,000
traffic area.
CAMP Septic Tank Clean$7100 901-642-7061
Product
759-9987.
ing
753-9224
Call
FUTRELL sweet corn, yel- 4 ROOM house
1986 JAYCO 24'4 ft.,
Full Time
with sepaTom Karvounis
Bush
hogging, dozing
low or silver queen. 13 ears rate large garage,
sleeps 7, queen bed, air,
We offer -on 1
gradi
ng, leveling and tree
per dozen $1.25. Call acre, near Farmingt
awning, refrigerator, stove,
753-9469
on
-vacations -good pay
753-8848 before 8:30pm. $12,500 345-2070.
tub/shower, antenna, ex- removal 492-8254
-benefits
cellent, used little
-pleasant work atmosphere
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
BEAUTIFUL lake front
759-4410
-good hours -paid holidays
and Cooling Service Comview, with this 2 level, 2br, 2
plete service on all central
bath, lake front home, in
520
You otter -That's nght! If you are not
cooling, all makes and
great overall condition. InBoats
happy with the operation
models. Call Gary at
of
-typing ability
cludes oversized 2 car gar& Motors
your used car or truck you
759-4754.
age. Just reduced, $80's.
(knowledge of ad design using Macintosh
bought from us, return it to
II)
12' ALUMINUM flat bottom
us within 3 days or 200
753-1222 Kopperud Realty
DITCH WITCHING &
-willingness to work
finon
boat
c;nq
with
new
On
3hp
The
miles (whichever comes
gas mo- Gravel Hauling Servi
Spot
Or111110
today for an appointment to
ces
tor Excellent condition, exfirst) and we'll repair it
- -6 c='1,
or
see this beauty.
Contact Kenny Travis
Apply in person to:
we'll refund your money
tras 522-6457
502-759-1039
ENJO
Y
It's
home
as
near
simp
lake
le
as
that!
Neat and attractive - this 3 BR, 1 bath,
1976 HARRIS 24ft ponelec, wall/wood
with these features: 3BR, 2
DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
Everything
heat, wall air, carport. Beautifully
toon boat 801'ip Mercury
landscaped on
bath
s,
Lawn Service - Does your
LR,
DR, eat-in
We'll
Repai
r
It
125x200 lot for $39,900.
We
Sell
powe
Is
r
Under
trim complete furni- iawn
kitchen, deck,2 car garage,
need mowing'? Or is
Or
No Phone Calls
ture package hardtop and
Five Thousand Dollars
:•
landscaped yard with fruit
landscaping what you
We'll Refund
trailer Can see on Hwy 68
trees
need
,
straw
?
Call
berry
759Your
garde
9706
Price & Payment Displayed
Money!
n
for
414 S. 12th
across from Jonathan
753-1651
Low $40's. 901-644-0547
free estimate
On Each Vehicle
WWI.. under 13.001 Do WO
Creek Elementary School,
Cheal.tv
$5500 502-683-8999 or LICENSED for electric,
F''AME house, 21x, 1 bath,
CARS
502-686-1866
full basement, 1 car gargas, refrigeration Installaage, 2 storage buildings on
tion and repair Free esti'88 Chevy Caravells____$4987
1983 JC Pontoon 1986
140x200ft. lot. 8 miles north
mates 753-7203
41111/111/44
60hp Johnson 759-9549
'88 Pontiac
$4987
of Murray. Priced to sell
FABR
ICS
name
brand
'88 Chevy Celebrny Wgn .$4987
Phone 753-9376 after 7pm
1988 MONTERREY 19ft
decorative fabrics for the
runabout, 155
cuddy. home at wholesale
'88 Dodge Aries
HISTORIC Stubblefield
$4987
prices
potty, very sharp 753-3682
Custom Interiors Factory
home, beautiful renovated
87 Chevy Eurosport $4987
or 759-4884
Outlet 308 Tyson Pans.
1830s farm home sur'87 Ford Taurus
$4987
rounded by 75 secluded
1988 PROCRAFT 18' Tenn
fenced acres. Artesian well,
150XR4 Mercury, jacking
'87 Chevy C.elsbrity Wgn.54987
Restaurant
FENCE sales at Sears
10 minutes from Ky. Lake
plate turbo prop trolling monow Call Sears 753-2310
'87
Down
Chevy
Town Lake St. Fulton
Celebr
ity
$4987
$195,000. 704-452-7658
tor LCR 4x6, flasher, Pro'
for free estimate for your
craft trailer, mag wheels,
'87 Chevy Cavalier Wgn $4987
needs
HOME INSPECTION
like new Priced to sell
86 Pontiac 6000 V6 S4987
CONSULTANTS - Profes753-8451, 8-1 30pm days GENERAL Repair plumbCompletely remodeled resional pre-purchase home
'86 Ford Mustang
437-4647 nights
ing, roofing, tree work
$4487
stau
rant.Including fixtures,
inspections for the in436-2642
'86 Ply. Horizon
$3987
1989 STRATOS 201 Pro,
formed
license, & real estate.
buyer
150 Evinrude, fully GUTTERING By Sears
502-898-8661
'84 Dodge Aries
$3987
equipped ready to go fish- Sears residential and com'84 Renault Alliance__ $1487
ing 753-8856
mercial continuous gutters
'82 Ford LTD
installed for your specifica$1987
19ft SKI boat, 200hp, sell
HOMESELLERS
tions Calf Sears 753-2310
nights
82 Datsun 310
or trade for Wave Runner
$1487
for free estimate
REALTY
7624976
afte
rnoons,
'81 Olds Cutlass
$1987
753-0375
753-8731 or 462-3623 G W CONSTRUCTION,
19111 N. 12Ill St.
TRU
nights
CKS
Gerald Walters roofing.
JUST REDUCED!
Open til 7 p.m.
painting, vinyl siding, all
'87 Chevy S-10....
•
This fine quality lake home is a
INVEST TODAY - IO acre
$4987
39ft
HOU
SE
boat
LR, kinds of remod
perfect "getaway."
farm west of Hazel. 9 my from
Aubrey Hatcher
eling Phone
Excellent condition and beautiful decor
galley/kitchen, BR and
Murray. Call for details
'86 Ford Ranger V6 $4987
inside and out. 3
4892267
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, ceiling fans, and
Mike Roberson
HomeSellers 753-0375
bath, air conditioner. 140hp
only a short walk
'86 Chevy Astro Van __$4987
from the lake. $62,500.
Mark Eik.is
IN/Outboard, sleeps 6 Ex- HANDYMAN - Painting,
ORHAT LAKH
LOTS/
°anent condition A great plumbing, electrical, car'77 Chevy Stegaide Van$2487
Bill Calvert
loon Cobb area Rest Irics rot Ky
lake 7c3-2.72.1
boat at a good price, pentry, etc 24 hour
Tom Thurman
Have You Been Turned
711 Main
$14,500 Moored at Cy- emergency service All
Chad
Cothra
n,
Sales
MGR.
753-1222
LOTS-1.10BILH
Down Elsewhere?
110hIESSI
press Springs Resort slip work fully guaranteed Very
1,ocated near New Proodence voth
IC -8
19 wee Owner restrictions
753-6487 or reasonable rates
Credit Problems V OK
"YOU" pay for most nursing hom
"hater furnohed by ormser Sit4s0
753-2183
436-2749
e cost.'
492-8529
No Credit v OK
Medi
•
care
pays
20,.
less
Divorce V OK
than
CVX 18 Glastron in/ HAULING, yard work, tree
LOCATION
LOCATION?
Of lillURRAY
we sex dependable,
outboard, excellent condi- removal, mowing Free es'Medicare supplement policies
Orem starter or rental I Mock
pay evert
from MMI Complete renovation
attordabie cars to people
tion
753-2769 or timates 759-1683
less
SZ7,500 In.1101ase St
who want to establish or
515 S. 121h
753-4487
Phone
INSULATION Blown In By
re-establish their credit.
'An estimated one in four Amer
Murray, Ky
New 2,257 sq. ft. home for sale by owne
7534961
icans over
HOUSH IN WHSTIVOOD
r. This
MARK Twain runabout Sears TVA approved
Low
Monthl
y
Payrno
nts
65 will spend time in a nurs
Home in Westwood eir 3hd
heffie sits on an excellent 1.32 acre lot.
1.11
ing home.
Save
6 1/2 miles
on
140
those
Merc
in/bo
high heating
ard ExcelOther Locations:
east of Murray. Features include Sun doub
• In our area, costs average
and cooling bills Call Sears
lent condition 753-0342
le hung
over
AUCT
$18,000
Mayfie
Otwenboer '
ION
ld
SAL
Paducah
ES from
53-ale
roll-out windows, 2 car garage, firep
per year.
753-2310 for free estimate
lace, gas
$100 - Chevys, Fords
We accept Visa & MC
PON
TOO
N
boat
slips
for
heating, central electric cooling, beautiful
DONT MISS OUT - Great
Vans, Jeeps, 4x4's, Mermaho• Medicaid, the government
rent Also, pontoon boats KITCHEN CABINET RE
building kw in V.,sodgate F,mates
See Sammy Bradshaw
program for
gany front door, French double opcning
cedes. Corvettes seized for rent For more
back
Onh R left at this pease 111.000
MODELING with wood
the "poor" only provides
infor
ma
Sales
Manag
help after you
er
doors, all new appliances, Jen Air gas cookt
-tt tot's
gove
by
rnme
nt
grain formica all colors
At public bon call, Cypress Bay Re
op, gas
literally impoverish yourself
.
hotwater heater, 3 large bedrooms & close
sales in Murray area and sort, 901-232-82
1113 Sycamore
Free estimates Wulft's Re
ts, 2
21
26000 HARMS! warm & NJ
large bathrooms, whirlpool in master bath.
Kentu
cky
next
mont
cover
h
Call
-y,
Murr
Murra
C•Ond
ay
y
436posed
5560
Entire
mod frontage
If you are concerned, give
MOO per acre Dr Douglas Road
(219)662-7662
SUN Tracker Party Barge
us a call for a
house has sheet rock walls including garage.
759-4999
Large
4364165
free copy of "The Consum
28t1 pontoon 50hp John- QUALITY Const
er Guide TO
Barden area. Excellent house and location
ructi
on
Lease
for
For Less at
Long Term Care Insuranc
son motor and factory
e."
Alteration & remodeling
country living. Additional acreage available.
WISMCIRND RETRRATI
DWAIN TAYLOR
trailer 759 1346
!Noble borne half mite from water
Porch & deck specialist
an nate area Treated deck esth ac.
CHEVROLET
436-2617 or 753-1126
Owner weals offer Pinecrest
VERY
nice
1976,
17'41
t
1990 Cavalier 4 Dr.
Reatxt Slt.SO0
751-6540
Arrowgiass bass boat, two
Loaded $273 22mo*
R B MITCHELL PAVING
depth
finders motor pods Driveways, parki
Cal, Gene at 753-2617
ng lots a
Call for FREE list
trolling motor. 115 Evin- specialty
Ropkinsville Fed. Savings Buil
Plus Tax Title & License
Over 30 years
ding
of PROPERTIES
rude garage kept, used
experience 753 1537
36 Mo Closed End Lease
very little 437-4813
753-1221

CARS
19 Ara
18187
19 Cressida
'17,987
19 Ford Escort
16387
19 Toyota Camry
10887
'88 Mazda 929
'14,987
'88 Toyota Carl
1,987
'17 Ford Tains
15,987
'87 Toyota Tercel gn 4887
'17 Mazda 626 LX
15,987
'86 Tercel 4WD Wgn '5,917
16 Honda Accord DX 7,987
16 Pont. Rebid
15,987
16 Buick Somerset LTD 1817
16 Buick Centtry LTD 14817
16 Toyota kpra
1,987
'86 Maida RX7
1,987
15 Merc, Cad NITA 1,917
'85 Toyota MR2
1,987
15 Toyota Carr/ LE 1,487
'85 Ms Delta 88
'7,487
15 Buick Elec. Pak Ave 1387
'84 Nissan Stria
84887
14 Chevy Monte
15,487
14 Dodge Charger
1,487
13 Cutlass Supreme 1,487
'83 Toyota Corolla .„,.,,1887
'BI Pont.Grand
'82 Toyota Corolla
'2,387
11 Olds Omega
'2887
73 VW kg
187

FOR LEASE

sm
CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

YES

TRUCKS
18 Chevy 14 Ton
'8417
19 Toyota 04
'11817
18 Toyota 44
10,487
18 Ford Bronco II XLT 11,367
'88 Toyota P
1887
18 Cheri Step Side '11887
'88 Dodge Ciavr SE .11,487
'18 Chevy Shirk° '11887
'87 Toyota 4X4
1,987
17 Toyota 4•Rinner 12817
11 Chevy R101)11
1,917
17 Ford Bronco II XLT 1,987
'86 Ford Bronco II
1,987
78 Toyota P11
'1,387

SEPTIC TANK
INSTALLATION
Trenching & Boring

Gene Steelq
Backhoe Seruuce
753-6156
492-8529

Kopperud Realty

TOYOTA

NEW HOME
FOR SALE

Typesetter Needed

WE Guarantee!

YES

Roberts Realty

SEIZED CARS - Pored* BMW
Verb, slc. Trucks, booth 4etuast
era, TV's, eler•os, Kenai.* by
Drug Enforcement Agency, FBI
IRS UnloshoyebM brogans on as
models Amami:so your VIII now
Ca I 405482 7566 Eft C-1264.
lug 7 days a seek)

The Murray Ledger & Times

-

For Sale
The Keg

Call
Roger Klapp

345-2022

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?

;",'TraZ.,„1,,"1",,,ar«)rentetZ

89,750
753-3808 or 753-6862

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

F

a

•

r
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Iltortatt's

ale
S
11,1tual
Listed below is just a
partial listing of the many
FANTASTIC BARGAINS you will find
throughout the store.
No gimmick. No hidden cost.
Just Great SAVINGS!

Jamison
Bedding
All Sizes All Qualities

Drastically Reduced
for this
Sale
SOFAS

Sofa and love seat, overstuffed
contemporary
style, blue velvet cover
with mauve stripe. Both
pieces
Reg. $1699" NOW
'
699
"
5 piece sectional by Stratford* recliner on both
ends, blue and mauve
country style cover.
Reg. $1699.95 NOW$699
"
2 piece sofa and chair
attached back,green burgundy plaid nylon
cover.
Reg. $1,099.95 NOW
'
499
"

'299"

1 modern style blue vinyl
cover by Craftmaster*. Reg. $799.95 NOW

Traditional style loose
pillow back burgundy
and green
stripe cover.
Reg. $1,099.95 NOW

'399"

2 piece sofa and chair by
Crestline', beige, mauve
and blue country style
cover with arm
pillows.
Reg. $1,199.95 NOW

'499"
'399"

Traditional style attached
back, blue mauve and
beige cover.
Reg. $899.95 NOW
Camel back by Crestline*,
burgundy and green mini
plaid cover with contrasting arm pillows.
Reg. $799.95 NOW

'299"

Contemporary style attached back, navy and
gray tweed cover, contrasting arm pillows.
Reg. $899.95 NOW

'399"

Loose pillow back burgundy beige and green
floral
cover
(floor sample)
Reg $999.95 NOW$349
"

Cover.

Baldwin Pianos

Pictures, Lamps
Baskets & Accessories

ALL
REDUCED
FOR MS SALE!

1!

OFF

SOFA SLEEPERS

Chippendale style navy
and peach cotton
paisley cover.
Reg. $899.92 NOW
399
"
'

Traditional style by Fairfield*, attached backs,
teal and peach plaid

Large Selection

1 n
Reg. $999.95 NOW iL

CHAIRS

1 Queen size by Jamison*, blue plaid cover,
contrasting -atm pillow,
innerspring mattress.
Reg. $799.95 NOW

1
Chippendale
wing
chair, mini flame stitch in
blue.

1 Lazy Boy' queen size
beige and blue plaid
cover, innerspring mattress
Reg. $899.95 NOW

2 swivel rockers by Best',
beige velvet cover.
Reg.$299.95 NOW

'299"
1/2

1 queen size country
style, beige, blue and
brick mini plaid cover by
Jamison'.
Reg. $899.95 NOW
399
"
'
Queen size brown, blue
and burgundy scored
velvet cover, innerspring
cover.
Reg. $899.95 NOW
Queen size by Jamison*,
blue and beige plaid nylon cover, arm pillows. Re7. $799.95 NOW

1/2
1/2

Early American Style,
beige and blue cover,
queen size.
R

1/2

$799.95 NOW

Queen size country style
ruffled skirt beige and
burgundy, pin and dot
cover
Reg. $799.95 NOW

1/2

BEDROOM
3 Piece cherry, triple
dresser pediment, mirror,
chest and bed with
foot.
Reg. $1,399.95 NOW VV "
4 piece solid oak by Kellar*, triple dresser with
boxes, large mirror Cheston* chest, poster bed,
1 irl
night stand.
Reg. $3,206.00 NOW
L
4 piece Shaker design
solid
maple,
triple
dresser, large mirror,
chest, pencil post bed,
night stand.
Reg.$2,180.00 NOW

'999"

3 piece
oak, triple
dresser, mirror, poster
bed by Lea'.
Reg. $1,499.95 NOW$IJ1JIJ"

DINING ROOM
Solid oak by Cochrane',
pedestal table, 4 heavy
chairs, 2 leaves
for table..
Reg. $1,994.00 NOW
"
'
899
5 piece solid oak by Cochrane*, oval table with
leaves, 4 heavy chatrs.Reg. $1,466.00 NOW$69995
Solid oak hutch and buffet, glass doors with
drawer and shelves. Reg $1,173.00 NOW
"
'
499
Solid oak by Cochrane*
double pedestal table
with leaves, 4 back
chairs.
Reg. $1,994.00 NOW

$0OO95

1 French Provential pullup chair, blue cover.

$00
1
Reg. $3996 NOW I 25

$125
'99"
150"

Reg. $269.95 NOW

1 Queen Ann wing chair,
beige, teal and mauve,
shell cover.
Reg. $399.95 NOW

2 swivel rockers, tufted
$1
back, peach velvet cover.Reg. $299.95 NOW 150
"
2 brown vinyl wing
chairs, deep tutted seat
and back, nail head trim. Reg. $399.95 NOW
2 red velvet swivel rocker
by Best*

112
1/2
Reg. $299.95 NOW

'99"
'199"

County French style,
cane sides, blue cover. Reg. $269.95 NOW
1 wing chair, nail head
trim, blue, green and burgundycover by Southern.Reg. $599.95 NOW

MISCELLANEOUS
$1 9;00
Brass and glass etagere,
Reg. $299" NOW I 1211
4 shelves.
1 TV stand by Hooker*,
oak, 2 door VCR shelf,
Reg. $549.95 NOW
slightly damaged.

175"

1 cherry wall unit, 2
doors, 1
drawer, 4
dashelves, slightly
Reg. $549.95 NOW
maged.

199"

1 black lacquer curio, 2
doors, 4 glass shelves
1 n
Reg. $799.95 NOW i&
with light.
1 server, 2 doors,2 drawera, flip top, pecan by
"
Reg. $1,105.00 NOW$399
Stan ley*.
1 cherry double pedestal
desk with locking file
drawer, slightly scratchReg. $699.95 NOW
ed.

'299"

3 piece set oak living
room tables, pedestal
1 n
Reg. $999.95 NOW /L
style.

Thurm n's
FURNITURE
208 E. Main

Murray, Ky.

